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,
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. ,
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ABSTRACT

M

IL .

This is a review Ind analysis of the literature on the

relationships between employment_ and crime from several dif-

ferent' disciplines: economics,*sociology, anthropology and

the recent body of manpoWer programhevalbat..kons for criminal

justice populations. The review of economic-literature
-----Vc-uset on tWo competing explanations of employment, and

crime relationships,: the economic model of crime developed

by neoclassical economists and ,the' more structural approach
of segmented labor market theorists., The review ofSocio7
logical. litereture ,encompasses various third factors

(4amily, education and age) that have been seen as quali-

fying the relationship between emplOyment and crime. -Struc-

ture, of opportunity theory. .and subcultural -literature

related to employment arid enme issues are also considered.
Finally., suveys of early manpower program' evaluations in' a

criminal justice context and recent maj0 impact evaluations

are reviewed.

. ' .
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CHAPTER, ONE

INTRODUCTION

4

1.1 The Interest 'in Employment and Crime.

S$cial scientists, government officials and program

. .planners have, fdr the last two decades, focused considerable
- .,.

.1

attentiop on, relationships between the economy and the origin,

persistence and control of, crime, The research and policy
... ,,

literature has continued consider,the,influence of various.

,0 .

social structures on criminad behavior, including the
.
family,

,

,

the peer group, the neighborhood and variously defined sub-

cultures. But there has been persistent fascination with the

,

economy, especially the.manner in which it structures employl-

qment opportunities for different age, racial and ethnic groups;

'
0

0

0
opportunities, for 'nd experience with employment have come to

4-,

be' *seen as powerfu variables both for the explanation and for

the control of crime in America.

Beginning in the early 1960's, the federal government

through several executive 'departments and agencies

Health, Edutation-and Welfare, Labor, LatrEnforcement Assis-
.

twice) encouraged and supported a number of ptogr'ams'de-,

signed to expand employment opportunities for people inyol-
0

ved with'thicriminal )ustiCe system anfor segments of the
°

population considered to be at high riskof becoming so

volved. By strengthening p,articiparitS' ties to the world of

legitithate ,work, these programs hoped to reduce recidivism

and facilitate:participants"adoption of a more conventional

life Style:\J in the mid-701s,'/the NationalIwInstitute of

/

r



gustfCel decided to look closely relationships between

employment and crime and to develop a context of' knowledge

within, which to assess past accomplishments and future

cie and programs in .this area. In September 1977,. the, Na-

tional Institute of Justice selected a proposal submitted in

the Vera, Institute of Justice 'to .carry out this long -term
1 "

research.
1.

This research effort provides-an Urillsual opportunity to

consider Carefully the empirical and teoretical reasbns.for

thecontention that experiences of emploSment andunemploy-.

4

ment are related to 'criminal behavior, and to .increase

understanding of the various ways in which these -relation-

ship's may be manifested. However:the research is important

and timely for ,reasons that go beyond its intrinsic 'intel-

lectualf attractions. , '0

Asi,.this i document indicates, a variety of assumptions

have- been made within several_ social science 'disciplines

behavior relate.about ,how legitimate employment-and criminal
A s "A.

on the individual level. In some instances, individuals' are

seen as rational economic actors weighing' the relative be

fits and costs of various le(jal-,and illegal activities a d

choosing thoSe that .maximize net benefits, at a particular-
.

point in time. In this view poiht, legitimate employment is

relatively more or less.economica4ly beneficial to the actor

SOe "Employment.and Crime: A Research Design," Vera In-
'stitute of "Justice, New York, January, 1979,". (Mimeo);
also Michelle Sviridoff and James W. Thompson, "Link-

. ages Between Employment and-Crime: A Qualitative Stpdy
of Rikers,Releftees," Vera - Institute ,of Justice, New

York, September 1979. (Mimeo).
'

12
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than illegalllegal activity. The:relationshipis seen essehti-.

ally as a direct trade-off between the 'two.

I
This view of grime as, an essentially'directresult of

'conscious; rational process of economic decision-making may

lead to policy' and prdgrams that aim to increase the volume

S

and enhance the quality of employment for selected target

populations. 'AlEernatively., it May urrdergird policy and

legislation that aims to raise the.costgof criminal activity

by increasing the deterrent *impact ofohe criminal justice

system (i.e.,' increasing the likelihood )of detectionr,appre-
,

hension, conviction and punishment). At the present time,
6

policy-makerl seem to have embraced the notion that much

crime is the product of individual rational decisions of

this economic type an to be' emphasizing deterrence as a

,

means to influence thosedecisions: The relative lack' of

emphasis on policy and programs. that might increase the ^1--=.N
, 4 I

benefits, of deciding against crime may reflect a grot.iihg re-

luctapce to ekpend public,dollars,on social, welfare programs,
f'

generally, r oss of confidepce in the potential effec-
.

A' ,
.

lt

..-Abeness of publicly-supported employment initiatives speci-

fically. .

In any case, to define the policy options keXcLusively

as 'deterrence versus subsidized employment is to limit unnp-

lcessarily and unrealistic llyele potentially useful set of

assumptions one might m ke 'about the,determihants of/crimi-

na. .

l

behavior and the 'm nner in which criminality is, or can

.. fax

b , affected by experiencb in the world ot wbrjc. By-explor-
- 4

ing in' depth a wide range of assumptions about these rela-
,

.
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tionships, Vera hopk to expand understanding of how employ-

ment,policies may andwmay not be, useful to society!s crime

.

control efforts. Such enhanced understanding would include

a more realitic set of expectations.regatdihg theretblts

of employment programs for criminal,justice populations. ,

Toward that end, Vera's .Employment Ai. Crime Project'

seeks to leain good deal more about criminal behavior, em

ployment experiences; and the interaction between the two in

the li,yes. of individuals and groups in high crime, urban
4

neighborhoods. We need to know more about Ihejcinds of cri-

minal behavior in whiCh people engage, what they derive from

the extent and nature.of the -trade-offs they per-it, and

ceive eea crime and employmqpit. --.04e also need to know

more abut the kinds of employment that are available in

high Crime fteighborhoods, how various work roles/are defined

and valued, the benefits people derive from t s of

employment, how they secure work, how legitimate employment

is supported' by family and friendship networks in the com-

munity, and the circumstances that sometime.k.150ter employ-

ment histories in an environment where well-paid, secure em-

ployment is the EtCeption rather than the rule.

.
. ' By careful consideration of both theoretical work and

x

-empiri-cal'e dat..a. on the indiVidual and neighborhood levels,

the Vera research p bject hopes to:

o Clarify, the theoretical, assumptions that may or
may not support a policy emphasis on emplOyment
initiatives, as part of, a crime control_g.tea'tegy;

14
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o Identify more clearly tie types Of people in high
.dl'imeneighborhoods and in the' criminal 'justice

.sysEeM for :whom_ enhanced .employment would be

'1,ike1y.to avert crime; .

o
'

IdentifY periods in the indivipal's life cy'cle.
-N

"ring which this for 'tervention would be
more likely to succeed;

.

o . identify more, blevly the.kinds o economic and
social-psychologicp,rocesses through which en-
hanced employlerit would have to work on the com-
munity' and' individual leveas in order to be ef-
fective-as a crime control mechanism;.<-

o *-DesCribe moxe'fully- the kinds o'f work that are
,valued and'the,:processes by which such woek'is
found and.wark hlstories are established' in high

x- crime neighbbrhoodS;

o Describe, how 'information of this kind be .used

to shape the design, planning, conduct and eval-
tation .of employment programs in such communi-d
ties,

These resear-ch goals eprese nt Vera's desire to inform
I

o the..debate-oh crime control,, policy, .especially as it 'focuses

V
Dri the extera,ito which, and he manner in which, such policy

OW
regu24es vigorous employm nt component.. This document.,,

which reviews selected social ence theories and empirical

research findings, in order to s arize what is known--"the

state of t he.ate,'--con cerning e ployment and crime relation -

-ships,'is an interim product p Vera's resekch" efforts.

it4

%.

0

i
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1.2 The Approach Used in This Review

4 .

T 4 It should be stated at the. outset 'that no single study

definively explores the relationships between ,employment

and crime in all their complexity. Social experiments have

not fully' demonstrated the impact of employment programs on

crime. Studies based on aggregatestatistics present Mixed

results; those that do discover a relatipnship between unem-

ployment rates and crime rates have difficulty expliningif

how this relations(hip is manifested on an individual JleveW

SOciological and ethnographic research reveals little spe-

cifically abgut the relationshiP between' criminal inv lvet-
. ,

ment and legitimate employment. 1

In part because definitive results were not available

. from any. single ,inquiry or gr6up of inquiries, this 'review

has'adopted a multi-disciplinary.perspective in its survey

of-. literfture. Findings from economics, sociology/anthropp-

logy and manpower program evaluations are separately discu's-

sed in Chapters Two through Four below. Though ambitious -in

scope, the review has, of course, been forged' to exclude

much Literature of potential inter st. Literature reporting.

impacts on,criminal behi-vior of e vironmental- variables,

health,, nutrition, the ar.chitectu e of urban areas or t'ap-



0 '0

tatio4 to stress yore "not included. Psychological inquirieb,

A

.including studies of .offender personalities-and the role of
,

_

child abuse in the emergence of violence in adolescence and

adulthood, are-likewise outside of the scope of -the review.

TheSe exclusions have, been` dictated more by practical neces,-

sity than by a conviction 'that those materials ,are less

intellectually persuasive or practically useful than those

'covered in this document. \

It wars also necessary to limit the level of detail at

which the literature include, in the document could'be ad-

dressed. Each of the disciplinary literatures reviewed

might, under other circumstances, justify sepa ae tiono-

graph-leng.th treatments. The economics chapter is centrAlly

concerned with an exploration of two competing theories of

Libor market success (human capital theory and Segmented la-
.

bor,market theory) and the way i'n1 which those theories re-

late'to Criminality. Althdugh some attention is p'aid to ag7

gregate studies of the relationships between employment and

crtmel, this material has been dealt with extensively else-

,

where and the interested reader is referred to those other

sources. Chapter' Three is similarly limited. It is. not

centrally, concerned with social control theory,' differential

association or anomie, although these theoretical frameworks

are indeed relevant to employment and crime issues. In-

stead,

,

stead, the chapter focuse's on Various social, oulturll, in-
,

stitutional and"demographic factors that might qualify rela-

itionshis between employment and crime, and a review of the

0'
innuendo" structure of opportunity theory. Finally,

17
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Chapter Four is specifically confined,to reviews of manpower

programs that are focused on criminal justice populations;

'it -:does pot discuss the large body of manpower. programs for,

the hard-core unempldy d as a whole.

dition to excla ing some literature and abbedVia-
-....,,.

ting epresentation of some'topics, it was also necessary

to limitattention paid to teichni al and methodological

I

ti

issues. .In 'economics, for exardple, much employment and

crime research has been conducted' on aggregated data--crime

rates have, been used as dependent variables in multiple're-
.

.

gresajOn models that use unemployment rates and other aver-

'aged data (the probability of arrest and conviction, the se-

.verity of punishment, raciatkomposition,of the population

etc.) as independent, explainatory variables and as statisti-

cal controls. In presenting these' findings, an attempt has

been made to reflect.as much technical matdrifal as possible

without 00k:scaring the fundamental issue's
. .

L.

Si ilarly,'each impact evaluation reviewed in Chapter

1'

Four involves complex methodological issues that stem frord

, ,

the inevitable compromises inherent.in applying techniques

of social experimentation in active program settings. Rela-

tively few of these are detailed in the chaper; those ,that

are have been selected because of their b aring employ-

merit and crime relationships.

The various literatures considered here are relatively'

discrete, each characterized by the particular traditions,

language and.method logy of their inldividuai discIPlines.

They ane.hot usually c nsideredfspether,#: It is beyond',the

ea'
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9

scope of this review to attempt a full synthesis of the var-
.

ious perspectives considered here (economic, sociological,

anthropological and program-oriented). However, the review

does atte4t to indicate areas in which different disci-
.

plines overlap and to estimate the relevang,to program mod-

els of the theoretical approaches explo5ed.

1.3 Major Themes

Several major themes emerge from the separate

literatures revieweiel.. Though the chapters could perhaps

have been placed' in a different sequence, the present

-organization emphasizes a movement away from the abstract ,

and theoretical towards increasing specificity.ncreang spec The

discussion proceeds from. relatively parsimonious, abstract\

economic.modejs of employment and crime relationships based

o aggregated data (Chapter Two); throug4 more detaile and

mo e tocUsed studies* by ethnographers and survey researchers

exploring sociak structure and subculture in relation .to

I.

criminalinai behavior (Chaptr Three) to evaluations of

.., action-oriented manpower programs (Chapter Four). Although'
,

much evaluation literatUroe proceeds without direct use of

social science models, some evaluations discussed in Chapter

Four are based on theoretical- orientations reviewed in

previous chapters.

Chapter.Two begins by presenting the economic model of

crime. The economic model explains criminal behavior by

postulating a, decision -making process based on marginal

'utility theory. The theory contends that offenders, ih-com-
..
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mon with" all other economic actors, strive to:maximize the

- benefits and minimize the co is arisi fr4P' om participation

in ,a variety of ativities: leiS*e, i come generation in

the labor market, and 'participation in illegal activities.

Participation in illegal activities in thir context is gen-

erally conceived of as a\type of "market activity."

The major theme in Chapter Two consequently,, that

crime is'itself a form of work, and that the allocation of

time to'cirdminal,activities can be modeled oil the same for-

mal basis as the allocation of time to legal work. In con-

struqting a perspective,on,c ime, economists have adopted a

hum'an capita4. theory of labormarket success that sees it as

the product of numerous economically oriented decisions by

individuals, acting and reacting to one another without re-

ference to non-econom factors or influences. IndivddUals

-

are sees ,investing in themselves in order to maximize

their lifetime returns from employ t by increasing their

skills through education and training. Ile economic model

of crime suggests that crime becomes unlikely among persons

who are well educated and well trained, since* they are

attractiv to employers, well paid, and likely to incur hig
I

"opportunit costs" if crime inyolv ents lead to-the loss

of their keg timate returns. The result of blending

marginal utility and human capital theories is a model that

silmests:thae crime is concentrated among the unskilled poor

because-it emerges a the best means of generating. income.

In this model,criA can be alleviated only by Changing its

illative "attractiveness., If te work cannot be _made

" ;
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ore attractive then, under this model, *crime can be made

ess attractive by .increasing'enal, sanctions until it loses.'..

as appeal even for those who have little to lose. One of

the main focuses of the economic model thereforellas.been on

increased deterrence efforts--policing, prosecuting- and

imprisoning.

Even 'within economics, however, sharp crit'icirns of

human capital theory. have been made by ebonomiSts who;empha-
,

size 'the significance oafi spLAffii-cpal and structural f
cs.

tures of the econony and the artifich-lity of theas umpti n

of "perfect competition" incorporated in the models f con-

ventional economics. Known variously as 'dual econo y" or

"segmented labor .market" (SLM)-tfieory, theseL ranches of

economics highlight sucheconomio phenomena as the persi t-

ing inequality' of incomes, the relative lack of rturilS to

education' for many minority and disadvaritaed, and the ten-

.
..

dency for, powerful groups -- unions,. ologopolistic .firm

,
.t ----

, .

governmental interventions -to set the' overall "bargains"

.

under whiCh the wlges:of competing groups, of workers are de-
,

termi:ped. The, SLM ,perspective resgmbles

notions in that it explains labor market success through a

focus on specific groups tm the economy and on the'histori-
.

cal and institutional. influences that shape concrete

economic arrangements:

Much of the material' on cultural and socii-al structu a

concepts presented in Chapter Three can be viewed as a qbal-

ification of e6onomistsf,visiorjof the relationship between

,employment and ,
crime. Although some theorists of the .e",co-

4
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nomic model have criticized sociologists 'for 'theix-allegedly

"ad hoe" concepts of anomie-ard Olfferential .assoc4ation,

the° sociological and ant460pologiCal work consi&ered. in
(

Chapter Three Rresents an implicit criticism of economists

t o narrow a view of. human
Q

ision-making 0.,by economic

for working with too abstrStt and

behavior, and for postulating d

actors who are neither ..fnterviewede nor otherW'ise directly.-
4fts

observed. Chapter Three ,considers various third 1-actbrscc

(family, maturation and subculture) not i:nlltded directly in
,

,theeconomicmdelofemployment.andcrimer

which may affect both economic-and'crimin'gl behavior. The

chaOter also reviews literature on the impacts of education

on employment and on criminal behavior ftom a, different per--*

spective than that dlioped by human c'aptial heOrist'S; ed-
a

(

ucation, in this view, is sopething 4tTother; than self-invest-
ft

ments in'future earning capacity.
,

, or
The chapter also emphasizes the "ag=ing ingoUtY phenomenon,

. .

pointing to widely -known patterns inarrest data that, relate.

crime to age. On. e capita basis, -arrests 'peak for moat

-

crimes in the' mid -teens to early twenties and rapidly dwirH
4

die thereafter. The decline is so precipitbous, that, for

example, a grouplin their early thirties has ten times fewer-
..

arrests per capita per year-than'a groWin.its -early twen-.

"ties. Although the age-related ,d.ecline in :arrest rates pc-

curs 'during years when laWr force, partiCipation is incre'as-
,

ihg, it seems unlikely that the *rapidityakf.the declin& in

arrest rates can be totally explained by the'opetattion of°

purely economic--fgrces.,

,

4;
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Chapter- Three also reviews structure of opportLinjty

, . .

theory , a major. influence on some 1960''s anti- poverty

. ,

programs. As developed by Cloward and Ohlin, structure of

opportunity theory emphasiZes the role of social. structure

and .cultural_ofactors 'within concrete 'community settings in

'determing the extent and, kind of legitimate and illegitimate

opportunities made available to youth. In tts emphasis on

blodked opportunity aspreipitatipg criminal involvement',

structure on opportunity theory is reminiscent of the

disdussidon Sf segmented labor market theory in Chapter Two.

Bgth views emphasize strcturalrather than individual char-

acteristics, and.,thus Stand in marked contrast to human cap-,

ital theory and the economic model of crime.

some respects,. ;the material in Chapter Fou depsarts

sarply ftom the preceding chapters.' In Chapter Four, the

In

.

results of impact evaluations.are examined. In, all ',but bne

of the major ifipact evaluations ,considered, a random assign-
.

ment of.4participents between experimental and control
. . .

. '

samples makes itA possible to relate 'outcomes . to . program.

impact. .. The impact evaluators do not have to develop ela-

,borate theoretical models in order to cope with cohfoundIng
9 ...

influences.' . Experimental_ control eliminate

limits) the 'ability 'of unmeasured vaiabgs

assessment of impadt. . ,t

Some major evaluations have been.conceptualized in ways,

that link them directly to the positions reviewelOin ehe

to

known

obscure

earlier chapters. The evaluation of the Job Corps, for ex-

23 ..`g*
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ample, present program objectives in explicitly human capi-
,

tal.terms,., The role of that program in reducing crime .t4mong

Corpsmembers'Is in part attributed tp the- increase iri legal

labor market opportunitoies that results from the training

and work experience attanedby participants. .,Reviews of

manpower pr7ams as a whole suggest that the human capital

model is dominant in program settings.
% ,

The review also suggests that some correlatesof prof
-11

gram: outcomes can be utilized- for informed speculation con-
"

cerning the role of se ected factors in averting crime. For

example, stability of employment and of prOgram tenure in-

creases steadily w 'age, a finding that mirrors other,'

studies of youthful employment in unsubsidized ,labor Mar-.

kets. Furthermore, some studies suggest that control group

and comparison group members who successfully locate and

sustain employment manifest 16ss crime (as "indicated by ar-
..

rest data) than those who do not get empLoyed:''Thougn'cor-
.

relational rather than causal, such associations among age,
.

sustained employment and crime merit further re-averted

N,
search attention.

- Finally, the review in Chapter ,Four suggests that more

must be learned aboilt the types.of employment offered in

program settings, and about -the ,larger social, social-.

psychologi.cal _and economic contexts within which'programs
.a

operate. If employment is a correlate of a reduction in

criminal behavior and of adoption of a more conventional

lifb style, both in job programs and in the unsubsidized
I-

labermarAl, We need to know if it is in fact -employment
0 24
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that causes such change and, we particularly need to know the

prOesses- through which those changes are effected. (The

correlation could, of course, be,entirely 'spurious, deriving

from factors that codetermine both the employment odtcomes

and averted criminality.) Because answer- to =these ques=

-tions. could greatly enhance the information available for

t4e guidan4 of, future policy and the impac...of future

p ro g rams, Ch ter Four su ggests that increased research at-'

tention be paid to program processes: the methods and mech-
,

anisms through which programs affect participants, and the
.

contexts within which' programs and participants interact.
ek

Thig review was begun with'the assumptionthat.diverse

employment and prime relationships probably 'exist and that

each relations:hip requires separate and close scrutiny. The
4

research and theoretical literature reviewed'have reinforced

this point of yiew.,, Unemployment can, lead to crime; but

crime can'aiso accompany a pattern of intermittent spells of

Jow=level employment; unemployMent and dropout from the la-

bor force. In some circumstances,-'the 1.1por force status

end criminal involvement of an 'individual may be predbmi-
,

.nantly influenced by non - economic life events and factors:

drop-out from school, declining' parental influence, peer,
o

pressure, household formation, residential mobility, et

cetera. Even in these 'circumstances, however, entry into the

labor market and into employment, if it- is available, may

crystallize and make effect411-ive other stabilizing influences

in the life situation of a maturing youth. The. literature

111
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reviewed discloses a multiplicity of compeCi.-ng ,explanatory

factors at the individual, group and aggregate levels. --in

thefolir lowing chapters we examine the contributions of ag7

gregate-level econometric .studies, social surveys, sustained
0

4

field'research by. participant observers- and xperimertally-
,

controlled program evaluations, seeking contribution 'to a

sharper underStandingof the relationships between employ-

.nient and crime.:
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CHAPTER, TWO

MARKETS AND SEGMENTS: COMPETING ECONOMIC
PERSPECTIVES ON EMPLOYMENT AND'CRIME

2.1' Introduction

Economists have conceptualiZed the tie between em-

ployment and crime at two different levels.: finr'the
I

'1960's, what has come to be known as the "economic model" of

crime. was deveeloped to address policy questiohs at the'macro
.or

level. This model poses such queries as "What 'amounts of

police and ether Criminal-justice outputs would bring about

an optimal level of crime?" In this context, the phrase

"optimal level of crime" recognizes that, -assuming it were

possible to do so, the costs of 41iminating all crime would

be prohibitive. Efforts to reduce crime create costs above

and beyond ikhose that "wash out"' in terms 91 gains to vic-

tims offset by losses to offenders. The policy-relevant cal-
.

culation suggested..by the teconomic model is thus a com-

parisonv of the added social cost of further crime reduction
4

"at the margin." "Optimal crime" is defined as the point at'
K
Which the social cost' of added crime equals the social cost

of added crime ;control

Embedded in the economic model, however, is an indivi-

model of criminal behavior that is of greater in-_

terest'to this review, And which' recently ,has'' received in-e

creasing attention by economists. At the individual level,

-,Apz
.

--'the economic model hypOtfiesizes that potential offenders be-

' have like other .rational economic actors, choosing between
. .

legal and, illegal options after weighing costs 'and benefits

27
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of each activity. Partly. because Of itsorigins as part of'a

macro crime-control theory, the individual-level model 'con-

tinuds to emphasize deterrence as a principal policy op-

tion. But the economic model also, recognizes the costs that

result when imprisonment for a criminal offense leads to

loss of legitimate-employment income--in economic parlance,

the '- 'opportunity cost"' of crime for the imprisoned indivi-,

dual. (Social -loss also occurs from the lost output of the

individual and .the use of resources in the prison system.

Because of these costs, the labor market prospects of high .

crime groups have considerable.eelevance, for the crime pro-
,-

blem, since ,an increase in returns:,f, rom legal opportunities.

ought to lower crime by increasing the costs of. imprisonment

for an individual.)

The model of labor market success provided by conven-

tional economics is like its Model of crime. In what Ls

known as "human capital" theory, success in the-labor Market

is related to differences in,the productivities of indivi-

dual workers. Productivity is rewarded because employers,

compete with one another for productive workers. Productive

worker' command a higher price (wage rate') for their Ser-

vices. WoHcers become more productive by choosing to spend

(or "invest") time acqpiring4a stock of education, training,

skills and work experience--their human capital. The.human

capit'al model of the labor market focuses on individual_

investment decisions and individual rewards. ,It is a

profoundly individualistic view.

28
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Arrayed against the conventional economic theory of the

'labor market are a 'variety of 'segmented labor market (SLM)

theories.r These.vieWpoints sharply' dispute the vision of

!
.,the labor market held by the conventional economists. SLM

theories rarely address crime' issues directly, and do not

generally endorse a deterrence policy.. Their alternative

ne,

view, of the labor market.depicts crime as part of an overall'
.

income-generating strategy, no single Part Of which is pan-
,
ticularly successful in-raising the structurally disadvan-

,

taged out of a condition of chronic' poverty.

For SLM theorists, the source of chronic poverty lies

in the heavy Constraints exerted on indiVIduals by structur-

al. economic ci.rumstances. The poor stay poor not because

they fail to ,invest in their human capital or because they

are insuffXciently productive or attractive to emplop4rs;

they stay poor begause their economic opportunities are lim-

ited in ways that do not resivnd to their own initiatives.

The pOor 'are limited to low-wage, short-term, dead7end jobs.

,that do not reward effort or provide training and therefore.:

do not encourageit. The, disagreementrbetween,convehtional
,

economics And the SLM theories =-is not so much over whether

individual labor market_participants, especially the poor,
4

1

are acting "rationally" in committing crime, but-aver whe-

ther it is necessary to account for an array of.struCtural,

instityt.ional And organizational features of thp economy in
\ .

arrive1 'order to a at a satisfactory explaneeion -f-economic.

`behavior.

29
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As Beck and Horan' put it: "The- st tural context [in

conventional economics] is sUch that, wnia.,,it is assumed to

be working according to the theoretical specifications, it

need not be included in analyses."1 .Doeringer and Piore

state that'the segmented labor market view "...argues that

the character of dual labor markets is best explained by in-

stitutional and sociological, not-ec6nomc variables (:in the

neoclassical sense)--that the problem'of .elnemployment is

rooted less. in individual behavior than in the character of

institutions and the social patterns that derive from

them "2 SLM theories, as well as a .variety of cultural and .

*-
sociological perspectives (see Chapter Three) emphatically

dO'hot-ag.ree that structural contexts "need not be includ-.

ed." These theories do see persons aseacting rationally,

but within structurally constrained settings in which their

actions respond to and incorporate structural features, both

as means that further action and as goals that shape its di-

rectiqn. To the degree that conventional economists'- use of

the concept of rational, cost-benefit calculation ignores

non-economically definable goals and means, or refiltetprets

them in an unsatisfactory manner, then.. its approach must be

copsidered as one-sided.

1. E.' M. Beck and Patrick M. Horan, "Stratification in a
Dual Economy: A Sectoral Model of Earnings Determina-
tion," American Sociological Review 43 (December 1978):
704-72,(.

2. Peter B. Doeringer and Michael J. Piore, "UnemployMent

and the 'Dual Labor,Market'," Public Interest 38 (Win-
ter 1975.); 72. 30
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SLM theories themselves appear to occupy a middle

ground between conventional economics and other social sci-

ence approaches which emphasize tnstitutional structural

and cultu eton. Though SLM theories recognize the

-theoretical importance of structural phenomena, this recog-

nition most often concerns the significance ,of these -factors

as constraints on income-generating.behavior". Like conyen-

tional economics, ,LM. theories still by and large hold up

the goal of income or wealth enhancement as the principal

-motivational basis for observed behavior.

This chapter is divided into three additional sec-

tions. SeCtion 2.2 takes up thT. economic model of crime, em-
.

iphasizing its labor, market rather than its deterrence side

and considering criticisms and revisions of the model. The

section also describes the human capital ,model of labor' mar-

ket success, since this is an important adjIDct to the eco-

nomic rgodel, o f crime. Section 2.3 reviews selected empir-

iCal research on employment and crime arid discusses selected

metho'do&pgical. issues. Section 2.4 outlines the SLM,

peoach and offers suggegtions for further research.

22. Human Capital and the, Economic Model o Crime

When economists began to develop modEkls of criminal be-

havior (the "criminal choice",) it was possible for them to

utilize pre-existing analytical:models developed within la-

bor economics. _Many crimes require the allocation of time

and effort and often result in monetary or equivalent gaigs,,

making the crime - choice decision seem analogous to the la-
.

bor-Supply decision, As glock and Heineke observe:

- 31
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,The-cammi,ssion of most offenses results in an 'ex-
* penditure of effort, the possibility of, an in-

crease in the individual's Wealth position, and
the-p-6-ssibility of a penalty. Aside from the pen-
alt, the similarity between such ,offense deci-
sions and labor supply decisions under uncertainty
is ob ious. Moreover', if the penalty is a mom',
tary Payment, the, analogy is precise.i

. This section of the chapter will first; briefly reiew

theconcepts underlying thelabor-leisure choice. It is im-*

portant to take this brief excursion into conventional-labor

market theory since the economic model,of crime has been de-

veloped in a parallel way. The labornfeisure choice and the

legal-illegal choice are modeled 'by rational choice theory

in formally identical fashion, although it will be seen that

there are many variants and that the theory can suffer from

ambiguous inte rpretation.

2.2.1 Conventional Economists' Model of the Labor Market

In addressing the question of how individuals decide to

allocate time between income- generating ("m- arket") and non

income- generating (."consumption") activities--the problem of

labor-leisure choice -- economists invoke assumptions, embodied

in-utility theory. The theory holds that a' person, when
8

donfroating a range of choices having to do with. alternative

behavior, will select that_mix oactivities that maximizes

his Utility itself is conceived of by economists
Ash

as hSving sources. bdth in, pgcuniary income as well as. in

/

. 3. M[ichael] K. Block° and' J. M. Heineke, "A Labor Theore-
tic Analysis of the Criminal Choloce;" American Economic
Review 65,(JuneN75).:314.. 13e
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non-pecuniary "goods"- ("psychic income," time, etc.) .4 in

addressing the question ,oN1/41abor-leisure elloice,' attention_

focuses on the economic va1Ue of an individual's time. This
G

value Is .determined in .the labor market 'by his or her

marginal-'productiyity, i.e., the increment in total output

resulting from the individual's contritkution to the

production process. . .

The `worker supp y labor in response to a schedule

of wages, ,since 'wages co pensate for lost leisure. Employ-.

ers., in turn, demand la or as an input in the production

process. In this sense, the demand for labor and capital .

goods is a derived deMand, which is determined by the over-
..

all demand for goods in the economy. Firms strive to attain

an optimal mix of capital and labor, bidding for each--in a

purely competitive market--in much the same way that an in-

S5

dividuAL spends a weekly paycheck. Just as the individual

purchases these tems which provide the most satisfaction

per dollar 'spent, the firm pays labor (and Capital) In pro-

portiOn to the beftefkts which the firm receives fron; the la-

bor. Thus, individuals who are thought to' be able to pro-
.

duce more are able to command higher wage rates in the labor

market.

. The theory is turther specified by Making_ the assump-

tion that, in equilibrium, the marginal utility of each
of an individual's options 'is the same as that for akl

others: Were this not true, the individual would con-

tinue to choose the activities with the higher marginal
utilities until-Ngi,tren'the axiom of diminishing margin-
al'ut4lity--these utilities came to equal those of his

other options. 'See, for example, P.R.G. Layard and A,

A. Walters, Micro-economic Theory (New York: McGraw-'
Hill, 197?):_52-81. .=

3'3
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This bidding process -- workers trying to increase their

income and employers attempting to decrease the .costs of °

their inputs to production - -is assumed to arrive at a balms

anced outcome that provides a relatively stable market wage
1

for each type of labor. It is important to note that the

wage rate for each individual's labor is determined in part

by circumstances beyond the indiVidual's control: the price

of capital, the prices and'quantities Of other types of la-

bor, changes in technology, etc.5

Given stable market wages, each individual must still

determine the optimal amount of labor to supply at.that

wage. In other words, the individual must decide how much(

to work within physical limits and the boundaries of a -24-

V
hour day. Time spent not working may be used in a variety

of other ways. Labor .economics, however, considers only

allocations of time between income-generating and non-income

generating activities: work.and leisure. (An additional type

of time allocation, self-investment-activities, will'be

cussed below.) If income and leisure are both desirable,

then a decision must be made concerning the utility-maximiz-
-

ing alloction.of the.individual's available time.-

Since income and leisure are both,:positively valued,

'part of the time-allocation decision Will, be determined by

the level of income available to an individual .for each unit

of time worked. For earned income, this his wage rate

(though it is understodd that the total hOurs worked will be

5. James M. Henderson and Richatd E. Quandt, Microeconomic,
Theory_: A Mathematical-Approach (New York: McGraw-HilT,
1971): Chapter 3.

34, _
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determined by factors not yet included it( the ffiodef), In

ddbiding the. consequences of changes in the wage rate on the

amount of labor offered, (or "supplied "), by an individual,

two influences'are conceptualized: /substitution effects"

and uwealth'effects."

The substitution effect 'refers to the tendency .tb

consume more,of a good when it'bebmes-.cheaper or less if it

becomes- more expensive, other things equal. In the labor-

leisure decision, the amount of income earned in an hour

(the wage rate) can be.interpretedas the ''cost" of an.hdUr

of leisure. That' is, for each added hour of leisure, one

foregoes one hour's worth of income. A rise in the wage

rate 'increases the cost of a unit of leisure., Therefor,

. the substitution effect predicts that a rise in, the wage

rate will lead,toa.ecreaSe in the amount of leisure con--

.sumed.

The income, or wealth, effect on the other hand, refers

to changes in consumption that,are 1Kought about by changes

in the income (or wealth), of the,consumer, rather.thansby

changes in prices. Although aubstitution effOts Always

predict increasing consumption of a cheaper good, incoine,,ef-
0

0

fects may be ambiguous. For example, a person who works 40

hours per reek at,$5 per hour.earns-$206'per week. Ifthes
.-

wage rate is in eased to $10 per hour,' the individual may

work only 20 hours and still obtain $.200 per 'week in in-

.
.

come. 'Alternatively, an individual conceivably may work 50

hours pe week and ' increase income to $500 per week. Faced

with imp oved income prospects, an individual might become a

35
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"workaholic". whose' only satiAction stem$ from shill higher

income; or insteadi,the indi'fidual might%enjoy more.--leisure

4
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time.
..
Wealth effegt.s emanatinz-from a change in the wage,

-.. . ,

rate may operate in ithen direction -- increasing or'reduving
.

. :46,`,
the amount of labo{- supplied - -and thisNfact,leads to inde-

terminate predictions concerning the relationship between

changes, in labor market rewards and decisions to supply la-

bor to the market.6 (It will shortly be- seen that this pro7

tlem applies equally to the supply of illegitimate activi-
.

ties. The offender whose income, rises,, as'.a result of -hiRp.

criminal aCt-ivity may respond by. reducing the amount of that

activity. This possible wealth effect plays havoc with-at-7.

tempts by economists to predict crime,trends based on aggre-

gate data concerning the costs and,benefits of illegitimate

activities.)
f

.4
O

Early.'' fOFMulations of the labor- leisure choice Consid-. ...
,

.

.ered the allocation 'of time between only labor market attiv- .

..0
. q , . ' =

. , ..: . o

itie and non - market activities (conguMption):, BecJ r, in. .

furthering the human capital model, emphasized a new typ of

activity-2ah individual's self-investments in acq4iin or

enhancing human capital stock. In calling attention to

selt-investments, Becker sought to extend the time horizon
. . .

. . _

within which ,"expected utirity"
-

calculaidns that are ,

thought to determine time allocation are made. Self-invest

4
.

decisions are seen in Becker's formulation` human'of human'

N, ?

6. Ibid.

4
I.
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t
*capital theory as oriented tow&rds expected

.

person's income oven a lifetime.?

tt,

changes in a

The notion, of self-investments in buthan capital pur=

ports to explain how some workers come to be productive, and is

tds well-rewarded in the labor market, while other workert

are not. Differentials in ,worker productpities (indicated

by wage differential's) are related to antecedent differen-

tials in the extent of their self-investment activities.

Because Individuals have only a-fixed amount of time at

their_ disposal; time is "costly" and would not be willinggly

invested in schooling, training and other self-investment.

-activities unless thtse outlays were rewarded by employers

in the form'of higher wages over a-working lifetime.
IOW

A simple human capitai-imodel is a Schooling model which

hypothesi.ztLa direct, positive relationship between the ex-

tent of schooling and the leN1 of earnings.

empirical research relating,, schooling and

yielded conflicting results. 4Jacob Mincer,

Experience anT Earnings, attempts to,' exAnd

Unfortunately,

earnings has

in Schooling,

and test the

validity of the human capital Model by estimating the ef-

fects of human capital. investments on earnipgff

tials. Mincer utilizes the notion of am "earnings profile,'

desCribingtpte variation, (usually the upward trend), in an

individual's earnings over his or her working life. Min-
, .

ceet notion is that 'the upward trend in ea'rntrkgs reflects
401.

rises in productivity that result from post=school invest-

r

7. -13arS, Becker, Human Capital (New York: Columbia Uni'ier-
sity Press, 1975).

4
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ments which enhance - human capital: on-the-job training

(OJT), learning-by-doing, and formal training:

- Once this idea is at hand, it 'is a small step to con-

sider how some individuals might have more steeply rising

profiles because they continue to make self investments that

incr ase ,their productivity. Unfortunately, Mincer's empir-

ical data do not include direct measurements of variables

like OJ so that other labbr market factors--union 'seniority

rules, emp oyers' 'institutionalized preferences for manure

workers, etc.-.4ight in fact account for the association be-

tween age and earnings that Mincer attributes to human capi-

tal vriables.8

Another difficulty With the human capital literature

is that it was 'developed using empirical data on' the labor

'market experiences of prime -age, white, urban males.Human

capital research, has provoked criticism in its attempt to

sex- and race - differentials in earning.explain These

.debates are of,interest in the employment and 'crime context

' since arrest, rates are also patterned by age, sex and

race/ethni,city. Rqcent work has suggested-important refine-_

oments that ate relevant to 4e issue of patterned Wage dif-

ferentials and thus'iridirectly, 6 employment and crime ge-
.

,1

latiOnships.

For example, Lazear argues that the apparent convdr-

gence of black-white wages during the5960's and 1970's in

fact disguises a remaining underlying disparity in the ultr-

1 "

8. Jacob Mincer, Schooling,. Experience and Earnings (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1974). a
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mate wealth--or ,Lifetime- earnings -- being- made available to

the tWb.raial groups.9 Lazear argues that a worker's real

,earning are composed of two components: a current pecuniary

wage and on-the-job training (OJT). The OJT component is,

cost11; to the employer but attractive to the worker sinceit

will presumably enhance future earnings at the, cost of a.re-,,

..,-...suction in his current output. Lazear suggests that al-

though current pecuniary wages in entry-/evel jobs have been
t

made egUalA between youthful white and black groups, the_

less visible OJT c*ponent remains reduced 'for blacks. Em-

ployers ISisk have increased black entry-level pecuniary wages

vet

L-
in response to governmental anti-otisrimination efforts and

changes in minimum wage coverage and levels. This impact is °

likely because entry-level wages are mbre accessible to out-

side review than OJT components with their necessarily der

layed impact. Employers who have increased entry-level

wages of minority wor=kers may recoup some of their coslb by

reducing ,COT. analyzing longitudinal data that' per-
.

mit estimatY.ng wage growth; corrects for Changes in the OJT
41,

component and concludes that black-white differentials in

real wage,s (the sum of the two components) have persisted.
. .

Lazear's paper represents a significant advance in hu-

man capital-oriented°research in its explicit acknowledg

ment of "political economic" as well as economic considera-

tions. The paper also
.
illlstrates the current indeterminacy

...

91- °research even into seemingly simple matters such as

C. Edward Lazear, "The Na owing of Black-White WSge
Differentials Ig Illusory," American Economic Review 69
(September 19-79)1553..

ev,
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whether .entry-level wage differentials have persisted

between racial or other groups.- There are other weakneses--

and omissions in thIlhuman capital account. For example,

the theory relating schooling to productivity .does not ac-
,

count for the fact that most educational curricula are uLre--

dated to vocational or occupational specifics, and the no
,-

tion of post-schoolinginvestments does' not consider the

possibilities of "costless" on-the-job learning. 10
iY

In summary, abor- economics and human capital theory

propose a model for "labor s4ply" decisions. Individuals '

allocate time between labor and \leisure activities depending,_

on the associated. level of returns. For productive, high-
,

,wage workers, leisure is more expensive than' it is for un-

.

productive, low-wage wobkellc theextent that earnings

enter into the labor,-leisure decision, and to the 'extent

that crime is viewed as an income - generating or time-conSum-

ing.activity, then economic analysi's and the human capital

:Fidel are relevant to crime.
.1 ,

In the individualistic vision of the labor market that
a

emerges from huft n' capital theory, the'..distribution of in-

come

.

come is related to thAelf-investments 6-t workers who com-

pete with one another for high wages. The labor market

envisioned'by human capital theory rewards individuals,for

'10. The literature,on this and other aspects of 'the human'

capital model is extensivfk .For contrasting evalua-
tions and further ,citation see Finis ,Welch, "Human

Capital Theory: Educati n, Discrimination, and Life
Cycles," American Econolt c Review 65 (May 1975): 63;

and Mark Blaug, e Empiricar.Status-of Human Capital

Theoryi A'Slight Jaundiced Survey," The Journal.of
Economic Literature eptentbr 1976): 836-840. --71

1
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those things that they do as in8ividuals! ,Rewards are not
6

apportioned on the basis of group memberships, whether de-

fined in social class, ascriptive, territorial, industry/6c-

cupationai or other terms. Differences among groups in

these terms must be viewed as ."market imperfections"'to be

ironed out though the effects of market competition.

2.2.2 The EcenomicModel of Crime

The economic model of crime emphasizes,the assumption

that offenders*, in Common with all other economic actors,

behave in ways that respohd to incentives. Economic theory

postulates thdt.igiClividuals-strive to maximize their "total
.

.0
.

.

utility." When the particular mode one ne of time alloca-
.

.

tion, then total, utility is maximized when time `is divided
..t., .

1

.
.

between legal art] illegal: "market .activities," and betWeent
.'A

. _ 6
. .

.
J.kmarket activities and leisure, in.those proportions that, re-:-

.
-.

'suit in,equal marginal returns. -That is, when the utility -

-, .

f

derivep from the last increment 6f activity' of one type
4

, !

equals 'that from.the last increment of allother types, the ,.
.

.44446,'
indavidbal.fies s6 balanced his activities that his o. her

,total, utility from*All efforts Is.at the attainable.maximum
,

(given external constraints on behavior - - market wa6e'rates,

deterrence efrort§' of criminal, justice agencies, etc.l.
c.

a, landmark 1968' paper. entitled "drime,and Punish-
,*

-nnt: AR'Ecoilomic Approach," Gary Becker flamed the issue as

.follpws:

i
.

°

..A person commitsan.affente if th expected:util-,,

-(ity to him exceedS the utility Could ,get.bk
lasing,his time and' other reSource otheY activ-7'

-
ties. some.pefsolys beCome "crimibals," tthere-ca. .
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.

fore, sot because their basic motivation differs
from that of-other persons, but because their ben-
efits and costs differ.11

It is noteworthy in this passage that Becker, though refer-
,

ring to "persons" who become "criminals," uses the term mo-
b

tivation in the- singuIar. It is an appealing yet' frustra-
4k,N

ting aspect of Becker's work that he insists on a generic

motivational framework of economic rationality, and distin-

gUishes the economic model from that of other social science '

/

disciplinesin terms of its rejection of the notion of dis-

tinct motivations for distinct types of criminal behavior.

Becker comments:,

I cannot pause to discuss the many general impli-

cations of this approach, except to remark that

4 'criminal behavior becomes part of a much more gen-

.
eral theory and does not reguire ad hoc concepts

anomie',dgferential association, anie, and the

like. 0

O

Though developed separately from the human capital the--

ory of the labor market, the economic model of individual

criminal behavior, like human. capital theory,,views indivi-

duals as allocating their time among alternative -activities

--in this case, between criminal and non-criminal activi-

ties - -in such a fashion as to maximize expected utility.

Decisions to engage` in crime are ,determined' by the ex-

pected monetary returns from illegal activity; the earnings

loSt by not using time allocated to crime in ega activity;

the individual's over-'all allocation pattern betwee income-
.

generating and "non-market" activity;'and the probability of
N,

11. Gary S. Becker, "Crime" and Punishment: An Economic Ap-

t.-proach," Journal of Political Economy 76 (Mar56/April

i-

".42

I

1968): 176.

1.2: Ibid., 1
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apprehension and severity of punishment. In considering the

latter possibilities,,if,punishment i;tlay imprisonment, then'

the cost of punishment is again linked to legal earnings

lost duringclincarceration, and to income opportunities ,that

are reduced over, a person's lifetime_ at a result' of the

stigma of a criminal record. and consequent farriers to em-

pioyment.

BeCker's initial formulation of the economic model of-,;

crime took the legal opportunities which individuals con-

frontas given. His inattention to the prospect df improv-,

in4g *legal alternatives.as an anti -crime polidy option ,is

surprising,-- given his important contributions ta,the deyel-
,

opment of human capital theory. For whatever reason, Beck-

.er's _emphasis on deterrence options 'Stemming- frpm the eco-

- .nomids model may have contributed to a shift in policy focus,

toward increasing expenditures for crime prevention and

gre

criminal sanctions.

In an .essay written a decade after Becker's article,

Isaac Ehrlich. (a student of Becker's) reviews the theore-
.

ticai assumptions underlying the economic model of crime in

ar.manner'that may clarify its key-points. Accordingeto

lick, the following assumptions Milist be true iOuse -Of the

economic model is to be just4ied:13

o Maximizing Behavior. Ofenders are assured to
behave as if they are maxim4.zing their personal

3:- Studentt of economics will recognize these assumptions.

as those of standard micro-economic equilibrium ap--

proaches, cast byEhrlich in terms'Of crime.

OP
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welfare, subject to available legitimate and il-

legitimate opportunities.".

o 'Stable Preferences. The distribution of-indi-
-vidualpreference§,forcrime(ofalltypes)is
stable.

Unbiased Expectations. 'Individuals' expecta-
tions concerning criminal penalties' and other
costs and benefits resulting from criminal ac-
tivity will converge, to their . real values;

biase l. expectations would: turn out to be quite
d

costAl.to the actor 'and -would lead quickly Co
corrections. .

o Market Equilibrium. The' economic approach is'

based on the assumption that an implicit "mar-

ket" for criminal activity exists, operating
throUgh a-relatively stable price system.

o The Concept of-Crime. In economic terms, the

significance of an illegal. activity is that it

-imposes costs on society in excess,of the direct.

costs borne-'by the offend4r.14

Other economists considering tI economic model as 'con-

ceptualized wig Becker and Ehrlich hav raised additional

theoretical}issues. In an important,Nofte cited paper,

Blodk and Heineke criticize,Becker and Ehrlich! s \ormulation

of the model and their Conclusion that tirre'is allocated be-
.

'weep legal and ;i.11.ega4inCome-ggneraeing activities 4 such

a way. thit increased*relativereturnS from one type of in-,

.come.. generation' leaorkin.a simple way to" a shifting of ac-
,.

-

-,
.

_

tivities away fro they other' type. T5 Block and Heineke show
.

.

that a- time- allocation model along these lines cannot yield

14%9' Isaac Ehrlich, "The Economic ApProach to Crime: A Pre-

'
liminary'Absessment," Chapter One, in Sheldon L. MeSsin=

ger and' Egon- Bftner ceda.j, Criminology, Review Yea-
book, Vol. 1 1BeverlY-L,Hilla: Sage Publications, 1929):
34-36.

15. -BaoCk and.*Heineke, "N Labor- Theoretic
Pp.314-3164
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determinate empirical predictions without additional assump-
.

'tions regarding wealth effects. (These were discussed above

;) terms of the labor supply decision and that discussion

applies' equally here.) With increased returns froml:ig'iime,'an

`individual may either reduce or increase the total amount of

his income-generating activity as well dp substitute ope

form of income generation for another. Block and Heineke,

argue that empirical data are required to ascertain the rel-

ative magnitudes of substitution as against wealth effects.

Block and Heineke's critiCism addresses the conceptual

'core of the economic model Cat least as developed the

"labor supply" context), argging the need for'a utility

function that is "multi-attribute" i nature,' one in

`which the Utility of work time and time spent irk- criminal

activities can be separately evaluated and the potential

'moral noxiousness of crime and puniOment for offenders can

be acknowledged. The effect of this reformulation of the

underlying utility function is indeed so far reaching that

Orsagh and Witte, in reviewing the point, observe:

...a deductive proof for the existence of a rela-
tiOn between crime and economic status is not pos-

sible. ItS existence depends upon a particular
configuration Of the model's parametd,c values and
.is,,therefore, environment specific."°'

4

16. Thomas Orsagh and- Artri:.;:i)tWen Witte, "Econ-omic Status

and Critne:-Implicatib60,1ox Offender Rehabilitation,"

The University -Of . North Carolina, February 1980,

pp.A4-5. (Mimeo). .
' .

.

3
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*Other important criticisms of the,economic model were

made in a recent paper by _Charles 'Manski.17° Manski argues

36

first Of all for data one individuals containing information,a

on both the available: criminal -and kegal 'alternatives to-

with other information describing the decisioh-makers

themselves. In addition, Manski criticizes the notion, cen-:

tral to A work of Becker and Ehrlich, that it is desirable

to formulate a single, over-all model ''of criminal behavior.

Manski argues: 4

ff,-;

BecadSe the leg 1 system defined ddrOari different

/
forms of crime and because Criminal, b havior has .

so many- dimen'S ohs, to attempt. to; capture all
-rime related decisions within a single model
seems hopeless. One might as easily -try to cap- 1
ture all of human behavior. InevitabLY, empirical
modeling.twin re ire the development of models
confining their' dbfilains to ,rettrixted'classes of
crime types and dimensions of criminal behav-
iOr.18

Becker's theoretical formulation, Ehrlich's clarifica-

tion of underlying assumptions, and the criticisms of Block
.

I

and Heineke," Manski,. and others complete the outlining of

the economic approach as it purports to model individual b6-'

havior. This discussion excludes consideration of the

model's other side, in which macro, policy-oiliented proposi-

tions concerning optimal crime control measures are develop-

ed.

4IP

17,. .Charles Manskl, "Prospects for Inference on Deterrence
through" Empirical =Analysis of.Individual Criminal Be-
havior," in,Alf.red Blumstein,'Jacqueline Cohen and Dan:-
iel Nagin (eds.) Deterrence and Incapacitation: Esti-
mating the Effects of.Criminal Sanctions on Crime Rates
(Washington, D.C.: National, Academy of Sciences, 1978):
400.

18. fbid., p.404.
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At. the level of individual behavjor, the 'emphasis of

the'economic model continues to resemble ecker's original

Paper. The model encompasses the behavior of all actors--
. .

not merely a subgroup of "criminals" or her deviants.
'So

These actors are thought to weigh the costs and benefits af-

forded 1511 5Oth legal and illegal activities and to behave in

wa that maximize their utility. One important, cost--de-
77.

terrencethrough the. application of formal criminal sanc-'

tions (arrest, conviction and papishmeht)--is ,emphasized

economists to the

factorS, such as

ment opportunity.

virtual exclusion o the role of other

centives deriving fr m improved employ- 4

Recent criticisms mention the need fot

individual-level empirical research and for development of

'models addressed to specific types of crimes and -criminals-4

'In the following section,, selected examPlis ofempir1=4;
'

cal research,utilizing the economic model are reviewede with I

sustained discussion of Ehrlich's cross-sectional research,

on deterrence, income and employment.. In addition to des-
.

cribing some important empirical results,/ the section ad-
,

dresses methodological issues that qi.Mit our confidence in

the empirical findings and that limit our confidence in the

empirical, findings and that continue to cloud the ultimate

sOnificance of the economic model itself.

V

.47

.

4
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2.3 Selected Empirical Studies of Employment and Crime and
Associated Methodoloqical'Issues

Empirical applications of the economic model have been

extensively reviewed by a numbei of researchers. Gillespie

reviewed the 'literature up.to1975 and contrasted findings

from-versions of the model using cross-sectional and longi-

tudinal data at varying leVels'of aggregatibn.19 In examin-

ing the reftionship between unemployment and crime, he in-

. spected ten studies meeting "minimum methodological .stan-

dards," and concluded as follows:

Statistical results of studies rel4ting unemploy-
ment to crime-show genbral, if not uniform, sup-
port for a 'positive correlation between, these two
variables.20

,Liket4ise, insassessing tests of the role .of income in ac-

counting for crime&differentials, Gillespie concluded that

"the findingsNsupport broadly the theoretical p e84ction_

that income plays a causal role in criminal activity; how-

ever, the 'specific findings are more uniform qualitatively

.
than they are quantitatively."2i Despite Gillespte's con-

clusibns, empirical work produced since his- review suggests

that the relationship between unemployment and income vari-

hobert W. Gillespie,'*Ec6nomic Factors in Crime and-De-:
linquency: A ritical Review'of the Empirical Eiii-

dente,". Repo t to the National_ Institute of L

.Enforcement nd Criminal Justice, 'ashington, D.C.

1975,(MtMeo.)

20. '` ibid.,. p.4.

21.

no a

4
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ables and crime is not at all clear.22 Because aggregatron

normallr reduces the variance 'of income and, crime variables

within the aggregated units while increasing variance be-

tween units, aggregate studies frequently do report extreme-
.

ly high correlations. These reports appear.to be easily sub-

ject to misinterpretation by a non-technical' audience; it is

not always understood that what has been explained in such

models/ is variation in rates rather than in behavior of in-

dividuals. Instead o'f drawing conclusiont 'appropriate to

the problems of "cross-level inference" associated with Aeg-

gregate research, the impression is sometimes created at

.criminal behaViof is Virtually determined by economic

ables. Commenting on the ocd juxtaposition of weak

consistent empirical results and continuing aFceptanc

the economic model by a broad policy audience, Orsagh and

Witte suggest:

The growing interest in the...model is easily ex-
plained. Its esoteric .language and its uncommonly
riooroUs logic are seductive. The statements
which are deduced from the 'theory, rqlatiAg to

economic status and to sanctions, are intuitively
plausible, conform to popular opinion; and are,

.
therefore, -powerfully pertuasive. Moreover, the
theory has the added; and very compelling, attrat
tion locUses on variables which are,.or at
least °appear to be, capable of ,manipulation
through deliberate public polxcy.23

22. Research in the interval_ between 1975 and early 198Q is

reviewed in Sharon K.'Longand Ann ID: Wrt,t;e., "Current

Econbmic Trends,: ,Implicatilons for Crime:and Criminal
Justice," The University-of North Carlina, June 1980.
-(Mimeo.)

1

23. Ortagh and Witte,_ "Economic Status and Crime," P.3.

,4a
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2.3.1 Ehrlich's "Participation in Illegitimate Activities"'

Our review will first discuss Ehrlich's 1973 paper,

"PatticOation in Illegitimate Activities," which extends°

tt.".
Becker's- model and contains an early,.tnfluential empirical'

investigation of aggregate-level data on crime and employ-

ment.24 We describe Ehrlich's empirical, model and .summarize
"

% .

his 'findings and then examine: some conceptual and methodo-
N

logical issues that relate both to Ehrlich'swork and to,

itrother aggregate-level crime research. Ehrlich's paper
_,

is

1

iscussed...in detail because of its initial' importance;., and

as an example of use of the economic -model in an empirical

analysis of crime' that illustrates both strengths and

limitat ions of 'the approach
0

.
. t

. - . ,.

Ehrli ret ports the reaults qf a multiple*regresgron
..

.
-

analysiS ing.as4AePendept'variable FBI index 'crime rates

for U.S. states' ip coniun-at,ibith.:selected explihatory
.

-..e'i: ,'!>,

variables that the .economic model; tgaggests-,Wctuld account for
,

, il; ,

,
,

variations in crime rates. ColumAl.idfFigure 1op page-40

lists the,key variables in Ehrlich'ilest%pf'the economic
q

4/ , . .. .: .

model. They are: the subjective .prob;bvil y.,.of punishment
$ '" ..

(arrest, conviction and imprisonment)., "the everity of,pun-

ishment (time. impfisoned), the illegal and';egal income'op-.

-Aft

portunities 'available' to -offenders and the nirobability'oI

fr.uneMployment (which reduces legal income propPects).

: In Ehrlich's paper, the criminal choice is por trayed

-the individual level as i decision to allocatec time between,

Alternative legal and illegal income- generating strategies.

24. Isaac Ehrlich; "Participation in't ,Illegitimate Activi-

ties: A Theoretical and,Empirical Invegtigat,i.on," Jour-

e nal,of Political Economy $1' (May/June 1973):.521.
.. .. -

59
.. ,, .
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The 'theory is able to account for,situations in which per-
,..

.

sonSisallocate all of their time to either one or the :other

activity as well as' situations in which a mix of legal and
.,s

illegal involvements is decided upon.

15.

.4
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FIGURE 1

.t. Major Theoretical variables and Empirical Indicators:

\- Ehrlich's,Supply-of=Offenses Function (For Crime Category i)

(1) ,,t e' (2)

Conceptual
Element.

Enlairical
Indicator

Probability of Number of offenders

arrest and con- imprisoned (Q) per

viction offenses (Ci) of crime
category i

Severity of
punishment

Illegal income

Legal income
from employment

Probability of
unemployment

Average time served by
offenders in state
prisons for crime
category i

Medan. income of
families .

Percentage of families
below one -half of
median income

tnemploymeht rate of°
civilian urban males
aged 14-24

.

Labor force participa-
tion rate of Males
14-24

(3)

Symbol of
Empirical
Indicator

n

(4)

Predicted
Impact

(C/Q) I: Reduces crime

Ti Reduces crime

W Crime increases
with increased
illegal income

X Crime decreases
with increased
legal income'

U14-24 Crime increases
With increased
unemployment"

L14_24 Conflicting
'Predictions

Unemployment rate of U35_39 Crime increases

,ciVilian males aged with increased

35-39 employment'

(5)

Observed
Impact

Confirmed for
virtually all
offenses

Confirmed for
virtually all
offenSes

Confirm d for
'-property ffenses

Confirmed for
property offenses

Inconclusive,.

Inconclusive for
crimes against pro-
perty but consis-
tently negative fot
crimcr: 7,:ainst the

person

"Somewhat better
results" than for

but not'U16-24;
reported,,
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(1)

CohceRtuai
Element'

is -.-FIGURE 1 (cont..)

. .
,,

Major Theoretical Variables and Empirical andicatost.
's Supply-of-Offenses Function (eFbr CrimeCategory i)

1-1s400,0-

.

, ,

`(Selecttd Envk-onm btal Variables .Not Explicitly in Theorx)
"

(2) #

,Em0.tidal
Indicator

Not in theory. Percentage sof all males
in the. age group 14-24

110 Not in theory_ Percentage of nonwhites
in: Me population

1.

-*

Not, in theory Percentpge of population
, tn 'gtandard metropolitan

A statistical areas.
4

Offenses. Current andone-years.
Yof cri.e." lagged crime rate: the
-category i* number of offenses

. known
.per capita i..

r . . .
0.

,

*The data-used are the sever FBI -crirrie indeX offenses. Ahalysiv was performed on the
:36-43 0.S. dates for 1940 46 states for 1950 and 424ptates for f960..

.

Symbol,of
Empirical
Indicator

(4)

Predicted,
Impact

4 ir

(5)

Observed
Imp ct

A14-24 No predictiOn Indeterminate/par-
tially correlated

crimes 'against
the person in 1960
data'

NW

SMSA

No prediction All specific crime,
Cates positively

1- related to NW

No prediction Ngt significant
when punishment and
Tedian.-income also-
included in model

(4i/N)t Dependent
'Variable

P t-

r

5 4.

'

I .t
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Ehrliah 's paper proceeds roughly as follows: First, ,

the grime choice is, portrayed on'an individual level as a
.

timer-allocatfion model. in which persons allocate time to a).
, 4r

ternative 9income-generating strategies. Second, several as-

sumptlons are then made and justified in order to extepd the

thebretical model to the aggregate leVel to facilitate the
.

use of clegreg'ate.deta as indicators of indiVidual-level phe
,

. .

nomena. Finally, in the third section.of 'the paper,, the em-1 . o

pirical data are reviewed a d'int'erpreted within themodel.

'' In Figure,i on 'the evious page Columns 1\through% 3:

describe the conceptual elements and notation employed in

the formulation .,of Ehrlich's crime- choice model; columns 4
N

. .

.

and 5 list the'predicted'and observed, imbactt in the empiri-

caY test of the theoretial Ehrlich's-detailed pdis-

cussion concerning 'the ,"mix" involVements and the condi-

.

tiens under- which: An individual would 'abstain, from all ac-

ti3ity of ons type or another are not incorporated in Figure

. 11('

Whiae, interesting, their'introducti into this discus--1

, .

Sion would. require consideration of other explanatory con-

structs for' which Ehrlich has no data: Fjr exam-
.

- % ,

ple,'Ehrlich speculates at, length' concerning the "risk pre-

feence""assumed to, characterize those individuals who com-

mit a xparti.sdular category of offense; e.g., robbers are

"risk ipleferrets" and 4uld be:expected to continue -to ,en

gage in robberies even when the bal.ance\Of incentive§ would
n

lead 'other individuals (those' who' are '",risk neutral' or

".risk averse ") `to abstain. Ehrlich's paper\is full of spec-
.,

.

0
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ulations of this type, which can be accommodated to his, the-.

.0
.
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o retical approach, but are not tested against empirical

data and may indeed be untestable.

Column 4 of Figure 1, lists the substantive predictions 7

5 . . .

in Ehrlich's version of the economic model of crime. Though

l .

these predictions are developed in a sophisticated mathemat-
.

.

-

ical'context (e.g., the "optimality conditions" associated

with expected utility'funCtions are'derived in a Mathemati- -

cally rigorous fashion), whenput into words the predictions

are unsurprising'and perhapb even pedestrian. The perceived

chance of punishment- and its"Severity lessen incentives to

' engagd in crime. The 'extent of expected returns from crime

increase participation. And finally, legal income opportu-
i

-nities--both the level of legal income and the chances of

being employed--reduce crime.; o .

,Finally; Column, 5 of Figure 1 contains' Ehrlich, re-
,

port44, results from- the application of the. model to the

'."'available- data for FBI crime rates for the states in 1940,

.

1950 and, 960. (Because of fluctuations in reporting tiv-
. .

, .

itY amdhg these years, Ehrlic h analyzes data for each year
° I .

separately.) Ehrlich reports his own conclusions as

lows:

'Despite the shortcomings of the data and the crude

estimates of Some of the desired variables...the
results of the regression ,analysis lend credibil-
ity to. the basic hYpotheses of the podel:35

°Ehrlich then goes on to liSt thef"major consisten t" findings

.
, .

as summarize in Column5 of Figure 1. Ehrli6h finds sup-. ,
..

sport for the deterrence variables conceptualized in his

fol-

Iiitiiamo

25. Ibid., p.544.

At
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'model. He also.finds somewhat restricted impacts ociated

with the illegal and legal income variables (thif will be.

the subject of .further. discussion below) and fi9ally, Ehr-

lich does not find the expected,impacts from unemploymqpt

and labor forte participation. "Besides these conclusions,

which were_explicit'prqdictions derived from' the model, Eh"r-
-

lich also comments on numerous 'addition

variables" that Were .iritroduced -in more

fashion as statistical controls.

Because Ehrlich's work has'been

"erivironmental

or less ad hoc

I '

influential in the de-
,

veropment of subsequent research using the economic model,

it has been subject to detailed.methodological review by

other econometricians. ,Vandaefe, for exaMPle, has published

_a reanalysis of Ehrlich's work thatTdiscusses both his em-
ir..

. 4,

pirical specification' and errors in, reporting data. Having

'corrected the errors,' Vandaele retches /the following conclu-

sion:

It appears, therefore, that ,With the .available'
data and within'thee present model, the negative
relationship between the crime rate and the proba7
bility of imprisonment, and beiween ,crime rate
and the time'served is not spurious.

In the following,discussion, we comm- t on aspects of

Ehrlich's work that are relevant. 'to the co cerns of this

review arid which apply to other aggregate7level search as

well. Y Waders 'interested; in `'de filed metho logical

26. Walter Vandaele, "Participation in Illegitimate Acttvi
ties: Ehrlich Revisited," in Blumstein, Cohen and Nagi
'(eds.), Deterrence and Incapacitation, p.281.

. 58
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commentaries are referred to Vandaele and Manski.27 Ehrlich

has also been important figure a revived debate 6n.

capital Punishfienti's. effects on homicide rates. See, .for

instance, Klein et al.., and McGahey.
28-

\ The central problem for Eh'rligh's and bther,,,aggregate-

) level crime research is bridging the gap between, the avail-
,

able aggregate-level data and the focus Of theoretical in-

V

te.rest on individual` behavior, In discussing }the transla-

tion between his individual-level "behavioral function" and

the "aggregate fUnotion" that he 'introduces in order to use

%. state-wide data, Ehrlich comments:

If all individuals were identical, the-behavioral

function [described below], except for change in

scale, could also be regarded as an aggregate sup-

ply function in a given period of gener-

al, however, none of the varidbles entering [it]

is a unique quantity, since people differ in their

legitimate and illegitimate earnings opportunities

and ,hence,in their opportunity costs Zgnimprison-
ment (if punishment-assumes such form)."

'The problem for Ehrlich, is that.he.has no data, to describe

these differenceS. Accordingly, he is fOrced to translate

Als model frOM the individual tO the aggregate leVel in a
*"

rigid:;and unconvincing way:

27. -Ibid.-arid Manski, "Prospects for InferenCe."

Lawrence R. Klein, Brian Forst, and Victor Filitov;
"The DeterreRt Effect of Capital Punishme t: An Assess-

ment of the Estimates," in Blumstein, Cohen and Nagin

(eds.), Deterrence and Incapacitation, p.336 andRich-
ard McGahey, "Dr. Ehrlich's,Magic Bullet: Economic The-

ory, Ec9nometrics, and the Death Penalty," Crime and

Delinquency (October, 19801:485-502.

29. Ehrlich "participation," p.534.

co
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Cr

-...the behavior implications derived (above). apply
here for independent changes in the level of the
entire distributions' of these variables, or,for
changes in the mean variables within specific CCM-
tunities, holding other parameters of the dis-
tribution constant.0

What this signifies is %hat in place of observed values

70f\individuals' prospects for illegal and ,legal income, pun-

ishment, and so forth, which ate critical to their decisions '

and which vary, among individuals, Ehrlich must substitute,

means or other averages describing, for example,the dAstri-

46

bution of income within eAtire states. The diffitult is

not just quantitative, but also qualitative ih character.

It is not only the problem that the median income of a state
1=i

is A poor measure otAthe income -of a given potential Offen-
t

o'der residing in the state. Aggregate income- measures also-.

describe that offender's victims, there are no empiri-

cal data to differentiatp the income prospects oemoffenders

from those of'their victims, or of either from all others.

As was seen in Figure 1, Ehrlich uses the median family

'income in a state as his measure bf illegai income pros- .

pects. He justifies this 006ice as follows:

We postulate that payoffs on such crime (e.g.,
property crimes, etc.) 'depend, primarily, on the
level of transferrable assets, in the community,
that is, on opportunities provided,by potential.
victims of crime and to _a much lesser extent on
the offender's education and legitimate train-
ing.31

Brief reflection on median income in a state as indicating

the opportunities for illegal income illustrates the aggre-

30. Ibid."

31; Ibid.

CO
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gate data problem. 15n the one hand, as Ehrlich suggests, it

may be that a state with a high medianincome is one in

%which, residents possess more "transferrable ,assets"--wealth
. .

potential victims - -d tnas may. indicate

. greater opportunitiles, for theft, On the other hand, a
.

f,

,:higher median family income may also 'reflect a lessened-need

tO steal because bf reduced poverty. . Thus, a ,single aggre-
, ,

in the hands
, \J

gate measure is used. as, an indicator of several:phenomena,
0

including selected characteristi of the state's subpopula-
,

tions offenders, the poor). In the absence of.dis-,

tinct, independent measures of these phenomena, the meaning

attributed to t he aggregate measure becomes arbitrary.

Orsagh and Witte comment on the point ext ensively:
.

.

Because direct Apirical measures'of these income
variables do not exist, an acceptable test of '

...<

..

these two hypo theses [i.e., that the propensity .4 A.

-- 'for' crime 'should- vary inversely with 'legitimate
income prospects and directly with illegitimate

,

income 'opportunities7ed..] . is not possible. .In

ttie kiterettlre, -one does find a large number of
.studies .that purport to test these hIpothesea.

.

.

However, .the evidence found in these de-
fies definitive interpretation'because o he un-

,
.
,

certain correspondence between the empirical mea-
sure, actually used and the °measure .that theory

'', requirs. ,

,

The authors go on to show that per capita income mea-
.

u

.

eures (and analogos measures such as EhrliChip median in-
,

Come) have been utilized in six recent studies...as proxies .

for legitimate income and, on the other hand, have been used
tr,

in seven .other studies (including'the one 4evi.ewed here) as

proxies for illegitimate income. The authors' conclude:
, .

Orsagh and'Witte,-"Economic Status and rittle

,
, . 61

.
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Of course, control variables are used in the fore-
( going studies ,in an `effort to fcce the measure to

reflect either legitimate or illegitimate income,
as the particular study requires;. but unfortu-'
nately, the success of this endeavor cannot be
scientifically demonstrated, One's interpretation
of the measure becomes largely a matter of
belief.33

Similar problems are,asbociated,with proxies fbr legal.'

income (indeed, as just pointed out, aggregate.researchers'

use these indicatdrs interchangeably). As seen in Figure 11

Ehrlich's aggregate-level proxy for legal income opportuni-

ties

,

is income inequality, measured by the-IP-percent of all

families in a state whose income' falls below one-half the

state's median income. The measure is of.income inequality

rather than absolute income,. (In some states, families may

be'below half the state's median, even though' their absolute

income is higher than that .Of families falling above half
2

. the median in other states.)

Though Ehrlich's empirical'measure is ,of relative in-
-,

.

come inequality, his theoretical discussion' does hp). include
,

a "relative deprivation" hypothesis such as is commonly used.

by socAoiogistt and by a-few economiSts44 The chOice of

'thie particular, .measurement was again dictated by rnethodo-,

logical considerations, namely the need to avoid high por- -

relations with other income measures -tritroduced as_indepen-
..

-dent variables into the model which 'would prevent Ehrlich

from attributing variation,Ol_themod

ables'to particular independent variables.

dependent vari:

, 33. Ibid.

4 34. See, for -example, .Sheraon Danziger and David 4.
Wheeler, "The Economics of Crime: Punishment, or Income
Redistribution, Review of Social Economy 33 (October

1975):113.
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c.e
,

51 . 0,
.

1 .

\

. '

, :
it ,..

.

The ambiguous rolevOf EhrlioWs key; empirical indica-
.., . ..

torn results from the use of aggre01.teda(ta to explain indi-

vidual behaviOr. Aggregation Obscures 'subgroup and indivi-
.

a0.

dual-level behavior and conditions. Tor example,- though
,

, . . . . . .

Ehrlich seed' median income as 'reflecting- the "level. of,

,

transferiableP assets in the ..i!Ommunity;"' the only-"communl..
.- .;,..-.. ,.,,fit,,.

.
,Ves" about which he has-infOttMatio are states. .- But a

-. , ,:.,,- -.'.- .,

0 .

,.
.

-state is surely too
.

expangive .4 regicn within which individ-

f
t

ualg frame :their perceptions .0f,-criminal.*.oploor.tunfty.
0.

....,

4./... A . ';,,..i.

16deed, it is likely.that the majofiety;sidlof o nders commit
...

crimes within highly circumsct.ibed are withiin the communl-
-4

a-
ties in which-they'retide, 694:7001en venturing across town,.

Muth less to'Other patts-of 'the state.

Again, "since the median .familyincome of a state also

describes potential victims, variations in the;measure may

also .reflect 'victims' ability to" purchase Self-defense and

perhaps their ability tolive in relative isolation from the

poor even within'formal community, boundaries. This' inter-
o'R

pretation 'would preditt a' negative relationship between

median income level and crime; Ehrlich's interpretation pre-
:.

diots a popitiye relationship. It is easy to suggest tonsi-

l* derations that would, lend other interpretations to a.given

aggregate-level measure. The point is that Ehrlich's elab-

orate and rigorous individual-level model is applied to'data

which are not directly or unambiguously related to the is-

sues he claims to test. The 'theoretical. model, when .ap-

, plied,,,may thus generate iAconsistent and ambiguous results.

.44

63
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2.3.2 Selected Findings from Other Empirical Work

In addition to Ehrlich's work, other ''empir'ical studies

,

have involved ingenious attempts to tease meaningful results

from the inherent limitations of aggregate data. A few ex-

amples of these approaches will be- described. (The reader

interested in a more detailed presentatioi of'findings from

research in the last five years is referred to the review by

Long and Witte.35)
'1.

'In an often cited 1975 study, Phillips, Voey and Max-
._

well-,specifi,caliy address the issue of" the relative merits

of unemployment rates as conpared to labor force participa-
Sto

tion rates as measures of economic opportunity and,.there--

fore, as predictors of crime.36 They Suggest that youth un-

employment rates have less weight in explaining' crime be-

cause of the low labor fOrce participation rates of youth.,,

In turn, they suggest that "labor force partioipaton may be

° a crucial element" in explaining crime because participation

rates capture long-term trends as opposed to cyclical,

short-run fluctuations that e4 more likely to be reflected

by unemployment rates.

In relat ng labor-orce characteristics t6 criminal be-

havior, they specify two alternative partitions-. One parti-,

tioning divides the sample between those "in the labor

force" and "out of the labor force." In this division,

those not working blat looking for work are included as .par-

35. Long and Witte, "Current Economic Trends."

36. Llad-Phillips, Harold L. *otey, Jr., -and Darold Max-

well, "Crime, Youth and the ,Labor Market," Journal of
'Political' Economy 80 (May/June 1972):491.

64
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ticipants the labor force. Ia the other partitioning,

the split is between those "working" and "not 'working."

When this is done, those looking for work but not working

are placed on the "not working" side. The ilisue is 'impor-

twit because it is likely that labor force drop-o6ts--those

not working and also not looking--are more likely to be in-
,

volved in 'crime., After analyzing these alternatives, the

authors conclude that the "labor force/not in the labor

for'Ce" classification is the most relevant one for crime

analysis:,

In their conclusion, ,Phillips et al. also make the

,

strong claim that "changing labor market,opportunities are

sufficient to explain increasing crime rates for youth" for

the United States during the years 1952-67. They base their

conclusion,on the idea that a dectine in labof force parti-

cipation rates indicates individuals dropping out of the la-
,

bor force and presumably entering into criminal activity.

However, it cannot be inferred from their study' whether

rises in youth Crime rates tend to result from increases in

activity, levels of those already engaged in%criminal be-

havior, or whether individuals who formerly did not cdmmit

crimes begin to do so. ; In addition, their hypothesis does

not address the observati-01I that, for women, labor force

participation and crime rates, have both beeh rising:3,7

Leveson, dissenting from Phillips et al., questions the

r
37 For evidence on this point, see Ann P. Bartel, "Women

and Crime: An Economic'Analysis," Economic Inquiry 17
(January 1979): 29.

65
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impact of laboNprce participation On crim.38 Leveson al-

so examines th, effects of youth unemployment on crime

rate. ,Although agreeing that youth unemployment has some

significant_ influence on crime rates; Leveson claims that
. .

, . .,

adult unemployment rats show no significant relationship to

...q..,

.

changes in crime rates.

In:Leyeson's work,"t6 use 6f-many diverse factors in-
.

creases the difficulty, of identifying distinct impacts of

any one factor such as' drug addiction or youth k,uneMp3oy-
'' n

. #.

Opt. .These specifiCs do not appear easily separable Trom ,

t

such general, phenomena as dtbanizatdon, racial discrimm-
.)

q

tiion and poverty'. (Leveson's factors also are highly inter-
.

correlated, 'creating further difficulties). He nonetheless

claims that "the magn;pude of the influences can often be

de.termined within reasonable bdunds."39

Specifically, Leveson estimates that yoLith unemployment

accounted 05 to30 percent`of the change in crime rates

from 1952 to 1963, and 30'to 40 percent of the changes frou

1963 to 1973. This estimate differs greatly both from Phil-
.

lips and Votey's attribufion of. 98 percent of the rising
,

trend in youth crime, to 'youth/ labor force particiriatioh

rat(es, and from EhrlicW,s inability to find any significant

relation between youth -unemployment or labor force partici-
.

RatiOn rates and,crime. Comparison of these three studies

'
o

,

38. Irving Leveson, .The'Growth of Crime (Croton -on- Hudson:

Hudson Institute,' 1976);
$,

39. p.VII-2.
66
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again 'illustrates the difficulties in specifying empirical-

measures of -theoretical variables and obtaining.consistent,

platiSible results ih 'the context of aggregate-level re-
.

search.

Even a brief discussion of empirical research'using

gregate data must mention Harvey-Brenner's work. Among re-

searchers \examitling the relation6ilips between - employment'
e ,

(and-other,economic factors) and-,crime, Brenner takes the

.

strongest claims regarding the ,existence of significant t

causal impacts of the functioning of the:economy on Crime.

In -a report to the Joint Economic Committee o

Brenner holds that A 1.4 percent rise in unemploy during,

1970 wAs.. "directly! responsible" for 47,660 state
r° ,

admissions,nd 1°,740.hOmicides, in addition to "other social

prison

.1, 0

damage."40 .Estimated losses to the economy from these two
.

outcomes alone approach 644 million dollars,.

Brenner's aggregate-level research is oriented toward

the epidemiology of such diugrse phenomena as cardiovascular

disease, .admissions, to prisons and mental institution and

suicide dates: °has correlated these phenomena with a

variety of economic indicators, and found that dhemployment

rates crrelate most highly with the social problems. In

t0 r

his udy for, the Joirit Economic Committee, Brenner tries
y

"to t slate ''the research findings one the pathOlogicale ef-

fectsQ unemployment and other forms econoMiodistress..
, a

40. M. 'Haey'Brenner, Estimating t e Social -Costs
tional Economic Policy: 'Impli ations for Mental and
Physical. 'Health and 'Criminal/ Aggression (Washington,
D.C.: Joint Economic Committee, Congres'S of the United
States, Government Printing Office, 3,975) .

0
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Into a form that' would 'be useful for national economic

policy decisions."41 Fo; an index o crime, he uses prism

:2)
adr:11.7sion rates. Correlating ese rates with economic in--

diatOr6, Bionner finds again -that unemployment' rates show
.

'the most signific'ant associations Through a time series

analysis, he concludes that a' one percent
1*

increase in unem--;

;ployment gustained over ,sx years would be associated with

apProxi ately 3,340 admissions to State prisons. 4

,
A gerious. diff-iculty,-with Brenner's work is that it

fait to si)eoAy a glodel which tests for the impact of unem-
>

.0,0yment 'while adequately bonteolling for a ?nge oLother,

91bly, confounding fact6rs. These objections, to Brenner's

work are simi1a'r to issues raised in the discussion above of

otifer aggregate research..'

7"

4.4

.

.'

Wi'tte's study of the,employment,and crime experiences
.,-

.
of a sample Of North -Carolina prison releasees

f/.

provides a

s'
,

rare :instance 'of implementation of the 'econom12, model of '.

, 0?.

-Crime utilizing individual data.42 Witte, ibu. ding on the

theoretical work of Block,and Heineke as we as Becker and

4 f .
4

Ehlch, rinds some s4pOrt for the deterrence elements Of:
.

the economic model. .

t -
,

ta
, study

---,
Witte's data are takerrfrOm a, tudy of thelpost-rele

. ,
- A

.
.

e

i
.

Ai- aqivitles of 641 ,men'imprisOned in North Carolina in 1 69

r

Ibf
4\S

A2. .Anh' D yden-Ititte, ."EsiMating, the Edonomic Mbdel of,

Crime ith, Indigidi.i l pate,' The Quarterly. Journal' of

Economic s (February 198Q); see.also,Ann.Dryden Witte,

Work Re east in North Carolinako,An Evaluation of. Its

PostRel ase Effectd_ (Chapel Hill, N.C.: Inseztute'fon

Research
r

n Sociaik Science, 1075),;;- -

r

I e

5'
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or 1'971. Criminal records are used as indicators of illegal

activity (re-arrest. during the post-release period) and per-

sdnal interviews with releaeees are used to .obtain informa-
l' 011*

tion on 'legal activities, including ,measures such, as the

number of months between release and a first job, and hourly

The deterrence variables--certhinty and severT

ityof punishment--4re measured by.calculatdng 'for, each in-

wage''rates.

dividual separately his fraction of convictions to 'arrests,

(prior'to' therelease period examined in the model) and his

fractionof prior jail dir prisop sentences to convictions.

Selected background and "taste variables," such as age' at

first arrest, age\at release, race, drug or alcohol use,

marital status; etc., are alSo included in the study. .

Witte that variables measuring the "expected"

certainty and severity of punishmeni. (the, individual's
: . 7

conviction rate and imprisonmerir rate). are . negatively

associated with criminal, activity "in 'a number of instances"-

and that the model specification utilized also suggests that.

°."
certainty has a greater deterrent effect than severity of

punishment. Witte notes that "the 'support we proyide [ ar

the detetrence 'model--ed.] is relatively weAk."4-11 The'

statistical significance of a number of h r independent

variable's is influenced by kitte's inc.l ion of the taste

variables described above. Finall as is true in many

other studies., the results relat g to abor Market measures

,,,.

43. Ibid.., p.79. 6J
t
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are -sometimes inconsistent with expegtationja measure of
41

expected Unemployment is negatively associated with arrests)

and in mahy'other cases they are statistically insignificant

although of the expecte-13 algebraic sign.

An.interesting feature ofWitte's work, in accordance

with Manski's suggestions,tis the attempt to estimate separ-
,

kate impacts of deterrence and labor markek measures for tub-

.groups of prison releasees specializing in different types

of crime. Impacts are estimated for those comMitting.7con-

sumption crimes" (e.g., assaults), serious and non-serious

property crimes and a Ibvth category of "res4ual" offenses

(e.g., obstructing justice). The. seemingly 'CLious.use of

the term "consumption" to reflect interpersonal;crimes fol-

lows the standard economic model discussed earlier. Income-t

generating offenses represerit -"market" abtiVitces; non-in-
,

come-lenerating offenses thus become "r1C(n=market,"'"leisurp"

or ^constIMption"' a9tivities. Witte suggests that various el-
'

,, 4w /

ements of deterrence woA rk*differfntly for different types of

crimes, sometimes inways that seem Paradoxical: given the

economic model of crime: A

A

For-individuals who specialize in consumption of,
fenses, longer expected sentences appear to pro-
vide the most effective deterrent, Aile,for nen-6.
serious 'income offenders a higher probability of
imprisonment seems most'effectivel and fOr indivi-
-duals who specialize crimes other than consump-
tion or income ,offenses, the probability of con-
viction seems most'effective.44

7

Ne4ther' the deterrence nor legitimate income variables
e

"e

,

. .

44. Ibid., p66.,)
,

.... -- r

O
,

11
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have the expected effect on the serious property offend6rs,

a result-which Witte believes attributable to the prevalence

of.drug addicts among this group.' -Witte recommends that ad-

.

.ditional tests,of the economic model be employed using indi-
.

vidual data, and suggests that tries test "would be most

beneficial if they dealt with groups less bommitted to

inal'activity than former prison ).nmates."45

The above discussion of selected .examples of evonome-

tric research concludes the chapter's consideration.ofilhe

economic'model of crime. What emerges from this literatuee

is conventional economics' continuing .reliance on the as,

sumptiono of utility theory in framing predictions ooncer

ing both labor market and legal/illegal decisions. In spe-
-.,

c -ific tests of the economic model, however, relatively few

characterirgtics of the labor market are taken into account-,

and those that are derive almost. exclusively from

dualistAictheoct. In the following section, segmented labor

market theories are discussed. These theories invoke an as-

,

sortment of structural. features of labor market's. Also, SLM

theories have implications' for a theory of employment and

crime, since SLM.predicts a laOk of impact of human capital

t\\on labor market success in some job sectors. However, these

implications have only been sketchily .developed in the SLM

literature.

45. Ibid., p.82.
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2.4 Segmented Labor Markets and Crime

Although both human oapita1 and segmented labor Market
/1Y

(S LM) theories ran ge across a wide spectrum of topics in la-

bor.economics--Ancluding issues of youth unemployment, ef-

fects of minimum wage' legislation *and racial discrimina-
.

tion--it is in their diffFrineaccounts of.poverty that the
;

twp positions most forcibly disagree. RuMan ca t 1 thebry

emphasizes theindividual d eficiencies-of the poor, arguing

o that-low levels of self- investment cause some labor market,

.participants to be relativtlylunproduCtive and hence -unat-

tractive toem-plOyers. Segmented labor market theories, by

contrast
e

see the economy as divided into two distinct

markets:..

[The primary market] offers jobs 'which possess
several of the following traits: high wages, good
working conditions, emplOyment stability, and job
security, equity and due process in the adminis-
tration of work rules, and chances for advance-
ment': .The other, or secondary sector, has jobs'
which,- relative to those.in the primary sector,
are-decidedly less attractive. They tend to in-
,voll.re low wages, poor working conditions, consid-
erable variability in employment,rsh and arbi-

trary discipline, and little opOrtunity to ad-.
vance. The or are confined to thl secondary la-

. . bor market."

Relying on ,the-notion of'd dual economy, or in some

veisions on_a plurality of.telatively distipct labor market

,segments and shelters, StM theorists attempt to show that

'some groups of workers .are more exposed than others to var-
4

ious structural and institutional barriers to.full employ -

46.46. Michael J. Piore, The Dual Labor Market: Theory and
ImplioAtions," in David Gordon, ed., Problems in Pali-

, tical. Economy: An Urban Perspective (Lexington, Mass.:
D.C.%Heath, 1977): 94.
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r\
.ment. Problems include racial discrimination, unequal re-

.

turns to education depn41ng on 'race and sex, minimal' im-

pacts bE training programs, and limited access to "internal"

labor markets provided by large fiims and some labor

unsions.47

Conventional economic theory 'attempts to Veal with

these problems by reference to "imperfections" in labor mar-

kets which should work,out over time given the pressures of

.competitioh. But'segmented labor market theorists"would

agree witThurow, who notes:

An observer of the economic game should be ex-
tremely reluctant to label anything that has

existed for long periods of time a "market imper
fection." If the phenomenon has Survived, the

aces are high that it is an integral part of

th game and knot a- market imperfection. Or at

le st, this possibility should be seriously inves-

tigated and each of the deviant observations
should be examined to see if they can be explained

in some consistent manner that does 'not rely on ex

post ad hoc market iMperfectiong.48

Although SLM theorles-share° a structural emphasis, as

well as an interest in the problems of.pov rty and discrim-

ination, they differ in the .structural chatacterization
of

the economy.. One characterization of'worker behavior that

b
7

47. "Internal labor market" refets to the range of intra-

fitm advancement opportunities in, which Competition for

better, jobs is limited to those already hired., As

such, the internal labor market is one of a number of

"shelters" enjoyed by primary WOrkeis. See Marcia K.

Freedmah, La4or Markets: Segments 'and Shelters "(Mont-

clair, N.J.: Arlanheld,-Osmun Co. 1971) and alSo

Peter, B. Doeringer and Michael J. Piore, Internal Labor

Markets and Manpower Analysis (Lexington, Mass.:,D.C.
, Heath, 1971).

,

t:

s, e

1

4a. 'Lester Thurow, Generating Inequality: Mechanisms Qf

DTstribdtion in the U.$. Economy Mew York:, Basic

2' , Books,-1975):55. ,
- .

it
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,
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i of special use for understanding employment. and

-sues hasbeen provided by Harrison. As shown in,the diagram

in Figure 2 below, iirrison locates property-oriented street

crime as one of "four kinds of labor-time-consuming and re-.

gliunerative activities in urban economies which display re-

markably imilar characteristics."49 Individuals move

among various activities, in the economic "periphery" with

relative ease and frequency, while mobility into the prima'y

,labor market--the economic '!core"-,is severely constrained'.

Rather than distinct groups of criminals, secondary workErs,

welfare recipients, and }'hustlers," Harrison suggests that

individuals combine various income strategies to fulfill

total income requirements.

FIGURE 2

The Structure of Urban Labor Ma(kets

-...

...- --.
...., N./ -.../ Secondary Labor ,/̂ Market

./ \ / \
/ \ Substandard wages / \\ Unstable jobs // \ \ /

/ Training \ // \\
\ /Sector 1

Primary Labor 1

1
GovernMent Market. Irregular

.. t prof.ams recruit
.

Econom)
1

I
' largely for the COit I

market, ghetto Adet llluateages quasi Weal

schools fail to Stable jobs

1

I
tsecondary labor

...\.:. 1 provide mobility
\ into the ore / \
\ / \

\ // \ \ i // (--Welfare Sector\ / \
\ / Payments stihndir \ /
\ / fannhes unahletb

4/ work and ...-mplaers Y\
'S. In the secondary '

/
/ahor market

...,
....

......
....-

...,-......... --,.. ......

49. Bennett Harrison, 'Employment/ Unemployment and Str

Lure of the Urban Labo Market," Wharton Quarterly
(Spring 1972).

74.
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.

HarLson and other 51,M:the6r4sts have also
-s'

.. .

0
,

research which "challenges he. humap capital -interpretation,

a 4

of the' labor market experiences of black's. Harrisonjs,study

. .

..).;
,ofAillbcation,and trainIng paybefs foe blacks and whl.tes in

. ..-- : ' : -, . 4-

.urban.areas concludes that: -- .t. .

..nonwhites living. 'in the,nation:s largest metro-

politan areas have not received returns-- measured
in earnings or prOpabirit=tes df unemployment-Lcot-
mensurate with their acquired stocks-of. human cap-

ital, especially wheh compared with whites living
in the same partsof the city. .These returns are
pd-rticulaily low-and in the case of reaub46 job-

'lessness4 virtually non - :existent - -in the urban

8hetto.5u . II

.

.

Other researchers also fitKLthat human" capital theory

does not adequately account for urban labor market e4eri-

ence; these researchers 11 adopt'
,,,,

1?1

t some form of the,seg
"If-

mented..

at

f

. a

labor marketapproach.5 'Recent -work on youth unemployment
o

suggests a heavy concentration of problems among unemployed
a

and discouraged young black males in-urban areas.::-This lit-

erature reflects the debate to whether individual human
. -

capital' 'deficiencies or structural labor market, i:ssues, ac-

count for high levels of minority youth unemployment. Feld-

stein and Ellwood, for example, link'chronic youth',unemploy-
. .

,- -

.ment to the "re1.6tively little schooling" 'of some youths,
l

r
.

.

while Clark and Summer's attribUte:much of the problem to
Ta

.
. .

a

:50. Bennett Harrison, -EcIwcation, .Traiminai and the ,_Urban

Ghetto (Baltimore: The Johns HOpkinsAlliversity Press,

1972): 208. ) ,

51. lork illudtrating the.SJ,M approach included ,David M.

cordon; "Class,..Productiyity, and ,t-he Ghettd"

iissertation, Ilerverd Universi.ty,-1911) ind Barry BLue-

stone,-"The Tripartite'Econemy: Labor Markets and the
Working Poor," Poverty and Human Resources (July/August

1970); and the'references,dited IA note 47 above..
"T
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'110

"shortages of acceptable jobs."52 Freeman, in his review of

youth unemployment issues, tentatively supports the struc-

tural conclusions, and begins to build a foundation for at

least some.speculatign about relationships between unemploy-

ment And crime.53

Tn gener'al, research' on youth unemployment suggests

that many young \workers** areogiven access to job ladders in

firms or trades through family and -friends; these informal

networks transmit attitudes,'expectations, and labor market

information. 'Economically successful families have more ex-
...

tensive and better connected networks, more resources. to in-

vest in their children, more access' to and influence over

-ether agencies of social control, (e.g., the schools) and

fipallx, more direct control over their children's behavior,

(see Chapter Three). Economically deprived families are

tress connected, an have less to invest in their .children.

Given additional impediments 40 employment which arise from

persistent racial discrimination, children and young adults

7
; in poor minority families are; in effect, structurally

blocW from labor. market success and simultaneously exposed

6

to greater risk of criminal involvemeht.

52. Martin Feldstein and. David Ellwood, "Teenage Unemploy-
ment:. What is the Poroblem?"'Working Paper No.274 (Cam-
bridge: National Bureau of Economic Research, August'
1918) 57; Kim B. Clark wand Lawrence H. Summers, "The
Dynamics of Youth Unemployment" Working Paper No.39.3,

,(Cambridge: National Bureau of Ecdnomic.ReseArch,
tember 1979, abstract).

53. Richard Freeman, "Ay Is There a Youth Labor Market
.
Problem?",. Chapter One in Bernard E. Anderson and Isa-
bel V. Salvhill, e'ds.,' Youth, Employment and Public Pol-
icy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice -Hall, 1980): 6.

1 A
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Bowen and Finegan report tnut labor force participation-

of males 14 to 17 years of age enrolled in school in urban,:

areas in 1960 is positively 'related to income of other fam-,

ily members for a sample of families whose total- income ran-
',

ges between $4,000 and $11,000. Theft explanation ie that'

youngsters in higher income families 'have a comaarative',Ad-

Nan tage 'in .finding part -time jobs: "Parents are more fre-
.:"

quently able to help, mainly as a;:result of their buiness
=

and 'social contacts."54 In another study, Robert Lerman
,

finds -that children of white%collar workers have Signifi-

cantly higher rates of employment as compacted to children of

blue collar wockers.65 Finally, Albert Rees and Wayne Grayk4,,,,

also attempt to test,thehypothesis that paredtgl.contacts

assist youth in finding jobe.------Although their results show

no significant effects of parental characteristics on youth,

empfbyment, they. do find an impact of siblings' eAlkoyment.,

again suggesting A family influence:56

Other Studies relate non-economic variables to differ-
.

enges in behavior and labor market success. Osterman, for

instance, relates labor market characteristics to age in "

studies of aggregate age-specific data and in exploratory,

4

54. William G. Bowen and'T. Aldrich Finegan, The Economics

of Labor Force Participation (Princeton, N.J.: Prince-

ton University Press,1969).
. ti

55.. Robert Leeman, "Analysis of Youth'Labor Force Partici-

pation, School Activity and- Employment Rate" (Unpub-

lished Ph.D. dissertation, 1970).

56. Albert' Rees and Wayne Gray,:"F'amily Effects' of Youth.

Employment," National Bureau of Economic Research Con-

ference on Youth Joblessness and Employment, May 1979.,

77
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qualitative research.57 He sees three distinct ,stages in

youthful labor market experiences: moratorium; exploration,

and settling doyn., The moratorium.period, 'when yOuths are

not interested in full-time, steady work, encompasses cges

.16to 1.0;, exploration, when" some jobs are tried out, but not

on a fully(committed basis, spans ages 20 to 24; an set-

tling down begins at around age 25. Otfler. studies *suggest

an impact from early labor market experience on subsequent

experiences. 'Adams 'and Mangum inquire into the importance

of unsatisfactory experiences at an early age in workers'

N,subsequent labor market activity and success.58using, data

from the National Longitudinal Surveys (which include,

workers experiencing short-run transitional problems) they.

*find that:

There-appears to be little question that, on the
average those having difficult labor market exper-
iences as youths are the same individuals who have
difficulties- 'later on. While many unemployed
youths successfully move into well-paying-, perman-
'.ent positionS, many will not do so by the time
they are) in their Enid- twenties and, as a Kesult,
face a real disadvantage as adult workers.5"

Thotgh othet research is available that supports the
t

e Y

range 'of_ findings Outlinedabovelwe have been unable to lo-

cate econOMettie,;work that directly addresses the. possible

lin'cages between mouth labor farce experience and crim-

57. Pcul Osterman, "The Structur of the'Youth Labor Mar-
ket' New_york» Research Center for Economic Planning,
Marbh 1975. (Mimeo).

58. Arvil V. Adams ,and Garth. L. Mangum, The Lingering Cri-,

o sis of Youth Unemployment '(Kalamazoo, 'Mich.: The V. F,.------

'Upjohn Institute .fOr Employment Researth; 197,8).

59. Ibid. p.103.-
. . 73. ,

,.
.
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inality. Wes -have seen.thai the economic model, bolstered by .

human Capil theory, accounts for employment and .crime re-
, )

lationships through calculations of marginal utility that

weigh the monetary returns of legal versedS illpgal options.
6

SLM theories, though they emphasize theo;'role 'of institu-
v

tional anid organizational features of the economy, would
# - .,

.probably concur with.the; notio , f a predominantly economic

motivation. The diffefenc etween the two positidns is in

,

their accounts ofobstacles preventing k economic success,

not in the primacy of the economic goal itself.

In summary, conventional economic analysis and ,SLM

theories,offer different interpretations for the relation-
,

ships 1Setween human capital, employment opportunities, and

crime. Human capital theory emphasizes the "return on in-

vestment" of educationarid training in' the labor market;

. consequently, human capitdl and crime would tend to be in-
,

versely, related since increases in human capital would

increase productivity and legal

al:Segmente labor .market theories, on other hand, stress

earnings opportunities.

.
/

that variations in'human capital do not automatically trans-
, . .. $

.late into labor market reward; institutional' factors play
$ -

more important role in,deiermining labOr forcePcatus. Edu-

cation and training--if available fob individuals in secon-

dary labor markets - -will not. tend to result in increased
4

ployment oppoftunities and earnings4 so the relationships

between hum, capital, employment and, crime are much less

clear cut. Although StM theories-do not fully elaborate the

linkages between employment and crime, they do,.provide a
. ,
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. .

rich. description -of labor market activities differentiated

according to structural and institutional settings; Ih such

"
:a conteAt,, it can be seen that individuals may engage in

, 0

crime not just because the competing' economic rewards lroin

legitmate employment are minimal, Qr even .because op-

portunites for econOmic'and occupationa advancement ate"

limited, but in part because the array of secondary emp'oy-

themselves not dist3nc-ment roles available to t

tively different from "hustling" on the street or nego-
.

tiating hostile `welfare bureaucrac

4.

2.51'

00 4

Tentative Conclusions-and Suggestions for Further

Research

From the literature .reviewed above, can be seen that

agreement has, yet to be re-ached both on the most appropriate

economic' perspective .with, which to study employment' and

crime and the most fruitfUl methodology to employ.. SLM
a

theories suggest the need to broaden' the set of researcK

ques'tions to include structural factoS and ''-some method°-

logists working within the framework Of4contrentiOnal eco-

nomics °call for pursuing re8earch,at the. indiyidual level.

' o.':':rh!s section briefly discuSses other suggestions for further

-. t
. .

,

) employment and crime research.

1
. ,

.
. .

,
Aggregate measures Used and subpopUlations studied

.
-

,

.
. .

, Sincet aggregate-level research 'remains 'a muCh':less
4. ,

'

,,

. ......

expensive and more gener:aliz4 opportunity Ior,studying em-"
.

ployment and. crime relationships', several improvements can

"be proposed., Aggregate-level analyses sfiould, inborpprate.
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'unis of analysis .that- are relatively hompg neous and mutu-

,

A ally 'comparable' in tterms appropriate to a g vem theoretical
.1. . f,,

.

ppdel., Thus, -for example, ,only mediuM-siz d cities s e

.SjOguist in hivtest of an econ mic models He
.

., -,

eliminated cities' ajacent -to othi urban teag because of

t
sit

the 'peo,ssibility' "spill-over effects."-60 For di Ierent 1 .

.

rOsons,\time-serieVaralyses alg6 ensure comparison of re-
,

latfvelNA:. Homogeneoup units since the same city -;(or' other
v.

unit) i_cempared acrosgpilferent .time. periods.e

Individual-level research Using broadly- defined samples

of potential offendOti

11 'difficukties of-'.interpreting Iggregate-141 re-

...- 1
sults, exemplified'. in the discussion 'above oi,Ehlich's re-

.

.1

search, 'prouide ample* re.a'sons for the !"
of ,jodividUal-

,-

level me4ures. Manski, in an article disculkaPov0, also

elaborates on the need' for individual-levef'crime..research:

\--anyone can commit a crime. Hence, the relevant.

decision- making population figr a study of criminal ,4

behavior, should be the entire population of an -

area and not. somc a priori ,,,p ecified ,"criminal.

. elelient."61
, ^

,..,
1

.
.

,
,_ 4

In madng this point, Manski is intluenced by: the problem of',
. t

.

"truncated' sampling or self-selection: Research using* 0.
,

'individual data on arrested. olt imprigonedgroups'ds Ovident-;

.ly -confined'o those Oho "decided" in some degree dm favor

of, one sort 'at. option: the illegitimate, one .as
la a

."k, :"`""°. .

' <

'6-b. David LawreAce Sjoquisto' ''Prop rty_qrjme and. Economic

Behavior," AM rd an' Economib eview .63, (June 1973):

439.
.. ,

Ar.
.

,

...0
.

,

. .

. t., .

61. Manski-"Prospects for Inference;" p.406,. .

.
.3 ; 4.
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,Mankils ca i 1 for sa

4

piing m the "entitte ,population",..
is further supporte-d- by he fact that sampling of cif fenders

. - -

. 5, , .7.. :
4

invariabrY?"invol-ATesyselection at variing' distance-s:_fr_om_the__
. .behaviorftserf' For those `doing crime,, arkest is a prO6a-' P-',

, ) .,
..., ,

.

. ,

.
bilatiC outcome, conditioned :1::y ."8.1.1meroys criminal ju,sti'ce

. . t

1 0

and .behaviora Varrableq ,abdut which the analyst will
.",

usually have krmi3y' ;inforfiation. If/ arrested, then.
conviction' and 'sentencing to imprisonment are _subsequent

. ,
. . '

... .
tree of possibilities. ,The Sb *theof t "'he "tree s itself

- ; . -. . -:. .
, .

determined oin part by the extent of 'aggre§ate 'crime.

joint outcoTes representing only one cif a complex, trenching)

The offender's progress thrOugh. differentv,Stages of .the,.
criminal justice .system \depenbs on interactions. 45ptween-.

characteristics of the system and of the offender. There:

5,

S.

't

" ,
fore, '-any sampling *of officially-aefined offenders is con-'

taminated by 'many factors irrelevant` to. the determinants of,lk

the offender'S "crime decision." ,e f

,

..& e
., . ,

Relating cKime Nsearch to the Crimihel 47,u-ifiCe System+
._ . , .

.4 So far,- *e, have been concentrat ink on ,those Methodolog-
. .r. ..t

. , ,, . -1'.- IF
icel problems. relating to' the--; e:dequacy -Of-the-econom-e-medel

.3. 44'

, , iptheory .of behavio--wit14" eMphasia on

Andiviclual.offeri4ers aor pOtent-i* -Offenders.

the".behavior of

But as discus-
*

,!,`

sed: in tshe 'introdp. :to the chapter and. beg inning 'with
. .

Becket's initial forntpfation, the economic model As been

explicitly !,aclateSsedio -pplicy:-concerns as well as,- to

,..:,: ;:-., iii .,,..
1 .. - , ,

1
..,

fottS' to 'bdild behav:ior,a1..inqbideli. , As a Eiol icy., guide.,
' '.' .., --- , . :.- . .. .

-. .
.- .economic model has guestiOnable relevance to, the radministra-

4 -
. .. ....

-, ...- . _, ,
-

..1
c

tion '9-f F yoina.3. ju'stiCe'. ' For ,exa"mp,1-e, to sevpfhe "outpW
, v. %-

qf-
thee

,1

:
.

IC

-
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of police and courts as chiefly apprehension and conviction

is to'overlobk muchofc./hat police and courts actually dd.

The police-"keep order" :"ia_poor communities; they,respond inmin

a large proportion of cases. to' caps-not related to crirginal

offenses; and in general they serve -s an agency of "list

e

resort" for ,imany po6r peopld'whocannot afford other:social

! ° %

serviceb.
,

Similarly, althou the popular image of cobrt ativ
a, 1

4 -
e

depicts a-prOceis which sends ,criminals, off to prison, the
,

r,-
e. l ,0

, 1 ,

underlying situation is much more varied and complex. Low

rates of reporting of crime
:

by citizens; low clearance rates

by arrest; further` weeding out of cases at initial charging

and indictmedt; ,and disposit ion through plea and sentence

bargaining suggest that very few crimes among a large esti--`

mated volume of 'felony Crimes actually' in arrests,
.

let alone prison sentences. For example, 'calculations based`

on 'data from Veres recent study of the telony disposition

process in New York City support the,estimatd that of ;00
..-

, felony offences committed in New :York City (only half-oT

_.:---
_ . .

.

... .-

which are likcly'tO be reported to the poLice), 2A,7 lead to,
'

a jail or prison, sentence of any kind, and only 0.3 lead to,"

-

a felony sentence Of over one year,62

62. ,See Vera Institute of:JuStice, Felony Arrests: Their

Prose.cAion and Disposition in New- York C.ityYs Courts

(New York: Longman, 1981), pp.1-3. If about one half

of all,felony crimes are reportedi about one in live

reports "Cleared" by an arrest,, Verd46, Figure 1 '

(Ibid4 p.)). gives the. results. 'described in the text.

As Vaira4pOidts out, reporting ,of crimes and clearance

.by arrest vary considerably according to. grime type-and -

circumstance,

8" 3
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Thus, proposals,in the economic model of crime for-"op-

timal" policy designs) must be' reconsidered in light ,of the

actual workings of' the criminal justice system. For exam-

pie, if the policy suggestion is that the proportion of fel-

oryy leading to Amprisonthent be doubled, it is not

at 11 cle.ir that such a policy lad be impleMented. Re-

search in .criminal juStice is beginning to suggest that the

,proportions ,of' felony cases resulting in various disposi-

tions (e.g., dismissals, convictions, incarcerationtl-may be

'fairly stable over time and across jurisdictions. If, on

the other handi". 'the policy suggestion is that the 'actual

number of people receiving felon imprisonment.be doubled,
K II, a.

vost8 involved in impkementing that policy'4re likely to'be.-
-.

ifimenSe. If we assume the relatdve stability of the distri-
.

.bution of dispositions, the only way to double the number of

'people sentenced tojail
m

-of'-p,ople.hanclled by the

cessingjooints.
e

.6.

''' Focusing for ,Abor ,market realities

Our earlier conceptual,-dS'
r

scustIon of the economic Mode2.

or priton is (62 double

system at each, o2 its

)

the number

various. pro-

.t,
.

qg crime suggegtdr uneertAinty,over'whethe.r 41

. :tot )e considered as 'labor- market activities. fn spcker's
.,

,,
.

(

, ,
.,

formulatiOn, the time-all*ation ectsionis made
.

crimes were

-1-

'; A-0
and'illegal. withou,t'reftrence

cutting &vision' between income-:generating and

activieies. Ehrlich,. in elabaatirig- his 'mode),

to 'a fross-
.:
cord mpt_loorl

to incor o-

rate age-specific labor ',force participation rates-, ipecu-
,-,

. - A

..la.tes that crimes agadntt_persons age to bg viewed-as time:.

84 : $ ,
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intensive ''consumption activities," thus accounting for an

obseved begatiye impact of labor force participation on

such crimes. Gillespie comments on Ehrlich's theoretical ar-.

giument:

...if thelabor force participationfrate falls,

'more time is.now available for consumption Activd-
ties--a scale effect. ., Fuither the fall i4z lalpor

force parf,i-Cipation.may- a/So be related to a fall
in wage returns of legal 'activ'ity--a substitution

effect. Both effects will make crimes against

\persons more .attractive.* The. scale effect re-
leases time that may now be spent in part in such

time-.intensive 6onsumption activities as rape,

muder, and assault. The substitution effect also

makes the consumption of market goodsa relatively
less' attractive activity ftpr contributing to util-

ity because the .lower wage rate will require, a'

greaten expeUitUreof working time to get market

goods, trofhich utility, is1derived. In compari-

son,, rape, murder and assault are activities which.

can provide a direct 'increase in utility withodt ato oter'

any intermediate 1parket ac ivity. 63

Though Gfilespie' character zes, Ehrlich's argument as

one which is 7Neoretically cdfts stent, but otherWise strai#51

.. .

'one's:credulity," t..he'problem lies more in the ad hocintro-
. ,

duction of peculations concerning labor market-.activ and
0,

the personal mPacts of' unemployment.4 If it is conceddd'

for the moment that unemployment is',a streSsftalco-rt ition

that in all 1 elihood,.1laces the i, dividual intontactl

with others similarly kindetress, the relatiOnShip 61;eer1

.;,
,''declines in labor force participation and increases in per-

-.,
. A

sonal crimes does not app
-

ear at all forced. Indeed, though
.

..

an inadvertent comic flavor attaches to the j argon-laden
.

. .

characterization of rape and murder is,..ntlimeintenSive con,-.".
, r

q, 4

.63. Gillespie, 7cbnomic'Factors,'
)

64,. Ibid.

8r?
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sumption aCtivities...that prOvide- a direct increase in
.

ut any intermediate Market activity," the nega-
,

,tive correlation rbetwAn labor fakru parii.ci2ation and

crimes against person's appears plausible. Nevertheless, the
-

explanation of that correlation as a product Of the indivi-

dual's utility-maximizing choices still strains credu?ity.

.

It may be more under'standable i 'this behavior is seen as

, particular outcomes withi a rang of activities engaged in

by labor force drop-outs who are under stress and who have

"time on their' harids."65' (Te discussion .of street and

peer-group subcultures presented in Chapter Three is rele-

,vant to this issue.) .

, ir
The economic Model of crime does not address labor mar-

. -

ket realities in anSther importarespect--the model is not

'conceptualized in 'a'tqay to 4.ake into account the dis erity-

'NI) weem bla&lc and white labor force experiences and the --
,

0 .

k p
,...- .

.
teraction of this difference with the ,impact of crimina
. N S.

W

justice agencies. *A 'rough estimate' of male peisone in
-

s at. and, federal institu'fibms_in19.26_shoms 141,800 .whites

and 135,700 blacks.66 If the s1 white male prisoners were
0

--added to the count of the white unemployed i n l9 76',

, 4
p

suiting unemployment rate for white male would only rise .

0

from 6.4 to 6.6 percent, a 4.1 percent relative increase.

.
65,. For a- seleeition Sof 'Paper's on the topic o f unemploy-

ment's impact, on health, see Louis A. 'Ferman and Jeanne.

, P. Gordus,eds., Mental Health and the Economy (Kala-
mazoo, Mich.: The W. E. Upjohn Institute for EmployMent
Research, 1979).: passim.

66.' Telephone conversation with Thomas.Pedesek, National

'Prisoner Statistics Program, September 1978%
,
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,
O

, .,
.

If bla k male prisifiner.'swere added to their unemployment

gro-up-,th-e_black_ rat_P would rise from 12.7 to 0447 percent,

a 15.5 perdent relative increw.e.67 Black'male unemployment

rates may be further increased if accurate data could be ob-

tained on blacks detained or serving misdemeanor sentences

in local jails; if undercounts of ghetto popula tions were

corrected; and if the greater dncidence of "subemploymentP

and labor force,drop-a)pt among blacks were taken into ac-

count.

Officially, for, every 5.5 slacks who were unemployed in

1976, one was imprisomedT for whitest, the ra.O.o is 22.7 to
.4

onb. These sharply different ratios suggest that black,un-

employment is much more sensitive than white unemployment to

f,

fluctuaions.in penal populoations or 'they *Changes in crim--

inal justice procedures. en)3l practi es.thus'contribqxe to

ob curing,ithe magnitude of the underlying unemployment prob-',

leans of the slack population, even though existing figures

reveal severe problems. .The-specificlabor- market da iffc ul-
!

.

.
,

.

tie'sspf blacks and oth6r,ddsadvanage,d groups are also,down-

'played 'when-analysts employ overall unemployment rates in

. e

'lieu of rates' specific to %the giVen sub- population; when.
--,...,

discouraged and' underemployed workers are4j.gnored.in con,(7en-
r

.

tional statisticsof unemployment'; and when -,census techni:Ai,

ques
4

4ial

have

fail accurately to enUmerate residents.

It isdifficult to tell what effects more specific so-

.

indicators and improvci -.measurement techniques would

oh,the.strength"of measures 'of association between.,ag-,

,.

c 67., The calculation assumes that 311 pg soners
'the -labor force, and ,unemployedr ith rtant

remain even if this' assumption is relaxed.
?- , 87

would be in
'differences

4
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gregate-rates of unemployment and underemployment and

crime. Current statistics probably underestimate the degree

pf avociation ,b4ween labor :narked problems and crime to

the .extent that unrecorded var.ations in dtkdeemploymento,dg

correlate with crime b4t vary independently of unemployment

rates. Global unemployment rates are. 0n inadequate proxy

for ,t,unobserved under- and unemployment rates of specific

sub-populations, Direct measures of the latter wpuld almdst

.certainly increase observed a:;sociations etween unemploy-
.

. .

ment and crime. When it is renembered that the labor force
as

participation rate for black youth (the proportion of those

working or actively seeking w)rk) was below 40 percent in

.

1

December 1979, the current
k emplasis oh' -changes in global un-

1

employm t (all -thosePunemploy?d but °actively seeking work)

to account for crimes in. economic terms'does not appear con-

1
vincing.

40/1r Poli Issues
4

, ..

The, discussion of the-human capital ,and segmented labor .

:
., \ %,

.

market positions above reveal.; ac fundamental difference in -v- ,---
( w

/

\

.
.

4theis respective conceptions° of the structure. and internal
.

-

.
4

I4.

,processes bf the ,labor market. 'These differences ;. in turn,
- - 0 ,. .

,4 .
, r

prcluce sObstAntia/ di-fferencEs in Alow:the two schools of
. .

--..1, thought. view the nature: of. the labor 'ft rket alternatives

.. .

.availeble to indiyiduals land ilota these alternatives are gen-.-
,h,

.4
,

ci.

eratee. fhe cohceiStion of hu:nan.-Oriital theory is indi,vi-.

,
.

. .
dualistic, focusing onindividual' actions. of

.,-.. ,

,

workeis within .competitiye'Ma4cet:.seti gs. .It assumes that,-
t A

,the4,44Inge'of market alternatives i,s'ra her e34ally distri-..,

employers ,aftd

*.s

At.



buted across racial, ethnic and social.str'ata. SLM theories 1

6" - awl organ'

zational features of the ecenc.mic envirOnmenp,and suggest,

that these 'features-of soviet} serve.t6. divide the'labor

market into Segments each of wlich offers its memberS dif-

ferent labor market alternatives.

It is riot" the pirpose Of this review to. voice an opin-
,

ion'concerning the relative explanatory power, cogency or

realism of the two economic agproaches. It is appropriate,
,

however, to point. out the diiergence in policy positions,

t. that are associated.- with these competing theoretical posi-

tions. In this context,' a peCuliar irony emerges. The hu-

.

maFI capital. conception,emphasiz-s the notion that labor mar-
,.

.

'ket'reward's are apportioned on the basis of individual pro-.

ductivit,ies that, in turn result from self-investments in

schooling an tep.ning: :E,AlenJed 'to include criminal op-

:b
tions, this .conception leads

optimistic, politically

principle to.,,the:relatively

notion that improved legal

opportunities-=embodied -in added schooiling and training

augment productivity- -would recuce crime by increasing its

.ftoppottunity costa." Instead, the human capital conception

is tod41 associated with deter':-Ace..policies. The general

nlItti6n of the role -Of" incentiv s in influencing ISehvior is'
.

in practice, into a policy-emphasis on increased
---.

negative sanctions. (As will seen,in Chapter Four below,

numerous manibwer and°training approaches have been devel-

oped for ex-offdnder and delinluent groups. that embody the

assp,mbtions of the hbman Capital model. Howevel-, the indi-1

69 .1
r
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economi approachtc crime has become linked with

,*>
.deierrence policy, not with raising the -returns from legal

a-

labor market options.)

On the other side of the debate among economists, the

-

.'SLM positions are concerned to account for the labor market

tr

°failures of the poor and to avcid a "blaming the victim" ap-

proach. The inade te:schoo:ing, training and employment

histories of poor, high crime groups are acknowledged but

they are Seen as an essential :omponent of the structure of

'segmented labor. markets. Wh le this viewpoint certanly

avoids blaming, the victim, th( specific interventions that

might increase opportunities and alleviate crime are politi-

/
cally controversial.'such intErktions might include:

geted tax credits; affirmative action laws and their st:in-

gent enforcementthe funding of urban, development under

,neighborhood control; permane.lt public sector employment;

,; 6

subsidized Cm-the-job training in the private sectoT;Ainor--
. .

4
contracting and emploment%guarantees; and full employ-

*

ment,monetary and fiscarpolic es.

f- ,

. °

The apparent failure of many manpower programs for ex-

.

offenders to reduce Crime wouli he seen by SLM theorists as

resilting from these programs' continuing emphasis on s2ecd6,...

-dart' employment: ,Moreover, wt.( provide other-than'secondary

C

employment, opportunities for signi'fican't numbers of ex7of-
-

fendersc'-'4ithOut bioade,p.. full employment efforts, would

`leapfrog Many other disadvant.Iged igoups in the economy. 68

68. Fort a duitained discuvsion of" the ,politicalP,implica-
1

tions of limited economic growth, see Lester C. Thurow,,

..the Zero-Sum - Society: Di3tributioa and the Possibiri-

tiet for Economic Change (New York: Basic Books, 1980).,

90
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In the absence ofivbroad-.structural economic, change, ,near

minimum wage employment will piobableontintie- as the norm

for any, large-scale efforts dirc.ctea at ex-offenders. Given

tege approaches, the SLM positiOn:predic'ts a continuing

failure of these programs to substantially reduce crime.

Are emPloymentand crime policy alterngtives as.bleak

as wou appe4r to bethe case from the foregoing? The

answer may depend on considerations that go beyond the scope
0

of the 'current 'debate. between the human capital and SLM

conceptionsOf the labor market-. For example, Chapter Three
4.

discusses4,sociocultural factors that partly account for
.

crime differentials poi readily, explained by exolusively

economic considerationS. . Family socialization, schooling,

and the Oulturals.institotions associated with different age

grades aiV the process bf maturation are among important,.

non z-economi,c,"thi,rd factors." These factors will be consi-:

de:red in t1-14...n t chapter.
V

4

al

, .

0
ve

91 ik

4
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- Chapter Three.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL' 'ERSPECTIVES

ON EMPLOYMENT ;ND CRIME RELAT

.
3.1,E Introducf.ion

The -employment and crme literature eviewed so far has'

,derived from competihg perspec-Aves with , the disciplinary.

framework.-of economics,: c+Tie chapter o ens Sectiap 3.2

'
.

with brief consideration o` `a lumber of inter-related, non-
.

economic. institutional factors. charact ristics tf .the fam-
rt-

=kw.
-s- iiy, schooling, and behaviora3 And cu tu ral patterns that

.

relate to',Age (Maturation:. i titational-areas are

of course complexly intettwineJ--both /with one another and

e'also within 'the, over-all sociopultura fabric, itself. From

.

a strictly methodological poi: Of' v.ew, they might all be

considered as "third factors" to be lake into account in -an
.

analysis of eMpiiical data rely ting %employment tia, crime.. jn,

-

such a rolee they would serve as, ntecedent or intervening

.variables that-qualify inferences bout employment crime

relationships and perhapv.comp:icate 'empirical analyAs.
o

But,besides%introducing "third factors," the intropo-

.

logica and sociological literature also prOVides,a,newpe

spective within which scme e.li-eady familiar topics from

.Char)ter' Two., can .beg reworked. For example, in
.
Chapter Two

Segmented labor market (SLM) :heorie5 pointed.to'an inter-

play among competing legitimate and illegitiMate opportuni-

ties from 'a strictly economic (labor market) point of view.

In -Section 3.3 of this' 'chapter, the concept of blocked

O

5*

92

4
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1 ,
legitimate opportunities as a causal factor in Crime within

structure of opportunit& theory is considered, here from a

sociolgical rather .tha n' a% economic'perspeCtive.
The SLM

,a14)rosto crime can be seen, in fact, as an economic vet-.

sion cf structure

opportunities
-6

for

of ppportunity theory: blocked legitimate°

,.
sukcess4 Make illegitimate opportunitie-s,

. .
.Y

more .ttracLive. As will be seen, , however, the ov.erlap is
,-,

.

...,,,, 0

by no means total.
The-sociological-taccount .goes on 'to pre-

.

I

*
.'diCt'different types of illegitimate responses-depehd'ington

such structural circumstance's in the local seei.ng as the

,

-integration of age' groupings and of legiqmate_and

mate opportunity structures. .These attributes'or the local

pcblibilPal and social structure go well beyond ever. the ex-
...

panded not ion of labor markets introduced by thte.SLM, theor-

fists. . .

Section 3.4 takes up -selected' subcultural is-
.

a

suese emphasizing the FICion of subcultures as adaptive over

1)ng term when contronCing significantly altered exter-

nal kircLmstances. This view of adaptive subcultures has

flerci! from a 1960(s'c,:bat,s. which tentative
.

_mulations ola "culture cf poverty" thesis appeared too-84-

Port a pessimistic, almost self fulfilling prophecy of con-
.

tinuing disadvantagem6nt,'in turn supporting politically-

, .

conservativeeConomicand social policies. At the core of

. ..

.....----,

the "culture of-:go'verty" thesis was. the untes ted, and

f
./

,

,

possibly-4intestab4e, infe'renc,e that.'qven if significant new

-,,,
,

opportunities were to arise lb the, contemporary situations
. f

.... .
,

.

in wi4ch the poor find themserves,.they would not-be able,.eo
.

tike a&rantape of th*m because pf. syoculturally-derived

. 4

shortcoming's.
.

p.

1
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-The understanding that culture is adaptive does ",,*pots

ignore-'the possibility of cultural -phenomena that may pose

bstecies to the group, but focuses ..indtead on the-nature 01

the collective experience to which these phenomena
'
are a

f
respan'Ae,' Thus particular traitsof 'poverty subcultu're"'

are not stati-c, but are created'and modified as the group .

adapts to its experience-..' Change the experience and the'

collec'-i%;e adaptations of would change-even

though some traits would chanoe-fas-,er th-an; others. Thus,

the understanding of -culture. aF p'_odw.,,t, of adaptation

;ends(sUpport' to economic an-' .policie5-tha't are de-
.'
a

igned. to change collective' ,experiences. It also recu.res

0. hat such policies be applied loncj ;.2n-7,.....3(71- for the cul toral
a I

0

adaptations to take plaCe:
4'

3:2 Sociological Research Yield,in9."Third Factors"
0;. .

Sociological" theory and empirical research*have yielded a
, . .

,- -
.

.L
farce and variegated body of' findings ,'and conceptual ap

.

--:

. ,,,

preaches relevamt.to a stuDy of employment and crime-rela-

tionships. intoStirvey.s. of youth, research nto determinants'of
,

School drop-out and delinquency, and analySes of 'q>fticiali,- - -.

,

statistics that d'estzribe aget,related patterns in criminal

-N
,

--

arrests are examples of these apProaches. In some a:;es,
. -

, ;

. .
,^-

.

this sociological and criminological research also rists-%
.--,

, - .

upon well-developed theoretical',f0undations.,that are n-le-
-,' -4

vant to a revieW_bf'empl ment and,"crime.relatiOnsh,ips),,for,'

, .

ir
examples, the anomie-stziac Ure of 'opportunity position. In-!

;, 0

'
4

other cass--:labelling theory, social'cont0. Ufheoryr-r,214a-
4 . '-,

, .
t .0. ..

tively coherent ,theoretical IpoSitio'ns have bdon dev6loped, -. .

< A.: . . ;
;:\ 4:

. , % :9 4
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they are of only "marginal rel ance, to this -review.

F.inally,. in- some cases, such as ,the..p nOmenOm of "aging

4 A 9

out" of crime, eheoreticaf work is relAively sparse.
1 -

aced with this diversity of positibns, we -have cflosenr
*,

71. ,

:d highli9ht three "third factors' that

employment end crime Kelationships. The

famil:

appear to mediate
. y

factors selectea--:

edudat ion 4.nd agewere chosen, in part, 'because

.

they are 'alluded to often to various explanations of the,,

4

''diffe.,--%ntial impacts of employment programs on criminality.
\A°

It is arg6ed-, forlexadPle, that employmnt programs have

more impact, on' older, better' educated clients, or- on those

with ..tronger family ,ties.,
,

The significarwe of such ,flthird factors as family, ed-

/
,

ucation and age is that' at time4' they can be seen asacting-

ihdependently.on0bOth employment and criminality. For exam-4

pie,' developing conjugal:family ties might' influende a youth
A A

.

tz.

a

"//\..,

tofor.sake criminal.activities for steady employment. Such

,experience could resultin:a

corre ation between erifploAent and reduced crime, but not as

V( a..dir!ct impact of 'the one ,on t
A

helother./. ,Early family so-
.

,
, . .

ciali:ati-On m ght be seen as encouraging employmert.,and di,

.

coura!ing'criminality.: In,.(1thet Enstances,'however, "third
. i

factors" might be seen as impacting on 'social cont xts that
e ek4

,,i. n turnencoutage:or impede,criiriinality. arentaf-u elliploy-
-.

-Iliet7**fort4exampl flight' be. seen,as weak `sing 'parental au-4

a chgige: in. sOclaP status- and

thprity and,famlAy'reso.dtc'esi whiClrin'turn might translate
iN -

patterns of delinquency among youth in the'family''c
, into

' . -.

Edocain°,:already discussed in Chapter,Two.in terms*of
.

.. .
i..

'impact on epployment t .1. .
here consideredconsidered

. r '
. .4' ,

:
ee

humAn capital

.

e.

4
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n terms, of its direct impact on bot' criminality and la:sor

',arket status. Much research sUg.;,,,;t1 that sues in

choc is ne.?atively correlated wLts, 1flAnquency
,

tivelv correlated with labor market 5,;u.:Icess; yet the tole

Lhat edUcational institutions play a-, a "third -factor,"

channeling ihdividuals respectively Into leaitimatearvi

lagiti7-te paths, is not clearly delinate in thF,

lasttfactor to be (.2,.scus-P,'-- --is ghel;1'v'u.-

kognized as baving some -o cri7F a.p(

sut th

..hecretically. Proerty cr)m.- is dispropcl:t on-
.

lti:tly by yo nth. of thcsrs vh;) involved In c'im'e

sip

in theit adolescence seem to "--1-3tu&Q :t" of crime ix t:eir

la-,e teens and early twenties, forsoL:iIg criminal activities

acid curing to legitimate employment. 'Although. there are

a riout.explanations ,of this<Phenomenon---kme based excl-

on thecf4charIaaeristics of different age groups,
s

.others pointing to altograded opportun:ty strucures--IN.it

seems clear that ehe process of "mdturjng out" is a 'm,ijor

factor to be considered independently of others factors in
.

I
, r

exploring relationships between e'mployMent.and crime.. ,

' '. -
i

1fL ,

3.2.1 Family, Employment and Criee.ReJationships

In the crime and especially juvenili.e delinquency li er-
.

ature, ;fam:.ly"factors are accorded.important causal "sea us.

In sociologicallybased theories of delinquericy, 'tile* fa lily

I c nsiderect, to be cent...z.il in delinquency formation and

A

,
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future' criminal behavior. Then we tlrn'to economic behav-

io different causal role for the family, emerges. Most

socia' scientists see the family within industrial society

as an institution basicAlly reacting to ;imperatives. gen-

erate,. by the .economy.1 unemployment, for example, can

treat, marital discord and family breakup If, on the other

hand,' we v.7%.:.e to think of family as a "third factor" compli-
.

gating or elaborating relationships beweed economic factors- .

and erime," then the simplest assumption would be that "family

variables intervene between the two. In this view, employ-

ment and labor market variables have their primAry impacts

. on family faotors (breakup, type of'discipline) and these

ciutcomeg in turn-aCt on criminality. Of course,' these in-

terrelationships may be more complicated than ,first ap-

pears. Many causar 'sequences involving spedificvaeiables

.,subsumed under each

t
actor are theoretically possible, and

. ,.
,

not all of them may llow the assumed causal sequence, from

economy t.S4 family to. criminality. In order to sort out

these effects, we*fi"Ist consider tile simpler relAtionships

between family and c:-ime, and b6tween.family and economic

factorb.

Criminologists :-.ave ident-1:4e man! family wariables.
Q.

thought to be related to crime. r iowing'Rodman Arid, Grams,

we distinguish between family st"ru ture variables (such as

family composition), and family interrelationship variables

(such as. marital or parent-child 'ha mony), and discuss each

1

-t. ",,,, ,

.. , Foe-4 recent, brpad overview f-social science inter-
pretatiims of the'famiLyr,see 4 hristopher Lasch, HaVen
in a Heartless World: The famiy Besieged. (Nevi'York:
Basic Ta6Oks,

,
1977T7-- ,

p r

97
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rpe separately.2 A review Of the criminological literatdre

indicates that family factors have been) related mostly to

delinquency. Very few citations i..l t=)is section will refer

to the relationship between, family variables and: adult

crime. -rmbli'cit-ly, then, socioIrts view the family of

ethildl-ood as f,reirectiv ca 3_11,1 adult c,lme through its role

in dr:k:n-,:uencv formatio-.

.11
elated to de-

- brth and

k3S

cprrelat ons

betwen ec:-.,n6mic status, broke- :-.ome, and juvenile' de in-
-

guency rates among white' 'and !Ibn-wnike areas of Washington,'

D.C. , but the large negative corr6lation between economic

'status and brokerr homes makes cgus lity at the individual !

lev,e1 anclear.3 Schuessler and Slat-in found nigh correla-
,

.tions,between divorce rates'(anibng many other social and-

eco'nomic factors) and some property crime index rates.4 By

factor analysis, they sdbsumed tha' family viriable wft in

an anomie cluster. These and other ecological studies have,

%

3, "Hyman Rodman and Paul Grams, "Juvenile Delinquency,and
the Faintly: A Review and Discussion-,"L.in The President's
Commission. on Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus-
tice;- Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth
Crime 15aT5717"--577---COverpment Printing Office,

-T-pc.188-221.
,

3. Charles V. "The Relative Contribution of Family
Status and Economic Stgius to Juvenile Delinquency,"
,Social Problems 1A(196::'26-335.

4. Karl'Schuessler and:Gerald,Sl'atiR, "Sources of Variation
in U.S. City Crime, 1960 and 1960,' Journal of Research
in Crime and Delinquency (July .1960: 27-148: .

1/4
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been criticized for their tendency to derive compli ated

theoretical constructs from available census data an for

their improper inclusion .of dependent variables

withii explanatory factors.5

(
rime)

tudies using data on individuals rathd_than on axeas

have ound a relationship between broken homes and j venile

delin uency, but the theoretical significance. of th _rela-

tionship remains, questionable. In an early review of the

literature, Toby suggests that the effect of a brok home

depends on the actual control a family exercises o er its

child-en.6 A family normally hz,s more control, over preaeo-
.

lesce is than adolescents, and pore control cver is than

boys. Therefor\e, the effects of a broken home will / oe felt

more among pre-adolescents (witn respect to properqyocrime)

and among girls (with respect t() non-property crime .

Among other faMily structure factors that been re

r--
lated to delinquency are the birth orderil positiOn

(midd e chilcren are more likely to become delinqpeht);fam-

iily se (positively related t) delinquency); and maternal

depri.ation. Liss r(::,-2arc":. nas been done on thes/e factors,

perha)s suggt!stlnc sbcloloc,istseLoo,:,t

relative lack of caat., ikcc:m:an- and Grams re-

0 ,

!

5. See John Baldwin, "Social, Area Analysis sand Studies of
Delinquency," Social Science Research 3(1974): 151_-168;

J.A. Wilks, "Ecological Coirrelates of Ceime and Delin--\
quency" in the President's Commission on Law Epforcemeft
and Administration of Jutice, Task FgeCe, Report: Crime

and Its Impact (Washington, D.C.: GovernMent Printing
Office, 1967), Ipp.138-156.

. 0

6. Jackson Toby, "The Differential ImpaCt of Famfly..Digor-

ganization," American Sociological 'Review 22(1957):'`505-

12.
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view these studies arid conclude that while the broken home

is important, it is less significant as an explanation cA

delinquency than other indicators of family interrelation-

ships'. Before we discuss qntert:eltionghips, we will- con

sider relationshipv between family Iructure and economic

Variables.

It ks commonly known that economic status affects am-
.

lay structv.-7e. TL is that among thosf of

iowe Socioec-oni,r stat'..s LE ai:-.reater incidenc(
r

marital dissatisfaction and breakup. , Tne operant eoon:mic

z7ariabla might be low income', op the charactetistics of low,

skill jobs, but in terms 05.crim4_F( causation, fan'ily st'uc-,

tural factors such as' broken homes are seen as 'reactions to

economic causes.8 Tt,is also pot` to conceive :of family
4

fac-:ors as having effects .on future economic status as in

edge Of the labor market and that Chicanos in1Los Angfles 1
9 \ i -

,had greater access to factory jobs than blacks partly be-
.

"v-caous cycle" theories of Poverty. As an example of fam-

ily effects on economic behavior, we might mention BUllock's

g that youths in homes without fathers had less'knowl-

cause.they were more likely t,5 have fathers present in their

.-. .

7. See for Lee Rainwater and William Yancey, The
Moyni...an Report and the Politics of ContraversY, (Cam-

, bridge4 Mass:: TheM.I.T. Press 1967) concerning 16ger-,
class slack family- and disorganization.. lc

'IP

C. William 'Ryan, Blaming t'he,,Victily (New York: RandoM
Holise,- 1971)4 see also, Elliot Liebow, Tally's Corner:
A .Study of Negro Street Corner _Men (Boston: Little,

-... -Btown and Co., 1967)..
, e e
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_Bullock Ld not consider whether theSe, dif-

ferences in labor market behavior ultimately had an effect

.1
e

on crlmi activity, but it would be reasonable to assume

that. his etas the case.e

-todman and'Grams.revieW a number of relationship vari-
V.

ablese that -have been 'found to be associated 'with' delin-

e studies have found marital discord and pare.1,t-

child disagreements to be related to delinquency, HirsChi,

on the other hand, finds feW differe ces between delinquents

and lDn-dOtinquents on these .factOr 10 Bork,' studies have

found the type and' consistency,of discipline exercised by
-0.

paTe ./,s'related to delinquenby, but there is much, disagree-
ment

,
.

t the literatureon this.- Other studies have found a
.

.

. '...1p. (- .

relationship between'pareRhral. rejection and delinquency, butrelationship
.

here again, flirscAitestudy quest.ionb:the relationship.

Finally,' one tradition in criminology, :control theory,

poin,ts to the family as the key institution in creating- in-
,

\

terna ized controls in individu.ils through the s6cialization 4,

-.proce .9.% Control theory has given more attention to inter-
-,

naliztion of norms and to serf -gage as key( variables, and

has r Dt dealt .directly
.

with 'tne ways.. in which the fa,nily
L .

.

goes abOut creating internglized norms
.

ih children. Thus,

Hirsciri argues
_ _

t delinquents fail tp internalize ponven:

Fiona'. grOup norms. 'His theory suggeseA, but does not di.z.

rectry deal -with, the failure of family socialization, by
0

a

Paul Bullock, vs, 0 ortunit :._ Careers in the %

'Inner City (Ann Arbor: ,Institute Labor'and IndustEMIA
Relations, University of Michigan, 1973).. -.4-

,- . 4 ...._

10. Travis Hirschi;'Cadses of Delinquency JBerkeley: Univer-
sity og California isress, 1969)..s.

.

.
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suggesting that delinquents are formed' when parents fail to

create conventional role models for .childien to follow."

Failuies-at socialization might also be related to crim< by

impairing the future labor market or educational behaviO/ of

children.
,

Turning now to the relationship between economic mac-

tors, ,famlly socialization and cr.:;:me, Xohn has shown '.hat

certa.n values oe7ets w,?nt ch'.1dren to hold Hir-
-

ror t`le parents' work co -'.Lt*Thns (rot in a one-to-one cor-

responderce but as P v\ew w'-at people want and-how -hey
, .

act) .*4 Peite-nal conforit% to

norms (n54tness, .or:omptnsss, ot,ed-.encP to authority) while
.

middl-class pdrents stress internaliTbd .control (Self-di-.

$.
rection, self-control). Bowles and Gintth theorize that-

theFe value patterns correspond to- the types of behavior

/
required by lower 'and higher positions in bureau' atic set.-"bureau'

)

tinas,13 Families,. on this view, "reproduce". the class
---re

structure by the kinds of values, they stress in their
. ..

(

childrefi's socialiiaton. Extending this to.,i'lower class

socialization, iwe might assume that .the lower class, _exposed '

),, 1

to ow paying, transient, insecure and often non-unionized

1to s, would form a view of the world in wOch nothing good

woo .d be expected to last. Ra cater suggests this-by re-
.

a
C

11; For teview _f control theory, see,Gwyn Nettler, Ex-

plainirg Crime (New, 'York: 'Dorsey MQGraw -Hill, 1972): A:,

,Chapter 16..

,12. Melvin Kohn, Crass and Conformity : A Study of Values.
(Ii?mewood, 1,11.:*Torsey Press, 1969).

Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooling in
ist America (New York: Baiic Books,- 1976). ,

1.0,2

1,1
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ferring to working-class socializAtiOn for{ the strategy of

the good life, middle-class' socialization for' the strategy

of -career success, and lower-class ,socialization for\ the

strategy of survival.14

a , .The effects of family factors on crime and employment

have been discASed from-the vantage point of adolescent de-

velopment. The adolescent has little control over the fam-

ily factOrs that may shape his future.. However, these fac-

tors recede in immediacy as the adolescent grows up and as a

young adult begins to establish his adult life pattern, in-

cluding the choicp of whet4er or when to marry and hfive

children. These choices, in turn, may affect and be'af-

fected by criminal behavior. For, example, the literature
. go

sug6e.sts that choosang a spouse, common-law wife or steady

girlfriend precipitates leaving aelinquent gangs around age.
.

17.15 Among prisoners, having "dived alone or havi'ng b

6

divorced seems to be more common than-among the gehera pop-

ulation. Rand's study of habitual felons found that half of

the sample had been. married at one point in their life but

only 14 percent. were married during a three-year study

period that centered on the period during which the offense
7 ,

was licommited for which,' they were incarcerabed.16

0

14. Lee Rainwater, Behind Ghetto Walls,(Chl.cagp: Aldine Pup-
.
lishing Co., 1970).

15. James F. Short and Fred L. Strodtbeck, Group Processes
r- and Gang Delinquency (Chi.cagO: University of Chicago I

1974Press, 1974).
..:

''?

,.

.16. Joan Petersilla, 'Peter Greenwood and Marvan -Lanvin,
Criminal Careers of liabitua'l Felons (Santa Aonicc Cal.:

.'The Rand Corporation, 1977). *

- .

.
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It would be fair to conjeqpiIrethat marriage and- crime

may not be compatible lifestyles. For example,.Letkeman re-

.ports that' career criminals tend to reject on-going rela-

tionships because they do, not fit in.with their work condi-

ticin ; but it should alse ,be, kept in Rind that in specific

circumstances either, factor codid feed back on the other.17

In a dissertation based on data from theBaltiabre LIFE Pro-

ject, a program providing st1 t-term stipends to prison re-
.

leasees, Genevi analyzed in detail the 'relationship between

family' choice, work, and recidivism.18 He found that re-

leased prisoners involved in traditional fam ily activities

were more likely to engage .in legitimate wor k, while those

participating in the "street corner 'ociety" (for emple,'

livi'ng alone) were 'more likely to engage in activities.typi-

cal of the "ir.regulds economy." Parti'cipating in either of

these economic =systems, however, reduced the individual's

chance olt engaging in crime as measured by the frequency and .

severity of subsequent arrests. Neither,living in a tradi-

tionarfamily setting nor living alone had direct effects on c

crim -inal activity. Rather, their effects were exerted iidi-

rectly, mainly through 'the }finds of economic systems 'in,.

which individuals were active.

A review of Crime studies Using family Variables leads

to conclude,that'family factors need to be taken into 'ac-
.

ount in research on the_gelationship between labo6 market

g 17. Peter 4. Letkemann,. Crime as Work (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:

Prentice-Hall,1973J,
1,_

18. Louis E. Gerrie, "Common Law, Crime,Severity After Re-
lease. from Rrison" (Ph.D

1
dissertidn, Ci.ty University of

New'York, 1978). . 4
,

I.
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factors and criminal activity. However, most studies suggest

that .family factors specificallyearly family' structure,

soca]ization during adolescence and ,family choice during

young- adulthood) .are likely to exert indirect effects on

crimiral ctivity through their direct effects on da bor mar-
.

.ket activities:

: . #
.

19 st'.1 the ense that few adult institutional activities,
cmtinue 'to revolve around educatiOn. In gross terms,
e3ucationallittainment continues to by '.statistically
associated *It.h crim4nality1. For 4kample,'80 percent of
prison inmates have less than a high ,school diploma

in Revin Sutherland and Donald Cre ey,

,Criminology (Philadelphia, Pa.: J. B. Lipificot el ,O.,

1974). However, this' statistical association, like
those of other background factors, does not provide much
Nplanation of the causal significance of education.

20. See Hirschi, Causes bf Delinquency.

O

3.2.2 Educatiorkc Employment and Crime Retqtionships

. f
In the juvenile delinquency literature, efteetion is

also considered poteptiallY as rdratedoto crime as are famL

i/y factors. Similarly, education's effects are thought to

be of'less importance in explanations of ,adult crime. This

section., therefore, deals mostly with the effect of educa-

tion on juvenile delinqency together with its possible di-
,

tect and, indirect effects on young ad,plt crime.19:

We begin this discussion by stating what ahounts to a

truism: doing well in school is negatively related .to juven-

ile delinquency. 20 While sociologists would accept thigas

the starting point of a discussion, they would soon diverge

on thLquestion of .what to make of it. Why do those who do

163
A

6
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not, fare well in academic competition tend to engage in de-
(

linquency? Does academic success direct'; avivt delinquency

or do they both result from the impact of _other schoo: or

family factor4?

Sociologists see school as a multi- functional inst

tion.21 Schools help select candidates for posit'ons hin

the labor market, sUpposedlvon the basis of academic er-
.

formance Schools pre also socializin instit,ttions, in-

A

stilling the general value's' 'of the culture, much' as the am-

ily:does. Finally, education may have some negative ide,'

effect4 in the sense of unforgen, ,and potentially.disrup:'

tive, consequences of routine activities. In the latter,

case, our interest is in the effeCt of schooling on prolong-
,.

ing adolescence, although other negative side effects. may be

conceived.

,One .interpretation of ,the consequences of academic

failure for juvenile delinquency is that.the'latter may, be a

reaction to the straihof failing at an important, soei4ly

prescribed activity . . Expressed in psycholoOcal teams,

Cohen focuses on an assumed "reaction formation's in which'

.failure s neutralized by upholding negative values.22 Bub-.
iN A

.gequenl research 'on delinquency has cast doubt on this in-

terL,retation. For example9..Elliott and Voss found 'few dif-
.

21. See Walter E. Shafer4and Kenneth Polk, "Delinqwency and
the Schools" in The P'resident'S Commission ow Law En-
forcement and tidministration of Justice,Task Force Re-
port: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime (rqshington,.
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967).,,

,

22. Albert K. Cohen, Delinc
,

int Boys (New York: The Free
Press, 196]).

d
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ferences in academic achievement .between delinquents and

.non-delinquents.P 'Similarly, Hirschi failed to *find a

strain effect in examining' the combined effect of aspira-

tions and achievement on delinquency.

One effect of academic f ailure often' ignored Py delin-
, ,

quency. researchis its Tole in reducing human From

the perspective of the economic model of crime, seems
,-.

. ,

.

, : ,

.

more likely that school. dropoutS 'would engage in-illegal

activity beca use their lov./ educationa-1, achievement Auppdrts,

expectations of low earnings in legitimate, labor parket-

activ ties,24 Alternatively, othe studies suggesthat

schoo_ 'dropouts may face litt/e or no' penalty in finding

secondary work.,,Such 'studieS by economist's are based, how -,

ever,
.

on aggregate data and adult crime. Stiir',other

studies- by sociologists, specifically ofdelinquency, sug-
.

:gest that it'is questionable whether the'human capital bro-
.,

blems ofdropouts cause delinquency. Elliot and Voss, for
A

examp e,disdbvered,that delinquents redUced their frequency
,

of de'inquent activities aftet dropping out of sChocil. This
Abe..

does ot, however, necessarily,,Cantradicf'a hypothesized re-
A

lationship beween.eaucStion and crime. It may' be that tack,

of educational achievement has `its greatest' human capital

23. 'Elbert S. Elliott and HarwisilL.. Voss, Delinquency.and
D-,opout (Toronto:,D.C. Heatn and.Co., 19.74): . (

24. These positions u(ere reviewed in Chapter TWO, especially,
Section 2.2. Sed also Isaac Ehrlich, "On the/ Relation
Between, Education and Crime," in Education, IricoMeand
Human Behavior,'ed. J.F. Juster (Washingtbn, 4NBER
and Carnegie CommVsion on Higher Educationi, 1974).

.;
, 101
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effect on crime in late adolescence .ar1( early adulthoOd,

which is when the problem of ,entry int) he labor force

.begins to be seriously confronted. It at this point 'hat

low educational: achievement might tip th< scales in favo of

illegal activity.

Some sociologists have considered th effect of school

socialization in fostering delinquency. Elliott. and ross

suggest that the competitive and- discip.inary features of
1.47.

. school lift create-rebellious behavior teat, for some, may

be transforMed into delinquency, HV3cni concurs hat

school socialization fails to encourage conventical

,behavior:',in some students, but he absol-es the schools by

arguing that.teachers and... administrators are powerless, to

socialize- unless parents_ have instilled the proper

orientation in their children. That is commitments to
5 6

conformity are said to recede adolescent school

'qxperience. Schools' may be able, only to reinforce such

0

wry,

commitments if they are already present.

In
I
this context, it' is kaseful to r !fer to Bowles and

.

;contention that the'sctiools. support adqlt occupa-

tional stratification. In-their .view, school socialization

mainly molds the young.lor the world of work. Middle-class

schools rewaKd creativity, inIdependence, and 'other traits

suitable for work at *higher bureaucratic and organizational

levelS. Working-class schools reward obedienc,,dependabil-
i-

ity, and other traits that are more suitable for work in

low-level clerical and faJtory jobs. For example, Bowles'and

1;intis show that -grades are ..more related to teachers.'
. ,

ratin4s On 'the above traits than they are to objective indi-
.

O
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.cators of competence. Their theory, however, does not ac-

count for the modest amount, of in.lorgenerational mobility in
.

ipdustrial societies. How do some, working-class Ichildren

wind up in higher educatiorial levels, ,despite the,predomi-

nantly opposite influences of their-school environments?

Lirschi believes that school socialization fails'fower-
.

, ( t
,

class,you . because schools reward, behavioral traits that
< 1%11tz.

may contribute to unacceptable self-images for lower-class

adolescents. Given the early autonomy from family influ-

ences of lower-class children, submission to authority, may

not p omise long-range payoffs. .Working-class adolescents,

on th. other hand, may come to realize that the worIc worlds

of family and ,friends ,do, provide the prothise of future bene-

fits through submission to schoorand family authority. If

the psychic costs of submission.for ie working-class ado-

,lescentseem too great, he- or she might decide to drop out

of school and leave the family. But, as Oste'rman points

out, ven so, the working-class youth's 'labbr market net-

. works will probably place him.in a fairly protected segment

of th? labor force.25 ThuS, it, mey be that dropout (as a,

prott t against school-enforced traits of behavior' that are

conflict' with adolescents' own self - images] will be used

less -often by working-cless than by lower. -class adoles-

cents. And even when dropout does occur, its consequences

for ur)rking-class-students would be less serious than fon

lower class students who Pack the adult job networks to see

them hcough the transition to adult work experience.

25. Osterman, Structure (DI t'r,e ?oath Laoor. Market.

1 0 j 4.
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As another explanation of delinquency, sOmesociolo-
.

gists see schooling as an- insulator of adolescents from the

adult' . ,In this view, schools are a major part of a

trend in industrial societies` towards prolonged ado'es-

Cence. 'Proponents of this view point oui that the function

of schooling in delayingm aturiw runs counter...to o,.her

trends in the culture (for example, trends toward ear ier

sexual ,relations and, teenage commodity consumption.)26

'Glaser cOnsideri consequence of schooling as'ha',ing

negative side'effects, with juvenile.delinquency

'from the fact that adolescents are cut, off ,bye schooling :::rom

adult contactsp especially in the adult work worh1.27 Those
, .

whO see schools as insulators favor cooperative education

and career education programs, and call foe greater efforts

- to place studentsin large-scale work.organizations and'to

develop incentives -for employers lo include students. in

their organizations.. It is argued that involvement with the
. .

adult world would cut down on delinquency by giving adoles-
-

cents realistic ,ideas about work and by encouraging conform-

ity through develOpment Of retionships with adults. .

Emphasis on efforts ---tO'recloce the insulating role of

schooling can lead to program sqggestions. For example,

miny adolescents work part-time and part-yea'r in secondary

41.dabor market'jobs that provide little occupational advance-
"

**. j
.

. r

26.- James S. Coleman, "The School to Work Transition," The
.-. %Teenage Unemployment Problem: What Are the Options?

x- (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1976).
, ..

'27. Daniel Glaser, "Economic and SociocultUral Variables Af-
fecting' Rates of Youth UnemployAent, Delinquency and
Crime," Prepared for the Institute of Industrial Rela-
tions, (Los Angeles: UCLA,.January 1978) 0 -

SI

,
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ment. Yet other findings suggest'tl.at a crucial link in the

fob experience chain is provided by what -Osterman terms

"bridge employment." The part-school, part -work possibili-

ties here come before the stage.of !bridge employment."

s

Nevertheless part-time "secondary" work- experience, among

lower-class adoleScents, together with fortuitous adult con-

tacts in famdly networks and in school, may decrease delin-

quenc} and support commitments to conventional behavior.

In summary, we see family structure, family and school

socialization\ educational achievement, and sustained adult

contacts as portant "third factors" setting the star for

the work and crime experiences of "high risk" youth. We

suppos4.thaX these socializing- factors can dampen delinquent

behavior, and, in addition, ,exert a cumulative negative im7

pact on subsequent adult crime.

3.2.3 Age: "Maturing Out! of Crime
.

Teenagers commit more than half of all property, crime.

the United States, even though they constitute only

slightly overa third of the population.28 The modal age

for larceny arrests is 15,, burglary= 16 and robbery 19.29 In

contrast, labor market participation peaks' much later. For

male black's in central cities,, labor force participation in-
.

creases' dramatically around age 19. Mates uner1ployment

28. Se the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform
Crime Reports (Washington, D.C.:'1974)..

29. See David F. Greenberg, "Qelincluency and the Age Struc-
ture of Society," Contemporary Crises (April 1977). :189 -
223; also,(Nettler, Explaining Crime. '
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Prop sharply for' 20-year-olds.30 It is generally recog7

nized that manyc ,youth who become involved in .crime in .their
. .

adolescence. gradually "mature out" of criminal activity into

employm nt. as-they age. In some of the following litera-
, 4,

, .

,

I ,

turea it has seen hypotheSized, P.fact, that age itself- is

a significant factor.ip the movement frOm crime to employ-

ment, as opposed to age being a summary variable, reflecting

other thing's.

The simplest explanations of the "maturing out" process

view it as a functio of physical aging. In his review of

maturation and recidivism findings, Thorsten Sellin refers

to 'perhaps Ithe earliest theory of "maturing out" of

crime.31 In 1833, Quetelet argued that the penchant, for

crime peaked when .physicp. development neared completion,

around the age of 25, giving way to moral an intellectual

growth. Crime ended with the beginning of the "enfeeblement
.

of physical vitality and the passions," but this was also

accompanied by a shift in concerns and values that also

acted to avert delinquency. Sellin'also cites the Gluecks'

theory holding that age is the-only'factor tgtc emerges in

the "reformative proceseof diminishing d icuency over

time. No one cited by Sellin offers a fuller' explanation of

itattration than that of aging in itself.

. 30. See U.S., Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-,
tics, Empl.Wment and Earnings Vol. 27, No. 4e (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, April 1980),
p.14. . 1

i
t.

31. Thorsten Sellin, "Maturing Out-of Crime: 'Recidivism and
Maturation," National Probation and,Parole Association

'Journal IV, 3(1958):241-250.

iii
t.
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Other commentators, however, see the process 'as more -

social than physical. David Matza, for example, sees 4elin-

quents as existing in a limbo between convention and crime, 2

fling with each, evading decision.32 "Maturing out"cof.

crime is seen as a result of reductions in anxiety about

masculinity and group membership. Matured "aspirants to

manhood" are said to view delinquency as "kid stuff" and'"

. membership Anxiety is said to be reduced as alternative°:af-
°

filiations, such as work and marriage, replace the adoles-

cent peer group.

Briar'and Piliavin see delin vent acts as inspired by
mo

short-term, situationally-induced desi ps for goods or repu-
r,

tation, rather than long-term r le aspiraelOns (subculture)

or frustrations (blocked opportunities).33 Res-fitance to

delinqueL acts is, seen as a f4ction of a delinquent's,re-

lative "commitments to conformity." The reductiOn in crim-

inal activities among. late adolescents and young adults is

,

thought 6 result of work and marriage, llothof which in-

crease "commitments to confotmity." Employment' h s, the

addet1 advantage of, taking young men' off the street and pro-

viding theft. with income.

William West views "maturing out" as a process of role
a

transformation34 west Lf.i.nds that some young criminals de-

32. David Matta, Delinquency and Drift (New YorJS: Wiley,
1964).

_
. .4'33. Scott Beier and Irving Piliavin "Delinquency, Situa-

tional ,Inducements and Commitments to Conformity," So-
cial Relations 13 (Sumner 1965):35-45.

.'

. ..

...

,' 34. William West:, "Serious Thieves: Lower-Class AdOlescent
Males in Short-lerm Occupations," (Ph.D. -dissertation,
North1westen University, 1974).
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cided to go aight out of a simple desire to "settle

down," having 4a enough of strange hours, violent escapades

and nervous tension. The entry into adulthood ,is marked by

increasing fear of thgreater consequences of crime asso-

ciated with adult status. Marriage and' family fife create

roles that are incompatible with a career, in crime. The

criminal lifestyle no longer seems "cool." Criminal sanc-

tions increase with age and honest work begins to pay better,

than crime as employment opportunities increase. Marriage

6 and employment, appear as substitute roles for

delinquent: they are agents of transformation.

e aging

It is also possible to see "maturing tout" a the pro-

duct of economic and other structural factors. laser, for

example; points to the problem created by a prolo g 1( period,

of adolescence and a highly pres ured, consumer-oriented

youth culture.35 Others point to t impact a juvenile

justice system in Which punishments for'juvenil and adult

crimes are not comparable. Still others emphasize, age-
.

graded structures of opportunity for employment.

J.2.4 A Model of "Maturing Out" of Crime

Somewhat more speculatively, dne conceptual model for

relating criminal involvements and'legitimate work to age is

afforded by considering a hypothetical cohort of;-1-hgh risk"

'youth over a five-year period starting when the cohort is

aged 16. The proceSsiocan be conceived of as a series of

branchings reflecting choices between legal and illegal com-

35._Glaser, "Variables Affecting Youth Unemployment."

4

34
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mitments. Overtime, paths along va.:ious branches, might be

-characterized as ,careers or career segments pertaining to an

individual or a group of individuals who share in thecsame

pattern of legitimate and illegitimate involvements.

Among the career- segments that would be of interest to

the study of ,employment and crime ac,e ,those manifesting

changes in the mixture of legal ar illegal work. At the

;beginning of adulthood,. some or even much criminality -arid

very little work would be anticipated; because qnly limited

employment is available to adolescents.

\ggregate data on crime and work by age suggest an im-

portait point .relating to, a career-segment model. At the

individual level, criminal experience -(inclUdi juvenile

delinquency) would precede work eqeitience for most people.

,Thus, decisions to enter the labor force might not solely
*

result from macroeconomic factors such as levels of unem-

ploylipt in an area. Rather, previous criminal experiences

during adolescence may also have work-averting effects.

Crime. especially the returns from petty street crime, mig 'ht

condi idn expectations concerning the desirability of legi-

timat , employment or .minimum earnings. Furthermore, early

involvement with the criminal justice system may have .nega-

tive impact on future employment. Indirect evidence on this

1 is suopljed by Rand's study of California prisoninmates.

Men vith histories of early juvenile Offenses. were more

11)
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1 ikely than' those entering crime at later ages .to'define'
.

themgelves as 'serious criminals and to cite "highTlivingw as

their ,reason for .committing Cri-

We assume that the age of trans-rtiOn-from redominantly

criminal to work involvements varies somewhat among

duals.37 Mdst delinquents appear to leave crime at the on:-

.r
set of young adulthood and assume conventional roles, al-

though the absence of longitudinal data concerning employ-
'.

ment and crime experience makes such assumptions_ difficult

to piove. Others combine work and crime' and then make the

transition to conventionality in their mid-twenties. ,An

even smaller number first enter crime in early,adulthoOd.

.:-Finallyi'adinyoungsaffenders persist .in crime past th it

mid-twenties, and begin to specialize in one or another

criminal', pursuit. An informal and tentative account of

these differtnnypohetical career segments, is offered be-

low.
A.0

The firstLgroup, ,"reformed delinquents," is the least

accessible to conventional research, since it tenda'to-
-

between most existing delinquency and'adult crime research.

Researchers on juvenile delinquency often do not foll9wHisub-

jects- past the late, teen years, while adult crime re-
.

'
36.

-

Mark A. Peterson, Harriet Braike'Stambus and' Suzanne
M. Polick. Doing Crime: A Survey of California Prison
InmLtos (Santa Monica, Calif.: The Rand Corporation,
1978).

-37. Peterson et' al.'found that 259 percent of prison inmate's.
did not report juvenile criminality. These respondents
were more likely to combine, work and crime, .were less,:.
likely to define themselves as career j/Ip.Eiminals, and
were more likely to cite economic hardship .as their rea---_

ton'-for engaging in crime.
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pearchers cannot say. anything about.delinquents who do, not : ..

engage in adult crime. suggesti 11'0).Delinquency the$ i, how-
.

_
0

ever, that family, work and edadational factors interplay ins'.
, a. o ffacilitating many delinquents' decisionk to pursue,,conven-

tional goals. A lengthy quote from Werthman's study of de-
,

Unguents' "moral-careers" illuStratethe point;

1

By v. wing the "delinuenti,caeeer" as..a morg'or
less stable seguehce of,accs taken"in 0.0y $otial
situations in order to claim_ ah Cdentity or .define
a ,self, often followed by changes in the rules -and
judgments that make up, these situations, -and
lowed again by new choices efottie,self in` response
to ,these changes; it ip possible to see-how ,a,gang,
boy could arrive.at 'the age Of 18'. or '21 4-.6'fInd 4(

that his situation -Makes it costly, paihful, or
difficult for him -to take. the eonventionai job,.
that he always expected to take, particulprly if
the boy has come to view the conventiond world as:
a place'full of the kinds rf people Al have la-
beled him a 'delinquent"...

Once,a gang boy gets bexo d-the Age .of,. 18, more-
over, his situation chan es rather dramatically.
Whether. he likes it or t, he now has W choice to.
,make about' wh;a identity system to: enter. .1-Le

could- get Aarri d, get a j.tio, and assume 'the sta-
tus of a full- leAged "adult;" he could' decide to
postpone this ectioton in legitimate', ways such 4s1*
joining the Ar y going toischoOl at night; or'
he could decide to remain forca few tore years as
an elder statesman on the streetA, ih 'which case
he will continue to make use of" the identity ma-
terials,available to youth.,

The decision he .makes at this point.in hiss, career
will depend in part on his .situation. If he'man-
a.ged to' graduate, from high school, he may well de-
cide to go'on to college; but if he was expelled
from high school, he may feel either bitter or re-
auctant.about going back to night .school to 9et
the high' school- egree. He knows that he has been
administratively reborn in the eyes, of .;,the law,
,Ind thus the ei ks...he takes by staying ih the
:streets increase onsiderably since he nOw'my-loe
processed byte c urts as an adult. On the other

4..
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hand, if his status'
c-.

in the gang world is Still
high, he may not 'want to t ade it right a for a
lowLpaying, blue-collar 3 ; and he knows will
be rejected by the Army he hasa jailrecord of
any kind,

In shOrt, it is at this point in his career that
, the "opportunities" available to him will affect
his behavior, his attitudes, and the decisions he
makes 'about his life- If there are no legitimate
options open to him, options that at best'would
not make him suffer a sudden decrease in- status

, and at ..Karst wotild'allow him not ,to face his ulti-
'mately dismal status -fate as an adult*, then he may
well decide to .stay on the.streets, despite the
grOter consequdnces involved in taking risks. He
'May' adopt a "hustle," and he may also adopt a
full-blown" ideology along with it. Since he now-

,

views'the conventional world as a place he` is ex,
is pected to enter, he tends to develop a "position"
-on it.. Jobs become "slaves;" going to school be-
comesS."serving -time;" and in some cases the as-
sumptions about marriage,and getting a convention-
als.job are replaced by fantasies about the quick
and big "score." these are no longer the "delin7
quent boys" described by Cohen. They are the

. v,, self-styled-aristocrats.described by Finestone and
Sykes -and Matza. ..,They have 'an answer-to/every-
thing, and they' always "know the 'score."

fa After at few years of this existence, these boys
are really- at the end 'of their "delinquent"
careers. Some get jobs, some go to jail, some get.
killed, And some simply ,fade into an older under--t
.ground of pool rooms and petty thefts. Most can-.

not avoid ending up with conventional jobs,how-
ever, largely because the 'illegitimate o Rortuni-
ties" available simply are not that' good. °

*

`-

38. Carl Werthman, "The Function of Social Definitions in
the Development of-Delinquent Careers" in Juve 'le De-
linquency and Youth Crime, p.170.
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Using Werthman's chaiabterization' and the idea of a

career-segment model, a) further task is to, determine what

predicts the "delayed transition" to conventional life that

most young street criminals finally make by the mid-twen-

ties. Who drops out and who stays criminally involved?'

Many .''ictors appear to influence the timing of the\

transition from street crime into conventional roles. . They

can be discussed under two broad headings: opportunities

and-aspirations associated with criminal roles themselves
-

-

and the, impact of legitimate labor market opportunities and'

' other sociocultural factors.

With regard to criminal= aspirations and opportunities;

it it sometimes useful but practically difficult to distth-

guish among those pertaining to addicts, 'seriaus property. N%

offenders and occasional property offenders. (Violent of-

fendeis and other specialized types' whose crimes are consi-

dered more as expressive "ends" in themselves than'as eco-

nomic objectives are not encompassed by this disdUssion.)

Addicts often commit crimes in the service of- their addic- ;

tion, although the. adaptability of addicts antethe.ext6nt of
'e

their ability to sustain legitimate employMent is often un-q
deraLed.39 'Among'non-addicts, serious property criminals

are distinguished froM occasional offenders in terms of a

sustained aE.piration .to acquire an exceld el i criminal.
I

39. For,a description of the motivations.and activities of
drug users, see Edward Preble and John J, tatey Jr.
"Taki3T-Cg.je of Business- -The Heroin User's Life on the
Street" The, International Journal of the Addictions 4
(March 1969): 1-24.
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skills. Seriods property offenders are more likely to have
- .

engaged in delinquency at an early age, .:(3 have been incar

cerated' as adolescents, and to cite "hit; 1 living" as their

most important motive for crime. But seriousneiTs is mainly

defined by the manifestation of " professional" attitudesAK
toard crime, (i.e., they repora .monetary success and be-

lieve in developing criminal skills).40

Most serious property cri ipals, -like occaSional, crimi-

nals, do not specialize rin their Criminal .activities:
ti

The

Rand Institute's findings. and those from the President's

T'ask Force Report on Science and Technology suggest few of-
.

fenders specialize-in any one property Crime: Peterson esti-

mates that only 10 percent of the prison population-can be

considered to be criminal specialiAts.lr

The definition of serious property Criminalw in terms

of.their aspirations towards "professional" Criminal roles

also should not lead to the concausion that they necessarily

derive subAantial income from their activities.. Although

data are obviously not Voken down by "professionalism,'' the

40. We ,-onfine<pur discussion to property crimes. There is
specia/ization in the sense, that property criminals are
more likely to be rearrested for prOpbrty rather than
personal offenses. Orpte other hand', there are few per-
sonal offense specialists.

41. The President's ComMission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: Science
and Technology (Wash,iigton, D.C.: 'Government Printing'
Office, 1967); Peterson-et af., Doing Crime.
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Uniform Crime Reports42 estimate*. ,the average value of
, . 1 lk

- .

robbery at $32. .Glaser43'estimates'the average value of a

burglary at-about $180. This is far less than-the value es;-.

timated for lucrative offenses' such as 'crimintl crafts

(safe-cracking,etc.) or illicit enterpriseil(numbersIV but

theSe opportunities are limited to a very small segment of

even serdouproperty criminals. .

Thus, although serious prwerty criminals Are, defined
. of

as those who shaiie high criminal aspirationS--at the outset

of adulthood, they expect large gains from crime7-the actual

opportunities afforded in crime aresuch as to signifiCantly

restr ct the degree of suwess aceualli experienced. As
o

serials prope'rtY offenders become older, crime opportunitles

. dry up even more and the costs of continued crime also in-,

crease.

'A brief sketch of the nature of criminal 'opportunities
0-

r

may- clarify this. Tie literature (Letkemann, Klockars,

Ianni) suggests that serioussproperty crimi41s who operate
1,

.
,

on'th? street rank at the very bottom of the criminal hier-
i ., ,

archy .44 Mahy well-paying Crime0-those linked with white--
'

collar roles--are not open to ,the ',lower claSs.45, Lucrative
-.

.

Nit

A2. FBI, Uniform 'Crime Reports.

43. Diniel Glaser, Crime-in Our Changing Society
H)lt, Rinehart and Winston, 1978F p.91.

/
44.'Ltkemann, Crime as Work; Carl, B. Klockars, The Profes-

s oval Fece1(New York: The Free Press, 1974); Francig
Iinni, Black Mafiartthnic Succession in Organized Crime
(Jew York: Pocket Books, 1974).

45. This is not only due tq the absepce of 'office skills,
but also inclUdes the inability to put on a "front," a sr'

self acceptable to the victim.

ew
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enterprises- -drug wholesaling and distributing, ndm-

.hers, etc.- -are also out of the reach of older serious pro-

.,perty criminals, since recruitment channels are restri(ted

and mott recruitment takes place during adolescence. -Re-,

' o

o

c4

ruitmenttinto,reward,ing criminal enterprises hinges bott on
.

manifesting 'talent to those already involved and on perscnal

:cOntacts .and, kinship ties. The typical young serious iro-,

perty Criminal is therefore likely to be as"occupationally

'asidvantaged" with respect to opportunities in illicit en-

7ferprises as he is with respect to legitimate enterprises.

Another' opportunity theoretically open .to the young
.

serious .property criminal is in a higher criminal craft.
-..,. .

`these. crafts, are guild-like. Like 4gitimate craft appren-
'

ticeships, criminal apprenticeships are made available to

those selected (usually in prison) on the basis' of personal
.44

gualities-- seziousness,1 reliability, modesty. As in trade

4

and cratt uions, work shelters are created by regulating
'

the number of openings for apprentices."

serious.property critne does not offer many enr_ry-

level positions. leading to lucrative criminal activities.

. The serious property criminal's remaining avenue of upward

,mobility lies in fe cingy West relates that some of hIls

sub:ecte t0,4d to et up their own fencing operations, but

they were only moderately successful. LUcrative fencing'reJI

quire's' 4d ;initial*ihvestment of money. to buy goods and to

46. Ascriptive characteristics' might also. be important in
selection. Lettemannn suggests, that most criminal crafts-
men -come from white, working-class backgrounds.

122
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finance a legitimate "front." In addition, a mature appear-

ance helpful in presenting a legitimate "front." So here

again, a youthful serious property criminal finds restricted

opportunities.
0

One additional factor Helps to bring about a realign-
.

ment in favor of conventional values among most serious pro-

perty criminals: the deterrent effects of the criminal jus-

tice system. The omnipresence of street crime masks ore of

its realities: sooner or later almost everyone gets caught.

There are, in this sense, no successful street crimi-

nals.47,48,49 Because of their. relatively low position in

criminal laboct markets, serious property criminals obtain

little protection from imprisonment and conviction. Over

.1. time, continuing criminal involvement tends to raise the

cost in terms of punishment of each additional crime, thus

making conventionalyrospects.more attractive.50

While the structuring of criminal opportunities inevi-

tably weeds out many aspiring 'serious property offenders,

weieding out is also bolstered by the structuring of

mate labor market opportunities and by the influence of- an

array of non-economic sociocultural factors (including those

47. Various students of criminality make the same point. See
Glaser, Crime in Society, Chapter 5.

48. Peterson et al.e Doing Crime.

49. With reference to criminal craftsmen, see Letkeman,
Crime as Work.

50. West states lower-class people seem to be more suscept-
ible to this effect. Among California prison inmates,
blacks have lower crime inactivity rates, and get ar-
rested more often than whites (Petersilia et al., Crim-
inal Careers).



d),-cussed elsewhere in this clapter}? In-the discussion in

Chapter Two, some labor market factors that partly account

for the role of- legitimate op)ortunitie-i, in a,yetEing clime

were described. While the position of "I-.igh risk" youtl in

the labor. market is defined a; precarious, it is never he-
.-

,less expected that some person: in the s,?condary abor f rce

do accumulate work.sk'ills, labor market information or in-
.

creased attractiveness for em)lbyers. Moreover, the mere

fact of age may ,give young adilts an advantage over adole-
a

scent job seekers.

thus, contemplati.ng the "maturing out" -process both in

terms of the role of cdminaTiopportunities and the labor

market processes, the literature suggests that the ranks of

, serious property criminals and occasional offenders are

thinned by the, combined impact; Of;

--labo mar)cet experiences, even in the secondary
lab market, .which'pr)vide an accumulation of
of skills ensuring easier job-getting;

--laMily formation, which provides additiQD61
support for conventioncl roles and the rewards

of a , sustained family life that are more
compatible with legitimate work involvements;

--criminal experiences, which provide little

financial gain, and cr minal justice practices,
which increase the marginal costs of crime.

An important issue linking policy and nesearch in-
.

terests rPlates.rto the kinds )f structural and motivational
t

'factors involved in different career segments with different
1

mixes of jobsand crime. There may be structural differ-

ences between the labor ,market opportunities of people %Mc)
.20r
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mix crime and employment; and those of conventional work-

ers. The opportunities of criminals who do not work differ

from both groups. In addition sckTe current criminal jus-

tice practices may sometimes corflict with employment policy

goals by blocking legitimate opportunities in the name of

punishment or deterrence.

We need to know when- -and for whom--employment is most

effective as an intervention strategy. Increased job oppor-

tunities for youth might have' a lagged rather than immediAte

effect on ci.iminality as knowledge of real alternatives is

expanded. It is possible that--with increased knowledge op

factors that contribute to . "maturing out" of sime--pro-

cesses of disenchantment with crime and conventional skill

accumulation pan be accelerated.

vL
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3.3' Cloward and Ohlin: Structure of 'Opportunity_

In 1960, Richard Cloward. and Lloyd Ohlin published'De-

slinquency and Opportunity, a work that inspired a consicer-

able range of anti-crime efforts during the war on poverty
.

in the 1960's.51 In turn, Cloward and Ohlin were influenced

in important ways by an earl er,,seminal paper by 'Robert

. Merton g1.ttled "Social Structure and Anomie." In

Cloward and Ohlin's, ideas, it is useful for a moment to

return to Merton'sformulation, 52

Merton's -,theory of anomie begins with tjhe observation

that the emphasis of American culture on the acquisition of

mat*rial goods as symbols of success is pervasive--affecting

people.. at all rungs of the socioeconomic ladder. When com-

bined with other elements of American culture, especially

its emphasis on democracy and the "rags to riches" myths,

the success goal structures the pectations of thepeople

and exerts substantial stress on .those lackingjmaterial sym-

. 7bol.-4. Furthermore, while the culture defineS certain means'

51. Richard. A. Cloward and Lloyd Ohlkin4 Delinquency and Op- .-
portunity: A ,Theory of Delinquent Gangs (New York: The
Free Press, 1960).

'52. Robert K. -Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure,
Rev. ed..(New York: The Free Press, 1968).

126
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as legitimate f6r achievingsuccess, it nevertheless accords

disproportionate importance to the goal itself. Moreover,

1 it is clear that legitimate means are less available' and,

even when used, are ldss effective for socially and econo-

mically depressed segments of the population.

''ut slightly differently, legitimate Opportunities are

themsolves structured in ways that make them less accessible

and less effective for such groups. Under these circulmr

stances, She disproportionate emphasis on the success goal

in the face of ineffective means proddces.considerable pres-
.

sure or using alternatOe means to the goal. Thus, for ex-

ample when legitimate employment proves to be an ineffec-

tive road 10 material' success for specific segments of so-

ciety,ciety, the groups so affected are likely to look for and

create illegitimate means to attain that goal. In this con-
_

text, high crime rates among disadvantaged groups of society

are viewed as resulting oth from lack-of legitimate employ-
.

ment and educational op ortunities (tructurally limited ac-

cess to means) and from the continued culturk pressures to

achieve material success to which the disadvantaged, like

all members of society, nevertheless remain exposed.

Merton's theory' is thus congrdent with more recently

developed notions of segmented labor markets, adding system-

atic reference to the cultural context of an over-empha-

isizdd, universal goal of material success. The theory'also

suggests some of the social and social-psychological pro-

cesses .that describe h6w groups adqg their behavior, espe-
,

cially'Ltncome-6enerating behavior, to the sociocultural con-
..

ditions of anomie.

127
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Iri developing. their own position, Cloward. Ohlin dn-
,

ti
tegra'ted Merton's theory of social structure and anomie with

other sociological theory, and research, especially that of .

Edwin Sutherland; to, explore the%.ways'in which collective

responses to'anomie aklk themselves shaptd by tXcial and_ cil-

.

tural forces operating at the ,neighborhood level. These

forces.structuT'e the kinds (4 illegetimatZ'' opportunities

that. are preyalent in a neighborhood and the extent to which

these opportunities offer residents Leqs?nable chances for

achieving material success and establishing fairly stable
.110

and protected illegitimate careers. Thus, Cloward and Ohlin

suggest that the availability and effectiveriess of illegiti-

mate opportunities, as well as legitimate opportunities, are

'a function of the local socialstructure. The key ttructur-
,

al,yariables operating on the neighborhood level, according

to Cloward and Ohlinf_are the extent to which legitimate and

illegitimate networks are integratedAt the neighborhood le-
Ve"

vel. Effective integration of both opportunity and learning.

.
structures supports the emergence of: rewarding and stable

criminal careers. Where such forms of social organization

are not present, illegal activity is more likely' to take the

for, of violent group conflicts and withdraWal into the

worlds of drug and alcohol abuse.

The notion of different illegitimate opportunitity pat --

terns h7s.lso been utilized t0,4acount for different crime

patterns amongadultse For examvle, Ianni emphasizes cul-

tural differences beween groups in the re diness with which

1 r2

ti
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the form "networks" for ill itimate enterprises.53 He de-_,_\

scribes Italians as the prototype of network formation,

based on kinship, and believes that Cuban groups have suc-
,

cessfully followed their example; Puerto Ricans and blacks,

4 on the other hand, have been much less successful at emula-
.

tip Italian patterns, and have been more likely to form'

criminal u-tworks based on street-gang and prison associa-

\tions.

.!
In their discussion of opportunity structures, Cloward

and Ohlin saw education as the primary avenue tai legitimates

:-tareer opportunities. EducItional opportunities were con-

ceived of as the objective ability to afford education, tak-

ing into account the opportunity costs, of education to low-
.

income families (e.g., the foregone wages of children who

remain in school).

In addressing the role of education, structure of
(

op-

portunity theory resembles economic, human capital ap-

.

proaches. Unlike its conception in-economic theory, 'how-

ever, a group's lack.of human capital is seen is a, socially

structured condition, rather than .a result of an indivi-

dual's unwise time investments. Cloward and Ohlin do not

take into account differences in academic ability that sub-,

sequently were made much of in the status attainment litera-

ture. Structure' of opportunity 'theory easily accomodates

itself to the view that wealth and other sources of privi-
.

lege are transmitted across generations and account for4per-

sisting inequality.

53. Ianni, Black Mafia.
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The discussion of labor market segments,, in Chapter Two

can help flesh out notions of legitimate opportunity-struc-
.

tures found in, the work of Cloward and Ohlint alt4oughtheir

emphasis-on local* neighborhood socialistructures'has

.taut reverse implications fov\labor market theory as well.

In addition, their notion of illegitmate opportunity ttruo- .

tures adds a new 'perspectiVe to the study of crime. Cloward

and Ohlin were able to show that juvenile deliNuency is not
.

a hode mogeneous phenomenon. Membership in criminal,gang (as

,6pposed to othe r' types of gang's) fqnctions at a type of. em-

ployment. Some members of criminal gangs act like appren-

tices to trades within quasi-organized' criminal enter-

prises. These roles imitate some features of legitimate em-

ployment, manifesting recruitment channels, career li'dders,

and leadership positions.: The concept

;.."

of structures illegal opportunities suggests that iri'some

° settings certain crime careers may be readily available, and..,

may function as neighborhood alternative employment optionthr

requiring discipline and "instrumental" tkehavior on a par

with legitimate work roles. Even given the "apparent disre-

gard delinquents sometimes exhibit for stolen objects," Clo-

ward and Ohlin do not view delinquent theft as a.purely,ex:

.

prgssive activity, but rather as a means of.earnlng
.

crimi-

nal skills,an instrumental activity even though the godds
.

stolen during the activity may be unimportant.54 stealing

beyond ,conomic need constitutes, "anticipatory soci4ligat,

tion" into Ville.

54. Cloward and Ohlin, Delinquency and Opportunity, p.169.

1,3
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It is. evident that structure of opportunity theory di-

verges.erOm the strictly economic
:-

,..Mented labor market approach, even thou
, .

causal significfnce of blocked legitifi ate opportUnity is the

same. The theory, in fact, points out variety of possible

mechanismsof AIL seg-T

emphasis On the

tenonses t4.blccked 'opportunity other than property crime--
. ,

'4

fighting ,-!El9s urn to 1Wa.lence, :"retreatisi"_, gangs to

.

drugs--as, adaptations to the
e

limiVations on a ess to such

cess through legitimate m Bans. Theses lVitation on success
t

are themselves the product's of structural differences among

neighborhoods.

Fo Cloward and Ohlin, delinquent subcUltures--ciim-
,

,

ihal, violent and retreatist gangs--represent specialized

modes of _adaptation, to. blocked oppo;tUhlties. ) As the au-

thors suggest: "Hard work, perseVerance and honesty may

los6 their force, as norms, .when there are'mOre persons cap-

able of meeting those criteria than there are opportuni-'
.

,ties."55 .They deny that delinquent subcultures are priMai.-
. 4

ily the pr6duct of .either lower clas-culture, the stress of

adolescence or the need for-masculind'identtfication. Eyed

though Cloward and Ohlin emphasize,the "subetaturall nature

of-delinquency, subcultures operate for them prim ily as
4'

resources to facilitate adaptation to socioeconomic

tions, a point of view clearly echoeTby some of the subcul=

tural theorists reviewed in the following section.

55. Ibid., p.20. 131
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3.4 .Subcultures, Employment and Crime

A 1974-ethnographic study of_a blck ghetto community

in San Francisco exemplifies the ,Jay in which ghetto subcul-

ture can be conceived of as mediating employment and crime

relationshsipg:-

The ability to hold a full-time job'(eight hours a
day, five days a week, fifty weeks a year) is com-
pletely out of the range of experience of most of
those who demanded work. Little or nothing in the
subculture of Hunter's Point fosters .a point of
view which values hard work for e productive gife-
time to be followed by retirement. A combination
of reality orientation and laq of achievement
values does not pe'rmit the development of atti-

tudes toward work common among middle-class Ame'ri-

cans...To be able to "make it" while' avoiding the
"work game" is a strong pervasive, and consistent

-goal inHunter's

nippier contends that there are-distinctive,subculturar at-

-.tit'udes towards work and hustling among the materially de-

prived. He speaks of a persistent "welfare culture", 'pre-

sent -time, orientation and respect for the "mean" or "bad,"

.aggressive male.57 Given a subculture such as that des-

cribed by nippier,- it is easy to see how persistent unem-

ployment and crime 'could be viewed asjoint manfestat Ons

of subcultural attitudes. Such a view in many ways e.em-

.plifies the much debated'*ficulture of poverty" concept as

first formulated by Oscar Lewis.58

56. Artiur nippier, Hunter's Point -(New York: Basic Bopks,

1974), pp.159-160:

57,. Ibid., p.160. .

4
.

,

58. Oscar Lewis, ,Five Families: Mexican Case Studies in the

40
Culture of Poverty (New Ydrk:" Basic Books, 1959); The
Children of Sanchez '(New York: Random House, 1961); La

s
Vidal A Puerto Rican Family in the,Culture of Poverty

(New' 'York: Random House., 1966-). .

132.
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3':4.1 The "Culture of Poverty" Thesis

Much, of the#acrimony in the "culture of poverty"

debate appears to revolve around the supposed support afford-

ed by that:position to conservative social and political

philosophies. A theoretical di.sagteement'over the defini-

tionof "culture" has complicated the debate. The central

problem of definition has been the question of the relation

of behavior, values and structure. Oscar Lewis' definitkonti
implies that the "culture of poverty" is a self-perpetuati

-, 4
system of values. Later researdhers have reacted aga4ast'.

this definition by stressing the adaptive nature of poverty

traits and insisting that the social structure which liteces-

sitates these adaptations be considered in the analysis of

lower-class life: Some of the adaptationists have proposed

that there exists a gulf between values and behavior in the

lower-class: widespread patterns. of behavior exist which

nonetheless are not socially condoned within. lower class
4

neighborhoods and do not constitute cultural "designs for

living" that bold the allegiance of the poor. Evidence of

these phenomena can even be found in Lewis's own extensive

ethnography.
L

Even among later writings which- stress the adaptive

-nature of poverty traits, however, there remains some dis-

agreement over the relation,of norms to 'behavior. Indivi-

dual writers, and ethnographers bring different perspectives

to this problem, some stressing "value stretch," some the

variation in roles and lifestyles in, the lower-class neigh-

borhood, some the differential psychological responses of

individuals to the situation of poverty..
XI

ma.
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In the academic literature at the present time, there

are few proponents of the view that cultural patterns asso--

dated With poverty in fact, would persist over the long run

without regard to chan4es in objective economic opportuni-

ties and other conditions. On the other hand, it `does re-

rit'iledifficult to establiSh the nature' of current agreement

concerning whether certain shared perceptions, attitudes,

Values and norms of p9verty groups make Ax difficult for

them to take advantage of limited opportunities, even if it

is also acknowledged that opportunities have been made

available'only in limited measure.

Uewis's concept was that there is a stable and persis-

tent way of life, passed down from generation to generation

with poverty-level families (wherever they are encoun-

tered).tered). The "culture of pover ty" susbains poverty through

wasteful consumption habitS, persistent unemployment and

patterns of self-defeat. By the age of six, a poor child

has fully assimilated a set of culturally patterned values

and beliefs. Lewis,himself admits that in "many ways this

culture of pov rty also entails a "poverty of culture," that

it is not--as
N\

re is generally defined to be--a posi-

ti' -, constructive design for living.59 He does/ however,

Contend that vatious positive aspects dO qualify the poverty

lifestyle as a .distinct cultural entity with a structure,

rationale and system ofn defenses that enable the poor to *

carry on. Given'such a definition, employment and crime in-

volvements among the poor emerge as symptoms or "expres-.

sions" of culture.

I

'59. Lewis, La Vida, p.lii. 134
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. '1,1though'he is the most often criticized, Lewis is not
o

the o.nly proponent of a distinctive, determining povertyJ . .

culture. The political scientist Edward Banfield attria

bu es a_ pervasive present-time orientation to the poor."

T P'trait can be used to explain a variety of work- related

p4oblems--absentetism; tardinessas well as impulse-related

behavior, Including crime. Ghetto residents are sait to

have habits incompatible with legitimate, steady employ-

,

ment. They are found too accustomed to living off women on

welfare and hustling to accept the dull routine of- work.

Walter Miller, in an often quoted paper, attributes a host

'of "focal concerns" to lower-class youth--trouble, tougfi-

nets, smartness (a 'kind of wiliness), excitement, fate, au-

tonomy--that have' also been interpreted as supporting il-

legal or delinquenTt behavior.61 The implications of such

theories of poverty culture are that unemployment and crime

are Culturally engraineli -activities and ghat therefore at-
,

tempts to improve the economic conditions, of the poor-must

also address subcultural obstacles to enhanced*onomic op-

portunities.

I
'3.4.2 The Adaptive Subcultural Model

,/ 0 ,.

Those whl, argue against the culture

O

ti

of poverty thesis-

generally express a view that those traits that seem to

make poverty an unchanging' cultural inheritande might better

60. Edward Banfield, The Unheavenly City (Boston, Little,
Brown and Co., 1970).

61. Walter B. Miller, 'Lower Class Culture as a Generating
Milieu of,GangDelinquency;" Journal of,Social Itsues 14
4.-1,58):.

135
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be viewed as continually renewed adaptations to the econo-
.

Mic, social and political conditions experienced by poor

people. This view sees the poor arlexposed to the dominant
T

culture and, in many ways, accepstingoits elements. However,

in ada'pting,to the oppressive conditions of poverty, poor

people develop values, norms and behaVior patterns that de-
,-

viate from those of the dominant culture. The importdnt

consequence of the adaptive subculture .model is that it

links cultural elements to collective experience. In this

,"interaction of culture and experience, the former Can be ex-
..

Pected to respond7-pospibly with some delay and unevenness

--if the, collective experience has changed.

Mani of those who argue against a rigid and determining

culture of poverty--either by contending that lower-class

subculture is an adaptation to economic conditiops or that

mainstream 'or middle-class values are held simultaneously

with alternative subculture values - -do not-deny that lower-

Class behavior manifests attributes very much like the be-
, .

-

havior described by Miller. The argument .centers rather

around the extent to which such attributes are the causes or

effects of economic .Conditions; SConditions; in other'woid, the, extent -

to which cuLtqre'of poverty theory is a form of "blaming the

victim."62

Also at.issue is the very me anagof "culture" and "sub-,

culture" in such a, context: Charles Valentine ,speaks of an.
tr.

intellectual fad of Attributing- a culture or subculture to
4

almost any 'social categOry--socibecOribmic, ethnic, regional

`3, . ,

''''. -
c . 7- 62. See'William Ryan, Blaming the Victim (New York: Vintage

1971).Books, 197
,

.
2
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. ,age, occupational, ins titutional `and political.63 Thus-7--

there can be Irish, Southern, youth-7-4iofessional, prison

and left -wing subcultures. Many substrata overlap, each is

intrinsically' part of the whole, a piece of the social

order. Valentihe argues, specifically against Lewis, that a

lower-class "sub-society" may not constitute a distinct sub-,-
.

culture wit a shared way of life "because it does not em-
.

body any design for living to which people give sufficient

allegiance or emotional investment to pass it on to their

children."64 Many of the characteristics cited' by Lewis

(persistent unemployment, crowded, living conditions, low-

status occupations) are conditions of poverty, rather than a

"design for living." Valentine also suggests that "class-

bound behavior patterris" exist without distinctive values

and in spite'of parental efforts. /

Valentine argues" that "whatever id'='dfitinctive about
A

lower-class life may be no more than a'-situational adapta-

tion to the structural position of the bottom stratum in a

highly stratified society."65 He suggests that certain sub-
,

cultural phenomena are better understood as symptoms of pov-;

erty rather than inculcated patterns of behavior. He calls

for extensive ethnographic research to explore the,conflic-

ting hypotheses of a "self-perpetuating subsociety and de-
w

fect.ive,unhealthy subculture" versus an "externally pppres-
oan

63. Charles Valentine, Culture. and poverty (Chicago:' Univer-
sity of Chicagb Press, 1968).

64. ,Ibid.2)p.113.

65. Ibid.

f

137
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.

sed subsociety with an imposed, exploited subcditure."66 He

also suggests a third hypothesis--"a hetprogeneous society

with variable,' adaptive subCultures"--as a- means of resolv-
,

.ing the conflict, contending that major propositions

versions might be simultaneously '(slid.

Like Valentine, Lynn Curtis contends that subcultural

traits develop as adaptations tb- both economic ,conditions

and "institutional racism."67 Yet Curtis seems to shift

the meaning ,of 'adaptation" away frOm an'economic perspec-

of both

tive, in, which i 1 leg itmate activities arise in order to

satisfy economic needs, toward a frustration-aggression con-

ception, in which homicide,(assaUlt, rape and violence are

seen as aggressive responses to the'frustratfons of blocke

.opportunity. Like Curtis, Charles Silberman is also primer-
Nob

ily concerned with black violept-crime.68 Eldth devote at-

tention'll to specific elements of black culture--such 'as

"playing the dozens" (a contest Of wit's staged among young

males). Silberman argues against the "culture df poverty"

position, disputing' the proposition that the lower class

exists because of its valiXes, rather than its income, 'ech-'

oing the leading spok4smen of culture as adaptation.

Silbefman, howdver, carries 'the argument a step fur-,
{7

ther. In a sense, he pits poverty 6ulture against ethnic

culture; offering a positive version of black culture--folk,
. .

_ lore, song, ritual--a history..6f cultural tr4d,itionsidevel-_

s
66. Ibid.,.p.116.

67. Lynn' Curtis, Violence, Race and ',Culture (Lexington,
Mass.:-D.C. Heath and Co., 1975).

68. Charles Silberman, Criminal Violence, Criminal Justice
(New York: Random House, 1978),, ,

7 133
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oped as ,a means of .channeling - potential black rage. Silber7...--
k

man presents black culture--e.g., blues, the "dozens," the

trickster role of Brer Rabbit - -as a means of sublimating
o

violence.

Thus, whereas for Curtis and Rainwater the linguistic

combat of the "dozens" or "joning" is seen ad"trainitig for
.

street corner life--an education in verbal one-upmanship,.

an -integral part'of a violent culture--for Silberman it is a-
,

way of `channeling violence into acceptable cultural expres-

sion, controlling the pent-up-rage of the heritagp of slay-
.

ery. Unfortunately, according to SilberAn, 'these cultural

Channels are breaking down:

The process no longer Works; black'adoletcents and
young men ave begun to tact out the violence and
aggression that, in the past, has been contained
and sublimated -into fantasy-and myth. It is this
shift from. the mythic tofthe'real--from toasting,
signifying and playing the dozens to committing
robbery, murder, rape anassault--that underlies..
the explosive increase in criminal violence on ehe
part of black.offenders:69

7

Both4rtis and Silberman 'refer, to the impacts of some

recent political activist groups as,, influences on and ele-
,

nents of a lessRoli ed general black culture. Sil-

erman's'view, what ,Curtis would call Contra-cultural yal-
,

ues, antaionis.tict0_41 iddle-class norms, are taking ,hold.
,

This antagonistic relationship between middle-class 'and

distinctivelyi,lowe6.,class values was called into question in

an -early piece by Hyman_Rodman challenging emerging theories

opaverty subcuitur,e.70 Rodman's theory of "value stretch".

p.152.
-

'70. Hyman Rodman, ."The Lower Class Value Stretch," Social
Forces 42 (December 1.963): 205-15. '

:13:4
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suggests that lower-class indiViduals share basically mid-

dle-class valued and norms, but are occasionally forced to

'stretchthosevaluesin order to accommodate' the facts of
e71/

lower-claSs existence. Thus, an alternative set of lower-

class values emerges as a means of dealing with the facts of

persistent unemployment, poverty, and street violence. Al-

though conflicting value systems are held simultaneously,

middle-class norms dominate. Rodman's theory is basically

another form of t'he 'adaptation argument: lower-class values

emerge as an adaptation to recognized failure or inability

ty? live up to shared middle-clgss norms.

Silberman agrees with Rodman, but argues that, even so,

something more remains, that those committl. to criminal

lifestyles-7confirmed hustlers, pimps and con men--chpgse

different ends as well as different means. In Silberman's

version, "Lower-class life involves ano, almost unbearable

tension between the ideal and the reality-- between the de-
,

sired adherence to the norms of the larger society and the

insistent demands of life on the streets."71

A somewhat different adaptation approach to poverty cul-

ture is represented by EaMeS and Goode's cross-cultural re-
,

view. of coping strategies of the urban poor.72 Although

they object to Lewis' pejorative tone and use of the term

"culture," Eames and Goode point to cross-cultural similar-

,ities among poverty groups in manf nations, similarities in

4 .

both- occupati9nal statue and participation,in illegitiMate

71. Silberman, Criminal Violence, p.116.
A

72. Edwin Eames and Judith ''Goode, Urban Poverty in Cross-
Cultural Perspective (New York:' Free Press, 1973).

4.0
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activities, as well as consumptiel, and kinship

patterns, characteristics not dissimilar to'those portrayed

by Lewis. \They acknoWledge that.behavior that in a short-
,

term view may be seen as coping, rationalizing and maximi-

zing"' might seem dysfun ional from- a long-term perspec-

tive.tive. They insist, jlowev that such behavior i not un-

changeable, butthat 'new behavior is learned as status im-

proves. Although Eames and Goode object to Lewis' attribu-
,

tionK a crippling ideology to the poor, they find his de-

finition of'a variety of common coping responses extremely

perceptive. A Similarity of behavior is again confirmed.

There seems to be some confusion over whether a body of

consistent, similr traits Among poverty groups does pr does

not constitute a "subculture." Although*sOme ofirthe adapta-

tion group argue against use of the term, there nevertheless

seems to be consensus on the existence of common behavioral

attributes tom which the term ids applied.. Ethnographic re-

search-participant obsIrvatIon studies in ghetto neighbor-.

hoods -helps flesh out the nature of emee traits.
.4/6

3..3 Ethnographic'Studies

A. Versions of Adaptation

with the major exception of Oscar Lewis and the minor

one of Arthur Hippler's work, previously discussed, most

ethnographic'ptudies of thd urban Poorshaie the adaptation

approach to poverty culture. Tifey attempt, however, to ex-I,

plain the nature of Such adaptation in diverse ways.

, ,.

141
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Even Oscar Lewis, who started much of the culture

poverty debate by making a brief, tentative excursion

theory, was primarily a descriptive e bnographer and not a

theoretician. It cap be argued the his extensive ethno-

graphic accounts support the adaptation view even though he

.postulatd the existence of a self-perpetuating culture Of

poverty in note 58).

In a study of residents of a black lower.class housing

project,'Lee Rainwater contends that youth in the ghetto are

continually confronted with a world fraught with danger to

which they adapt by developing defenses to danger and feiirn-.

ing to exploit and manipulate peers. Similarly, negative

work habits--irrespolbility, 1 k of ambition; absentee-

ism--develop as normal responses, ealistic and rationallin-

the ghettoghetto environment; Disinheritance from society--

'blocked economic opportunity--creates the need.to develop. a,

.valid identity based on alternative values. Rainwater

points out .that tI)e slave had only his iiidividual identity,

his "dramatic self," to use as currency. He argues hat

value in the 'ghetto develops around the expressive or--dra-

matic, a world of action seeking'and/or "soul. "

The dramatic self is, in one pr another of its
forms, 'the valid identity to ioe, achieved within .
the expressive style-of life, It is a self mark-
edly at variance with the official socialized self
legitimated. by the dominant sections of American.
society. Only when the dramatic self is-turned
into an occupational r9le...as.among musicians or
athletgq, .does it earn Credit with the middle
class."

-s

For Rainwater, work is an "instrumental" rather than an

expressive activity. Rainwater concedes:that valid identit

73. Rainwater, Behind Ghetto Walls, p.380%

142
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ties are from time_to time souglt,,.., "instrumental role'per-

.

forMance," but argues that the expressive mode is far more

prevalent. Expressive lifestyles are often at odds with

work values, insofar as they support both drug and alcohol

abuse as well as various "expressive" forMS of criminal ber

havior. Even though Rainwater presents subculture as

adaptation to...-ncioeconomonditions, his emphasis on the

"expressive self" again raises the problem of the relation

of behavir to values. Like Eames and, Goode, he suggests

that once values have been developed, they may delaTadapta-
.-

tions to future changes in opportunity.

Elliot Liebow sees subcultural elements of street -cor-

ner life as a "phaptom" or "shadow" system of values, deriv-
-

ing from, but less weighty than,, prevailing middle-class

norms.74 Liebow's view is an extension of Rodman's "value

stratCh." He sees street-corn.er life as a Ipecial segmentsees

'of lower-class life in general, a sanctuary for those' who
4

can, no longer endure failure. It is not that Liebow rejects

what Rainwater' would term expressive behavior. He simply

sees it, as-less substantive, less central. Comparable be-,

t

havi9r patterns across generaiOns are :not entirely the pro-

duct of cultural trantmission, but are also in part parallel

resphses
.

of father and, son to the same social milieu.

Liebow explains away some traits called "subcultural "..

by c hers. What lodks like "present time drientation"

the )utside observer is,- 'according to Liebow, as much fu -.

tuge. oriented as ,Middl4e-class behavior. 'The lower, class,

- 'however, cannot efer gratification by investing for the fu-
.

74..Liebbw,'Tally's Corner..

143
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ture. The street-corner man must expend all his resources

simply to maintain himself from moment to moment. Similar-

ly, what might look, like a group of'idle street corner men
,t!

to the outside observer, might actually includez;ewployed

night workers, construction workers hindered by bad weather,

the Lail:I-off and-physically or-emotionaLly disabled: Most

have not entirely rejected the work ethic.

On the other hand, `Liebow admits that "t'?e don't-vprk

and don't-want-to-work" minority is especially significant

because "they represent the strongest and cleanest expres-

sion of those values and 'attitudes associated with makinr a

livigg."75 LiebOw acknowledges the low.priority.of

the prevalence of voluntary quits, absenteeism ana
r
V

ne ss. . Such behavior, however, can be seen as nor .1 re-

sponses to tiqe structure oflabor market opportunit or

--as others would put itthe availability 'of no but

-secondary employment. Liebow also suggests that p= gent
4

employee, theft in such a group is-almost part of the e loy-

ment structure, a form of -supplememtary ,incomeofor low -f ay-

late-

ing,- tedious work, recognized and informally tolerated by

the employer. A central- solution then 'for Liebow would be

14. 4
the opportunity for mate and better emplOyment. Subcultural

attributes are not viewed as either unchanging or resistant

to change._.) Roth Liebdw and Rainwater are equally convinced

by the adaptation model, but for Rainwater the existence of

a distinctive ghetto subculture seems. a ,much stronger re-

ality, less a "shadow" system'of values.

75. Liebow., Tally's Corn er, p.34.

14,4
8
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Extendiqg Liebow, who attempts to explain apparent

street corner idleness, Betty Lou Valentine contends that

every- phase of ghetto existence is- "work"--from spending
4

long hours at the.welfare center'to hustling",a few extra

. dollars to make, ends met.76 .She arguei that the general

!heed to combine work, welfare and hustling is communally re-

cognize d alid, condoned as a meansoE- subsistence.. Welfare

fraud and the buying and selling'of "dot" goods are not onlr

a common; but a necessary means of survival. !Living full-

time within the ghetto community, the. Valentines foundlthem-
0 A

selves exposed to:the same alienating institutional str

ture--schocils, welfre, fire departments, police, housi g
c

agencies, insurance companies --:as their neighbors. In spite

of their middle-class skills and style, they were no more
. .

o make the system

iadeguacy'of em-,
,

stitutional alienatidn%

able to cope with such, institutions,
d- %, . ,. ,i

ghettowork,than=other ho residents:

, plolgrten Ad. 'structurally induced

Contri te to ple- neetfOr,a mu 1-faceted support system-,-

k'"
v

This emphasis on= the
I

'tfor 'hustlinT and °the* ard

.,,/, ,, .0

need for multiple sources of'indoille'.:PLI'esehts.,ethnOgraphinI b,2

Aupport for Bennett Harrisoq's cOnCeption of,curban labor

, . a t, \. .;

market. (See Ahapter,;Two above:) ..*
t Lou Valentine ar-Ve

gues repeatedly against subcultural stereo pe and presents

.

an irsistent version of the adaptation mod4. c

. .

1 B. Lifestyles'' t .

e.

, %;,!:

Writers on lifestyles within the ghetto have developed,

'further the emphasis placed by Liebotkiand Bdtty Lou Valen-

tine on. vari ation within particurarrhOod settings.

76. Betty Lou Valentine, Hustling-and Other Hard Work: Life-
, styles in. the Ghetto (New York: Free Press,-1978). ,
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Hannerz, for example, distinguishes between groups of main-
.

streamers,,street families, swingers and street - corner' mend

within' a single 'ghetto neighborhood, each with -,,its Own de-
,

gred'of commitment to middle-class norms.77 His mainstream-

ers tend to be committed to legitimate employment, whetBas

street-corner men with no resources .demonstrate more "g1et-

to- specific" behavior--e.g., public drinking, lack of a

steady jOb and illegitimate means of income. He points )ut

that these ghetto-specific behaviors are ,often denournd

eNien within the ghetto community.

Hannerz acknowledges that individuals can shift from

-one 14estyle to another in the' course of a lifetime, stOem-
,--,4 &

. ,.

.niVto'
7f
support a theory, of adaptation. Yet the variety of

.-., .

possible lifestyles within the community creates some ten-
....

),"
-sion between mainstream and ghetto-specific values. Hannerz

does suggest that there are some elements of Subcultural

transmis%ion through role modeling, which fright sdstain a

"culture of poverty.." Although much. prevalent .behavior is

condemned according to dominant values' of -the mainstream

held. within
faki

the'lower-class, the -fact it is so often an so

,4
publicly pertormed suggests that it is condCined, at least in

part, by those who demonstrate ghetto-specific behavior.
_

"Morality," Hannerz suggests, "is partially a matter of sta-
.

tistics."78 Hannerz, like Liebow, -,sees the resolution of

conflicting cultural values in an extension of Rodman's

value stretch--an explanation of ways in1which conflicting

77. Ulf Hannerz, Soulside (New York: Columbia University
PreSd4 1969). ZY

76. Ibid., p.188.
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values can be held simultaneously. The major contribution

of Hannerz's "soft culture 'concept," however,, lies in the
rm*

perception that the ghetto culture is'not ;a uniform set of

values but permits a range of lifestyle alternatives. Only

ghetto-specific behavior accords with other definitions of

poverty culture.

In recent work, ajijah Anderson develops a similar kind

of lifestyle -analysis, specifically of a street corner

drinking group.79 Even among a single stratum of. Hannerz's

typology--that of street-corner men, the most ghetto-speci-
,

fic -ole--sub-hierarchies ex'ist, again deriving from main-

,

stream values. Although "regulars," "wineheads, "and "hood-

lums" all drink on the corner,. deference is paid to the re-
.

gulars wbo value employment add take pr'ide in having no cri-

minal record. As in Hhnneres model, individuals can slip

in and out o roles--a an Who loses-This job may become a

"winehead" qheaper than whiskey) during his' spell

of uremployment.

,ven those who participate in illegitimate activities

t ie "hoodlums"-=accept the,valuesimplicit in street cor-

-1zr social rankingyet because of that ranking, the "hood-,

lums" develop antithetical values.

Though group member's know who is working and who
is not, a hoodlum.does not broadcast his job be-
.cause the kind of work he" usually can get, ,when
compared with the "good jobs of regulars, -pays

-Thlittle, is hard and is considered demeaning espe-
cially by himself. Thus, .the hopdlum has little
incentive' to be employed, let afine brag about it

3'

147
79. Elijah Anderson, A Place on the Corner (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1978). A,
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they do have jobs, they tend not to empha-
size them in the company of peers, or they talk
about them negatively, speaking freely about how
much they hate to work or hate their current
jobs.60

.

Anderson -takes-issue with Rodman'; theory of "v,lue

stretch, "., arguing that his street-corner' men create tleir

own particIlar standards of social conduct in which states is

defined by ycial interaction and.peer-group approval. As

in Rainwater, ,individuals constantly challenge each other's

"dramatic" self-p esentation. Employment, however, plays a,

major role in th stratification of values and is a v.a.ued

-
currency in tte.attempt, to gain status among peers.
>

Subcultures may vary according to a variety of other

factors, including region, as well as glass and ethnic

group. Bernard Rosenberg', ,for example, argues that there are

many distinct subcultures that vary from community to cammu-

./

nityl--each with its own particular response. to the condition
. ,

of poverty.81 He contrasts Washington blacks, New York His-
,

panics, and Chicago "Appalachian" whites--and finds that em-

ployment and crimeactivity varied from setting to ett ng.

The Chicago whites had a great-deal of job knowledge w,out

potential factdry jobs, but were -also -- heavily involved %kith

car theft and violence. -The New York work _experience in-

Volved strictly menial jobs and theft was frequently moti-

vated by addiction. : Rosenberg's focus onlsipecific individ-

ual subcultures that mediate employment and.crime is unique

ct
in its comhination. of regional tociOeconomic and ethnic ele-

ments.

80. Ibid., p.154.
!

81. Bernard Rosenberg and Harry Silvelistein, The Varieties
,of Deli.nquent Experience .Wew York: Wiley, 1961).

1(18
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Crime Cultures ..
A $

r

Even more specialiied are those ethnographic studies.

that deal specifically with Various deviant.er.crime- commit-

ting groups- as distinct 'ephgreups within .ghetto neighbor-

hoods. For those who have been, channelled into fulltlikimi-

nal.careers, the issue of subcultural mediation -- lower -class

culture as causal--is no longer cfntral. They are what they

have become. The foC.us has shifted to the distinctive value
ti

systems and behavior of deviant or criminal, subcultures..

In an early study, for example, Harold Finestone ex-
.

plore I the world.of-the 'drug addict, or "cat":,

Then asked for his reasons underlying the'rejec-'
Lion of work, th cat did not refer to the uncon-
genial iVely unskilled and low' paid
.jobs...available. He emphasized rather that the
routine of a job nd the demand that he should ap-
ply himself continuously to his work task6 were'
the features that made work intolerable for him.
The self restraint,required by worJr was construed
as an unwanted damper upbn his love -a spentane-
s(ity.82

-,?,ach "cat" has his own 'particular hustle--any nonv o=

lent leans of support that does- not 'involve legitimate e

ploym!nt.

Rainwaters

m su6-cultuFe

tured free

Finestone's "cats" share the, expressive values

)

lower-class cultu re as a whole.. He addict

apparently is a mediating factor:
, 4

m

The unstruc -'

of street-life is prefeetbd ever empleyMent.

Edward Preble's study of,addict behavior in -some.ways.,,

qualifies Finestone's visidn of this subculture.83

Betty Loud Valentine's ghetto residents,

1 r

adOlts

82.4t .arold Finestone, "Cats, c.ks and CoItore'r-Social Pro-
lipLems 5 (1957) , p.9.

83. Preble.and Casey,-?Taking Care of Business;
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'work'hard simply ma ntaini,ng their habit, or, as Preble puts

it, "taking care of 'business." Preble explodes the myth Of%

, \_/
a fully incapacitated ;addict 'poulation. Supporting a habit

is`' seen as requiring energy,_ discipline ancd diAgeAte, qual-
,

:ities not antithetical to those required b, employers in

fact. Preble.points out, that, in the 1940.'s, Wilen_the Price

.
.

.

-rob

of heroin was low,many ac` Picts work at full-time
p

using,income from employmentyto,maintain their habitS. If

curreilt. addiA lifestyles are oriented more towards expes-
.

sive.than ,insttumental values, as in Finestone's view, it

goes not appear to be,becauie addiction itself' is intrinsi--

:ally incapacitating.

jobs,

, -

In anothgr study' of addiCt su6Culture-7emphasizing a .

shared language, understandings. and expectationsMichael
. ..

Agar found that almost ,all of his addicts, studied iD -an in-

stitutional seeting, were competent htistlersbefore they be-4,

came street junkies.84 RatheY than being driven into hust-

ling .activity -due 'to increased hosts, they simply applied

previously developed street Skills to meet new needs.

David,Caplovitz. presents a complementary, finding in his

study of addicts In treatment programs.Who'hek4Offyial-fime

job.00_Mose had beciar_.1rddicted after entering the. labor

fotce. Raving established'a'pattern of employment, they re-
v

mained emplbyed, even though many supplemented 61eir income,

, with either outside crime or employee. eheft.. Such studies
.

of addict culture seem to qualify the hypothesis that addic-

84,Michael Agar, Ripping and Running (New York.: Seminar
Press, 1973).:

85.,David C4aoyitz, 'Working, Addicts (White Plains,-. N.Y.:
M.E. Sharpe, Ind., 1976).

15u
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tion in itself plays a primary role in' mediating employment

and crime behavior. Instead of presenting an image'of
.

dicts as incapable of employment, driven.to-crime by their

,habit, these studies suggest that the cultural orientation

of addicts ip more important than addiction per se in deter-_
mining employment and crime roles. As Caplovitz 'suggests:.

...it may well be that drug addiction ism the de-
vastating social problem that it is not so much
because of the debilitating effects of drugs on
the, users but.because so many of those who use
drugs are otherwise "socially handicapped by virtue
orbelonging to minority groups that suffer dis-.

'crimination.q,
.

Just as addict street culture can be considered a dis-

tiact-phebnomenon, so can criminal lifestyles., Bruce Jack-

son's In the Life demonstrates that those who are fully.com-
.

mitted to criminal- activity do .tend to have distinctly

different values, seeing themselves as )participants in a

kind of club- - "the life"--a club largely based on shared

prison experience separate and distinct from the straight

world.87 For Jackso 8 th=ieves, many of whom' are white and

a feu' of whom are middle-class, crime itself is the common

cultural element rather than race or socioeconomic status.

Work is

fast,, exciting life of the criminal.

ldnger a viable alternative to crime ari:thend

Francis Ianni's Black Mafia depicts successful piMps

'and hustlers as role models for neighborhood youngsters.88

But rather than focusing on common cultural traits as causes

8.6. Ibid.,,p.44.

87. Bruce Jackson, In the Life: Versions of the Criminal Ex-
. perienCe' (Nei/ York::Holt"*Rinehart and Winston, 1972).

(Th
88. Ianni, Black Mafia.

1.D1
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for criminal lifestyles, Ianni presents informal networks

that develop for crime-business reasons. Ianni cont.nds

that organized crime has traditionally been A pat' of up and

lobility for some within the various new ethnic group, in

Imerica. Movement_upwarg through illegitimate'means bec(nes

I way/ for some to moue into legitimate enterprises. A°

clothing boutique can serve as a joint cover for a -drug-

.-salegman and a pimp--a legitimate business investment with

illegitimate funding... Similarly, -a dry-cleaning stone

beddinesthe front for a fencing operation.

At, times, illegitimate forms'of employment, such as
0

hiving a gypsy cab, have connections with still' shadier

activities-'-car theftYrings.for stolen auto patts, phony in-

surancv .scams. . At times, legitimate work can even,be a

means of moving towards lucrative itlegitimaEe.

A
.

Cuban yodth worked his way-into criminal involve-

ment selling-cocaine by pr6-75.nq lialmself'and. making connec-,-

tions in a seYies of legitimate laundry and. restaurant

j6bs. -° Work Ynvolvements facilitated criminal involvemen,s:

ranni's analysis seems to illustrate Cloward and Oh-
,

.
.

-.4, 1

- .lin's theory
,

in portraying a fgro lower-class indivi-, .

dualith high aspirations and inadequate means who find- a
.,

channel for their 4spi\rations in. criminal activity. Some

move from the illegitimate sphere into increasingly'legiti-

.& mate
At

e 1activities. Others maintain a connection 4ween em-

ployment and crime..

0.' ,

Karl Klockar4*.fence,' on the other Eind, is a well-es-:- ,

tablished businessman 'who hgstled his way into' his. bilsi-

)

.

..,

. .

, 1

r (152
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*ness.89 In his'store, legal and illegal goods mix freely.

The fence himself began as 'a con artist and entrepreneur,
O

selling cheap items with expensive labels. Yet, it is in-

teresting that ,the fence distinguishes. between repable
. .

thieves--dependable, married men--and unreliable ones--unat-
. . .

tached junkies, "the scum of the earth." ThieVes are rated

according to criteria similar to those that'would be used to
.

rate a legitimate employee or business associate.

William West's participant-observer study of serious.

thieves, a group of 16- to 19 year -olds An Canada, fognd

that many of his thieves' moved in and out of the labor mar-

ket, working, or stealing fOr six months at a time.90 They
.

earned about the same amount doing either, just enough to
1/4

w4 fill their needs:' Employment was generally not career-ori-r

ented. It was 'simply "a money-making opportunity seized to

eke out an existence.".Theft was seep as a short-term occu-

pation that offered exciting, low skilled work with short

.hours under the. control of the indiVidual, Neighborhood

fencing networks' contributed to the strticeure 'of opportunity

fore criminal enterprises and the purchase of ho goods was

accepted_ as an informal means of income redistribu 'on. Yet

theft was, a self - limiting occupation. 7.Risk of arrest was

seen to increase with time. For most of West's youpg

thieves, the pattern of alternation between employment and

crime lasted only a few years. Most of them eventually left

crime for employment apd family life.

89.: KlOckars., The 'Professional °Fence.

90; West, "SerAous Thieves.'
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Such ethnographic studies of crime7committing groups

present some concrete examples of unexpected linkages be-

tween employment and' crime,rather than uniforMly. demon-
?

strating negative employment and positive crime 'orienta-

tions. In addition, the ethnographers of occupational crim-
,

inalsconstantlyodemonstrate that professions .criminals, in

e order to be'succeSsful, must emulate most of the val

behavior'of legitimate businessmen. That finding casts con-
.

siderable doubt on any notion of crime as the.'product of

self-perpetuating lower-class cultural values'. r'

In the ajority'of formulations reviewed above, subcul-

ture is not°tb be thought of as a factor which is completely

autonomous and determinipg, but rather as a collective re-

sponse to structural conditions which may vary among and

within groups, Ip retrospect, ,the early formulations of,the

*,"culture of poverty: may perhaps best be seen as a ptimulbs

to later researchers to pay more attention to both the be-
. I.,

ha ior and values -that poor people evolve in order to adapt

to their situation. Among those lager -researchers, however,,

there femain differences as,to the relations of behavior to `

values and of both to structure: ,Liebow.and Valentine see

social structural chaliges--the development of improved em-

ployment for ghetto residents, for example--as likely to

have direct impacts on such adaptive behavior. Rainwater

and Eames and Goode on the other hand, who also believe in

culture as adaptation, sugge.st that the ,impacts of such

change might.be.delayed, given (i.ruacts of. developed "dx-,

pressive" values.and other coping responseS.
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As, studies of subculture 'nave' progressed, both the

theory and methodology shaping the research have been re-,

fined. ,Greater attention to the interplay of behavior, val-

ues, and social structure has 'informed. this progression.

The concept of adaptation has made it necessary to consider-

the structure being adapted to. The debates over '"value

stretch" have %Fused attention on the relations of behavior

to values. The lifestyle analyses-of Hannerz and Anderson

1.1ve called attention to variations within the ghetto cm-,

murfity. Rosenberg has shoWh that subcultures vary by region

as well as by class and ethnic group.

The concept of culture, has been closely intertwined

ttwith the use of ethnographic methods. Since ethnographers

study people in the midst of everyday_life, they are in A

unique position to consider both naturally occurring behavi-

or and the values and ideas that 'ishape and
r
xationalize-that

behavior. Further progress in undestancripg the role of

subcultuie as mediating the relationships of employment to

crime' is most, likely to emerge from ethnographic studies

that build on previoub efforts in investigating the inter-
,

action of valuesf, behavior and structure.

As will be seen-in the review, of impact evaluations of

manpower programs in Chapter Four., it is likely that subcul-
,

tural perspectives would have usefully complemented research
'

designs that overemphasized abstract, human capital concep-

tualtual approaches.

4

4

1 5 5
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE IMPACTS OF INTERVENTIONS

4.1 Introduction

/This chapter examines literature concerning the impact

of employment prograW for populations involved with the

criminal justice ;system /ion crime. The programs reviewed

-

ranged from the very modest in scope, such as a few hours
- )

devoted to job readiness training, to such intensive efforts

as more than a year's enrollment dn,suppoeted.

In this review, it has been _,necessary to- .limit our .-ex
- .

amination of-manpower programs to those effotts which have

been specifically 'developed for high risk youth and, ex-of-
.

tender groups. It would have been far beyRnd-the,.scope-Of-4,

this review to .#4amine the enormous: 1560y of literature. that

A hastdeveloped concerning manpower programs in general, Yet

it is necessary to turn briefly to'that literature to-_help

Us define some of the.particular,program strategies devel-
,

oped in manpower programs in general and subse4Uently em-
.

ployed in thd context of vocational prograMs for criminal'

justice popillations.

The fundamental components of today's manpower pro-

trams, funded through both the Comprehensive Employment and

'Training Act (CETA) and private program initiatives, were

developed primarily in early. programs based on the Manpower

Development and Training Act (MDTA) of 1962 and the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964. In a study of government manpower
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programs, Charles Perry et al. not only Outline the basic

components of manpower programs as. developed under pre-CETA

legislation, but also
point'14

to.a dual focus inherent in the.

development of such pr.ograrps even in. their begi5nings.1

review finds tha
'kJ,

...manpower programs differ significantly in the
, extent 'to which they focus on skill training as
compardd with removing. barriers to labor market0 participation other than lack of

Most programs, -with specifically, human capital-goals, were

11.

dedicate' to improving the competitive position -of indivi-

-duals thought to be 'barred. from employment because of lack

of skill's, deficiencies in basic education, lack of job mar-
,

ket information, social-psychological handtcaps and theoina-- '1.--
.

.>

,bility Ito- obtain supportive services. A few other programs,.
,.. . 4- . . lemore concerned with labor market structures than the 'indivi-.

dual,deficiencps of participants, were dedicated to break--
,

ing- down' social,' political and institutional barriers to
.

.

full'partidipation,of
, racial minorities in.ehe.labor market..

, , .

/
.

.*.

," .
.

Perry ,et al. divide ,4rly, programs into four major,4
types: Skills training; employability development; jobde=

-velopment; and work experience.

1. Charles Perry, et al., -The Impact of Government Man-
, power Programs (Philadelphia: Industrial Research
.Unit,,Whartori School, University...of Pennsylvania,
1975).
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Skills trairiing,was 'the major focus of early MDTA pro-

)1.rams:providing both institutional training and on-the-job

training at work sites. The Perry group suggests. that

skills training programs ,provide the greatest short-term

gains.-

Employability development placed emphasis on educa-

tional upgrading, counselling, pre-vocational -training and

placement. Oppottunttiet Industrialization Center, WIN

(Work Incentive Program) and the Job Corps are presented as

examples of tivis approach. All were programs developed to

provide remedial services (upgrading edtcation and coaching
o

for interviews) for particmlarly disadvairtaged' egments of

the population--disadvantaged minorities, AFDC mothers and

unemployed youth..'

Job Development 'programs,' exemplified by ,tht National

Association of Businessmen's JOBS Program, attempted to en-
/

courage employers to relax entry -hiring standards to elfloy.

the disadvantaged. Job development efforts coincide0 his-,

tdrically with government pretsures to promote equal oppor-

:tunity employment.
Perryfk

, howevers.points Out drat job de-.

velopment efforts did little to change the structure of op-
,

poetunities for the hard-core unemployed. The. Perry group

criticize such programs as'prov.kding. mostly unskilled job.

`opportunities and being "more nearly a short-term employ-"

ment-generating program for the disadVantaged thap a program.

which had 'significantly increased the human capital of dts-
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:'advanta'ged ,workers. "3 Other ob, 4veropment programs

cluded the Apprenticeship put eactv ,Program which helped

minority youths break into construction trade unions, a nar-
.

row jiob development focus capable of having impact on ..the
4

human.cak;ftal of participants through placement in ,skilled

job settings.
,

Work Experience. pg6grams like the Ileighbothoo(43s Youth
. ..::;,..i... :. -

Corps are 61, tge-Agey group less as a yehiCle for pro-,
. ,)

P.
..

,4
. _ -: .

viding employment than as a "major vehicle fo income trans-fog trans-
fer." They report that there isome question about the ex-

.tent '. Sc.. t.

to which the tieighborho .wiliqth 44 ps contributed, to`
,,

the investment'in the human capi '1 of dIsadvantaged youth.
'I4"e4 :4

The Perry, rewcew'boes not include any more intensive-efforts

to prov1ae emploftent experience within a, program context.

The Perry group's emphasis on the human capital goals
.

of both job development and work experience programs point

to the human capital assumptions that Underlie the majority

of manpowerprograms developed' since 1962. In a manpower -
St

program setting, work is judged as valuable only insofar as

it enhances. the future employa5ility of participants. In

:spite of Perry's reference to programs focused on*"removing

barrirs to labor market participation other thah lack of

skill," most prqgram efforts appear to have been .devoted to

human capital concerns.,

3. Ibid., 'p.10. 3

1

(
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recent study of ex-offender employment program
Jo-

models, Cicero Wilson presents a. comparable typology of man-
.

power program components.4 Wilson identifies six program

components: skill training, job readiness, job Aevelopment

,and placement, supported work/work experience, financial as-
,

sistance, and. the comprehensiVe services mtdel. The last

two models in Wikson,'s classification--financial. assistance

to releasees and comprehensive services in sheltered resi-

dential environments--are more specifically related to ex-

offender /offender programs than they are'to general. manpower pro-,,

grams.

. The other four prtigram models--skill training, job,

readiness, j6V development and supported work/work experi-
.

ence--are very similar to the components of the Perry typol-

ogy. Wilson's "job readiness" is analogous to Perry's "em-

ployability development," although Wilson emphasizes its

role in coaching ex-offenders on how to deal with their ex=

offender status on applications and interviews.

The supported work model, on'the- other hand, is more

complex than Perry's "works experience "as transfer payment's

mode'. Supported work, according to Wilson, is "potentially

the most effective tool available to prep3re the hard core,

unemployed and high risk ex-offender for unsubsidized

4. Cicero Wilson and Kenneth Lenihan, Program Model: Commun-
ity-Based Ex-offender Employment Programs (Cambridge,
Mass.: Abt_Associates, 1979).

160
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jobs."5 Supported work eases entry into the world of work

for participantsthrough peer support, graduated stress and

close supervision. Work experience in the supported work

modelis conceived of as a means of promoting the transition

into thethe world of unsubsidized employmeqp.

In programs directed specifically.at delinqUent popula-

tions and those involved with the criminal iustice system,

as well as manpower programs in general, the human capital

model predominates. A number of programs developed 'under

MDTA represent a combination of program strategies, offpring

a mix of "job readiness.traihing" and "skills training" and

job placement efforts. Nevertheless, most programs appear

dedicated to to improving the employability:of individual'par-

ticipants, rather than expanding the oppottunity structure"

of the hard -core unemployed as a whole.

In this re4ew, we ask four primacy questions of the

program literature examined. FirSt, what can it tell us

about the organization, 'operation, assumptions- and Objec-
.

. . .,
tive,s of programs,reviewed? That is, what can it tell us'

,about the nature of that program', experience for partici-
,

pants? Second, what do we learn about the demographic and

-behavioral characteristics of program participants? Third,

what were the program impacts on employability, criminal

5. Ibid., p.64. 161 r-

Ala
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justice involvement and labor market variables sdch.as job

opportunitieS? And fourth, what do we learn about the cur-
.

rent capacity for program review and evaluation?

.Two major types of documefits are reviewed here. First,

eneral surveys of program literature are examined.' These

documents, generally dating from the mid-1970's, serve to

define what was lnown about gocatipnal programs for of-,

ofenders after the first ten to fifteen years of progra1\1
operations. They provide an early, but'extensive review of

pretrial intervention programs, vocational programs in tjpee

4,context of correstions, and post-release community -based

forts for ex-offenders. Second, we turn to some'notable'im-
,

pact, evaluations released in the past few years: the COdtt

Employment.PrOject evaluation, Mathematica's Job;Corps eval-

uation, evaluations of supported work '(Wildcat and the Man7.,

_power Development Research 'CorporAtion) and the LIFE and

CARP 'experiments in providing finahcial aid to releaied

loners. These major 'evaluations are each particularly note-

worthy in some respect, either for the rigor o their method

of the significance o'f their findincis in noliCy'circles.

We had considered an. organizatiOn of the chapter' ac-''

cording to stages in, criminal justice processing (pretrial,,
10/

,+ correctional postTrelease). 'However, that form of organi;

zatioh seems-more relevant to specific crimin al justice sys-

.

'tem concerns than' to an inte'est in employment. -Yet the .

A criminal justice population does have certain distinctive

/,

162
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characteristics from an employmedt'point f view at differ -'

ent stages. Some'argue that. offenders become increasingly

disadvantaged in terms of employment after the stigMatizing

experience' of conviction and/or incarceration.. They point.

out that incarceration entails an enforced, extended .period

out of the labor market, inevitably a handicap in teals of

employment. This might suggest that there are different em.-

ployment needs at different stages of criminal justice

cess'ing and therefoneedifferent kinds of employment _services

needed. Insofar as this is noted in the liNrature, review-

ed, it.will be noted here.

4.2 Surveys of Manpower Pizogram Research Criminal
A, Justice Context

By the early 1970's, manpoOer programs for off ndets

had been, operating for nearly a decade and a large bo 17 of

individual program reports and evaluations had emerged. Re-
.

cent surveys of- a variety of evaluations of . manpower

programs for offenders proVide an overview of the'expetience

1'

those' piograms as well: as a general 'assessment 'of what

is. known about the impact of such programs on

arse criminal, activities Of participants.

4.2.1 Pretrial Diversion Programs
.1

vocational

Roberta Rovner-Pieczdnik's -review of pretrial interven-
% , <# . t

io5. program evaluations that were released between -070 and
A 1 a

73-4-mtde extensive, explicit.use of methodological criteria
-.,

.

s\ 16,1
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' to determine what findings could be acce ted as valid f

individual programs, what findings 'coul be- generalized.

across programs, and what claims needed further substantia-

tion.0 In attempting to assess the technical, adequacy of

reports, from pretrial intervention prog,r715,_ kovnerpiec:

zenikdreviewed the findings of 15 demonstration projects in
/

In addition, she'cOnsidered 194 responses from a

national questiOhnaire4surveyaddrossed to program operators

and conducted 507 in-depth interviews in six cities in an-

attempt to ascertain the concerns and perceptions of policy

maRers,,in regard to such programs:

The>_ preeril intervention programs reviewed were fo-.

mallled court-based programs which diverted alleged Offen-

ders from* court -based 4irocessing before `trial into programs
e

providing manpower services ,(vocational counselling, Skills°

training and job placement). The cases of^clefendants wh8',

.

Successfully participated in suc- programs were dismissed.
1

The goals of pretrial intervention Were ehreelold: to re--

-neve tire over- burdened criminal justice. system by dillerting
4 .

ti

p

Roberta ner-PieCzenik, Pretrial Intervention Etrate-
. gies:'A Evaluation of Policy-Related Research, and-Poi-
lc m- er Perce tions (Washing"toh 0;0.1 American 'Ear

. *Ass lat on,. ovem er, 1974). ,

. ,

A
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defendants before normal court processing; to allow defen-

dants to.avoid the'stigma. of such processing; and to provide

rehabilitative services for disadvantaged defendants. For

the purposes oL thisa'review, we are mbreconcerned with the,

Ph'
iittpacts reh\abilitative services upon employment' and

criminal Involvement than we are, with either system impacts

or impacts on dispositions.
'P

The populations participating in the programs reviewed
.

and the criteria for eligibility in these programs varied

Most programs explicitly eXCluded'addicts, alcoho-

lies and those with extreme behavioral problems as beyond

the program's service capability. Participants were gener-

ally unemployed or under-employed and "severely disadvan-

taged on social-, economic and educational indicators."7 (A

single program, Operation Midway, was largely composed of

dle-class students and high school graduates.) Although
A

participants were mostly.,,young, the' age compoitions of ,

pro varied widely. Participants also v ried according

to the extent o'f prior ,record allowed, although "hardened"

criminals, those wit extensive records, were excluded. Pro-,'

grams varied according to the- degree of seriousness of

,offenge permissible some iirpgrams excluded -alleged felons,

_7. 4165
4
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whild other programs, were specifically aimedsat defendants,

who might be more seriously nvolved in criminal justice

processing. In general, program 'clientele were economically

and vocationally.disadvantaged, relatively young and rela-

. tively* free of.previou s, serious criminal justice involve-
-,

. ment. 4

Several programs claimed .responsibility for, positive

changes in.the emplipment status, wage and skill levels of
16

program participants. All programs reported that signifiL.

, cantly more participants were employed at termination than

at intake. Two of those programs (Manhattan Court Emplby-
,

merit Project and Project Crossroads) alsolreported more par-
.

-ticipants earning above $2.25 an hour at termination than at

intake. Ih addition, two programs (Project CrOssroads and

New Haven) reported a positive impact on the skill level of

participants. Other programs did not report on these is-
.

sues.

In addition, some programs reported positive impacts on

pari/cipfarft.,ed-arrests. The Miami -program, and Project

Crossroads. claimed' to demopsfratela decrease in participant

recidivism during program participation, based on a compari-

son between participant and non-participant groups. A third

program (MCEP) found no difference in program recidivism

rates baseC on-comparison with a non-participdht. group. A

few other-, programs also claimed longer term (up to two

years) impacts on recidivism.

I.

A
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Rovmer-Pieczenik, however, cautions that not a3b of the

aff.-irmative finding reported by pretrial intervention pro-
..

grams can be accepted as valid. She warns that mkthodologi-

cal problems in the evaluations limited the extent to -which

.impacts o.1 employment could be seen as continuing into the

post-program period. Although she ccepts within program

impacts bn employment a$ valid, s e acknowledges that, the

caffer*Ices found in.the pre-post test .design, might have

been partly a function of maturation.

Rovner-Pieczenik also has resermatfbns . about program

.

fkndings of impacts on recidivism. In some instances, cm-
% .

parison'groUp members were not randomly selected and "most

matching remaineq i,ncomplete."8 In another. instance, she

questions the equivalence of a small control group (n=34)

selected during a different period than the participant

'group. Although Rovnet-Pieczenik accepts the validity of

these within-program impacts on recidivism, she contends

that because of methodolOgical difficulties longer term

impacts have not been validly demonstrated.

Rovner- Pieczenik .argues that many positive impacts

claimed by pretrial intervention programs have been based on

evaluative research of queselonable validity. She indicates

that most p oqr ms did not conduct any form of contr6lled

research, but relied on summary statistics and cost,figulses

submitted ins annual reports to prove or disprove impact.
./

.

%

8. Ibid. p.83.. 167
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s

Over-all, she notes that "evaluation research has not been

an integral part of early program plannillg. T s has re-

suited in ex post factn research designs which are beset by

methodological and,ogpritiohal problems:"9

p
. .

'4.2.2 The Prison of Unemployment

In contrast to Rovner-Pieczenik's intensive review of a

sinee-program type, Robert Taggart reviewed literature -con
, A

cerning.a full range of manpower programs fo offender popu-

lations developed between 1966 and 1970 at various stages of

driminal justice- involvement.10 His review, in fact,1 Pro-
f

vides'a relatively full'outline 'of vocational efforts aimed.

' at Offeriders: pretrial- intervention, vocational aining,fn.-

prison, education in prison, work in prison, work release
,

programs (permitting' selected inmates to be employed in tilp

community before release), post-release services, incomeI
.maintenance, job development and placement services and ef-

%%forts to remove.barriers to. employment for ex-offenders.

.5eCause he covered so broad arange of programs, the

populations involved in Taggart's review varied greatly in

age from 'arrestees, 40 percent o£! were under 21,
r \\,

through inmates, most of whom were in their 20's and 30's,

A-

9. fbidc p.177..

10. Robt Taggart, Thel-Prison of Unemployment, (Baltimore:
Johns H6pkins University ress,'"1972).

6
. a
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to older released ex-offenders. Taggart reports that this

population was disproportionately minority, ,.highly disad-
,

vantaged, and,bUtrdened with serious education, employthent

aftel health problems.. He,cautions, however,.that the popula-, 0

,tion of offenders,may not differ greatly from other disad.-

6

vantaged .,roups:

For perhaps a majority_of first offenders and even
a substantial minority of/ those in prison or jail,°.
the only characteristics which distinguish them
from other disadvantaged groups in efte. population
is that ,t.hey got caught.11.

Taggart is particularly concerned with the employment-
4

relied handicaps of offenders, pointing to the waste of hu-

man.resourcesskills and abilities which are-underdevel-
104
oped and underutilized," 12 characteristic of incarCerated

Ah'
groups.- He argues for a "manpower" rather than."rehabkilita-

tionist perspective" in reviewing ~employment programs-for

offenders:

t'..prov,ing there is a correlation between,unem-
', ployment and crime does not.prove there is a cause

and effect' relationship,, nor does it prove that
employment,cati- be improved to a degree or at-a
cost which will make it

"
n effective .means of re-

ducing illidlt activity.

Taggart contends that increased° emioyability among offen-

ders at reasonable cost. is sufficient justification for man-,

power, ,programs,' apart from any additional impact on recidi-

7

11. Ibid., p:3,

13. Ibid., p.16.

169
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Taggart finds "glimpses of success" among the generally

disappointing manpower efforts aimed at offenders. He

acknowledges positive impacts onemployment reported by the

earliest pretrial interviition program,s,,Manhattan's Court

Employment Preect and Project Crossroads. He finds a

institu-

tional

single successful vocational training program in an
.

context, 'the Rikers Island Project, which had a sig-

nificant impact on the proportion of inmates placed in white

collar jobs (48% of experimentals compared to 18% pf con-

trols). He argues, however, that the -success of this pro-

gram was more related to extensive placement effort than to

the specific training (data processing) offered; few inmates

could be placed in that field. Taggart aisot points to -the

success of the Draper Project .in upgrading the educational

levels of participants usingnon-traditional'teAching meth,:

ods (programmed° learning and teaching machines). He Ilod

that efforts to gain bonding for offenders under the Concen-

trated Employment Program "helped most of the recipients get

jobs which would otherwise have been unobtainable. "14 Tag--

gait also acknowledges the potential effectiveness of lim-
1

ited intengiv4 Employment) Service placement for offenders

under MDTA raining, but points to the generally disappoint-
/

ing outcomesof most of these efforts.

14. Ibid., p.89.
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In general, Taggart °finds that successful m anpower 'pro-
)

graM efforts for criminal justice.populations werefew and
: , ..

fair between. Community treatment as an alternative tb in-
.

carceration had not shOwn any positive impact. Prison voca-
40

.

1-tional training programs.based on.the Rikers island prdjdct
. .

were hampered by .Serious equipment problemsvand poor imple-
,

. .. ,

mentation in the prisbns7 a large-scale evaluatibt of the

post release ex'perie'nces of enrollees in "251" projActs

showed little .impact on employment experience.15 Taggart

sees most prison industries as "degrading and ,irrelevant;"

work experieWce an such industries had no. °impact on future

employment. In summary, Taggart fivis- "no proof that any

single manpower' service has had more than a marginal impact

on its recipients, and no proof that any combination of ser-

vices canmake a substantial contribution.."16
.

Taggart argues for increasing experimentation on a lar-

ger scale with implementation of.sudcessful models. He con-

tends that vocational programs for offenders both within and
,

.without the prison contest can be made effective. ,He also

recognizes that offenders. were ;particula rly -difficult to

place because employer resistance to offenders was difficult

to overcome; offender& were often
\

/-

4

"last hired, 'first fired."

. 15. The "25 " proj ectt were funded veer $ection_251 of the'
manpow Development and Ttainfnqlp'ct of 1'9.66.

. .

16. Taggart, The Prison of Unemploy ment', p:96.

I
'1711,
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Hecommends the provision of public sector employment for

offenders as a means of reducing "wasted human resources."

Taggart is generally less concerned with methodological

problems in reviewed evaluations than others who surveyed

manpowervorograMs for offenders. He does, however, point to
.

inadeqba 'es in the control design of the Rikers Island Pro-

fject eve uation; experimentals and control groups were not

found fully.equiValent since experimentals reported far less

drug use than controls. He also diS6ounts claims,for im-

pacts on recidivism in .work release groups compared to of-

fenders as 'a whole, pointing out that only the lowest risk

prisoners were permitted in Work release programs. In gen-

eral, Taggart's critique.of the programs reviewed has more

to do'with the impletentafion of manpower programs in a .cri-

minal justice context than with methodological problems of
A

program evaluations.

4.2.3 The First Decade: Manpower Programs in a Correctional
Context

Many of the programs reviewed by Roberta Rovner-Piecze-
_

nik in her -survey of ten yers ofcriminal justice manpower

eprOgrams from 1963 to 1973 overlapped with those in Tag-
.

gart's review.17 Rovner-Pieczenik specifically reviewed
R,

'
f

k ,
.

17. Roberta Rovner4feczenik, The, First Decade of Experir.
-ence: A Sxnthesis of-Manpower Research d Development
Projects in Criminal Justice and Cor ections (1963-
1973) (Cambridge, Mass.: Criminal Ju tice, Research,
rnc., 1973.)

,
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reports of projects funded by the Office of Research and De-

velopment of the Department of Labor's Manpower,Administra-

tion. She also conducted on-site visits and interviews with

project directors.

According to Rovner- Piec-zenik, in the ten years review:

ed, emphasis shifted from prison-based skill-training ef-

forts to community-based prirncts focuSing, on job develop-

ment and placement. Parallel'to this trend` was an increased

awareness of "the need.for change withip the established so-

cial institutions, " 18 primarily concerned with barriers to

ex-offender employment. Specifically, early programs, based
o

on a 1963 amendment to MDTA, provided prison-based training

to youthful offenders. By 1967,Section 251 of MDTA extend-
.

ed such training,to older offenders. After 1968, attention

shifted to alternatives to incarceration, pretrialinterven-

tion,, work release, pail-release supports and efforts to re-
.

duce barriers to ex-offender employment.

11.
She finds that participants in the projects reviewed

were relatively disadvantaged members of an already disad-

vantaged population. The typical participant was a young

(19-25) male high school dropout or "pusHbut," 'untrajoed,

unskilled, with little career potential and an'early history

18. Ibid., p.1.

173
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/
of criminal 'abtivity. Employment experiences had been in

low-paying, high turnover, unskilled, deadend jobs. Long

range vocational plaps were ,infrequent.' Rovner-Pieczenik

also reports that "successful" program participants (those

who completed programs, were placed in jobs and maintained

employment) were generally older, more educated, had rela-

tively good .employment histdries, were married and had

skrong(community ties.

Rovnee-Pieczen4 reports positive program impacts on

employment in aerograms also cited by Taggart. The Rikers

Island Pr9lect was ,successfu that more sexperimentals

than controls found white collar jobs. In Project Cross-
).-

roads, a pretrial intervention program, "successfully term-

inated"'participantp had better jobs and wages after, a year

than a matched grdup of controls (the..project did not report

job outcomes of program dropouts). Rovner-Pieczenik also

,cites the Experimental Manpower Laboratory of Corrections

(EMLC) educational program (an extension of the DraperPro-

ect cited by Taggart) as successful, because more experi-
.

. /

mentals than controls, were working six months after 're-

least--; Other programs reported improved work perfatman6e
#

from project entrance to termination (Youthful Offender Pro-
_

ject) or hi4k job placements.
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Rovner-Pieczenik sees such impacts far more positively

than Taggart. She finds it "evident that projects were suc-

cessful in achieliing employment goals.1419 Yet 'she also

notes that 'ex-offenders received minimal assistance from

correctional institutional probation andLpapole officers and

government 'employment agencies' ndig work. Jolq deve1=-

, , , .
oliment ,,effort is deemed inadequate: "It ha's typically been %..:

. 'I
limited to securing jobs for participants and has-O, verlbiced

the potential. of :close k with employers in job redefiAi-,-

tion and restrUCtu 'ng. "20 .-
,

.

---...

Rovner-Pieczenik also o reports that, manY'°.ex-offenders -

had job s tability problems, leaving 'their,- first jobs after
,

only a few months. She qualifies the filiding of job. insta-
c,

.

bility, however, bypo-intIng out that: "high job mobility- -did

knotneceiSarily, mean lack of project' success, -Mut) was often
.,

part of a stepping stone process in which a temporary dead-

,

job was taken until a more desirAble opening is Ovil-

Her report also indicates that-few evaluations-were de-:
,

signed to measure imp4ctsOn reciftvism; Both pretrial di

version programs reviewed 1Project Cutoessroads,ancl Court',Em7
.

.
.

ployment PrOject) report positive-imp'abts
,
on recidivism., A

.

,
..,,..

19.

20.

21.

Ibid.,

Ibid.,

Ibid.,

p.25.

p.4.

p.96.

.1

111

173
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longitudinal follow-up of post-release behaw. of MDT-

trained and releasees conducted by EMLC

showed no difference in recidivism:rates-, in spite'of more

time spent.employed by experimentals. Like Taggart, Rovner-

Pieczenik warms that an over-emphasis "on reducing recidi-

vism can be harmful to projects' other goals."22 She'I ar-

gue that valid manpower questions ,deserve consideration
0

apart, from concern about recidivism.

Although efforts to overcome barriers to 4-offender

employment_had not been specifically evaluated, Rovner=Piec-

zenik does point to intensive.effarts to diSseminate inform-

ation about such barriers and to inspire legislative change

by the National Clearinghouse on Offender Employment Re-

strictions. She finds that efforts, such as the Federal

bonding program, had unmeasured impacts on structural con-

ditions of employment for ex-offenders, although major "so-

cietal barriers to the employment of the offenders"23 re-

mained.

Rovner-Pieczenik emphaSizes the fact that most programs

did not provide. for any controlled.evalu'ation of their im-

pact>. Only the evaluations of prAialtdiversion pr.9grams

and ones Manpower Development and Training Administration

, program utilized a control group, and post-program follow-4p
:.

design. ,Po.ner-Pieczenik_also points to a need fors increased

: 22. Ibid., p.21.%.

1. 23. lipid:, p.89.
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attention to early planning for

maintains, there has been a cl
°

sessment and. program effectiveness citing' the example of
.

interventionntervention programs. I she is generally more

rogram asseesment. . She

se' tie between early as-

positkve.than Taggart tin her assessment of manpower efforts
* e

for drimijel justice populations, s e is also 'far more cries

0

1

tical of e methods used in the valuation of those pro- .

grams.

4.214 Commtrity-Based Programs
a

reviMary Toborg tval. -ewed a morediMited group of.ef-\_:: __.... If

.,
.

forts,'specifical/ly community -based programs operating be==-
. '$)'

tween 1966 and .1975, -imviding employment.seritces eo prison
Q

,

. 5
..

releasees:2:4 .In"additVbn 'to ,ii exteasivereview of program
,

, . ,

t
evaluation's, Toborg conducted a mail /telephone, survey of 250

. .
made Igo visLts to 15 pro-

..\

-...,

*4

employment service programs- and

gramS.

V
Services provided by these programs included counsel-

,

idg, job readiness, training, transa ional pmplo§-,

-'ment, supporte4 work, edud ional upgrading, support,ser7

and' follOw-upeassis-
.,

.4
.

. vices, job developmdht and pialment,
,

was
f, .

tance. Median program length s4 Months. Over .80.0per-,
..

'I

,cent Of all programs ieported that -they prdvided some 'form
0 11 .

:

-,

-41

.
(., /

,

24. Mary, Toborg et al.,' The Transition from. Prison to Airt7
ployment: An Assessment of Community-Based Assistance ',,,
Programs (Washington, D.C.; The Laar'jnstitute, 19.77).k . .

- , .0/

t

, 4 177, i >
.

Y
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],acement e develOpment and

componentt least likely
L.. 4

viewed. VOborg points out

peAsive.

°- .

I

follow7uP-

supported work were program

be providgd-ainong programS re-

that, they are also the most

Typi:cal.plients of such program were adult, prison re7.

Ieaseeswho'had been iricareV'rated, tor at least six Months.

Participants were generally low skilled, had low educational

levels and had 'demonstrated problems in maintaining steady

employment. Toborg points out that female ex- offenders are

at least as disadvantaged in terms of employment as male re-.

leas'ees, but few prograrpsare specifically ddressed to' the

partl,icular employment needs of women ex-offenders.

eoborg's review of surveyed.prdgram impacts on employ-'
,

ment variables con pered each program strategy separately::

Toborg finds that 'there had been little analys,iS of the im-
.

/ 4

pact'Of skills training on employmenCoutcomes, but suggests

that impacts on employMent depend .on. training being tied to

- the, needi of local labor ma

4

Pieczenik4 TobOrg,refers to the success of'the non- tradi-

tional education program developed by°gMLC in improving edu-

1/4e. Like- Taggai't and kovnerL.

Cational levels, but suggests that the impact of educatioffil

gains on employmIpt.hadl-. not been tested. ,4 Similarly,

though- she ticknowledges that ex-7offenders'lacked job-readl-
,

pest/ Toborg, _finds' the impact of job readineSs progrAmS\-.

on employmenthaenot been assessed nor had evaluators ex-'

4' 4
.4

.4,
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* -
1

plored "the relative 'value of :job readiness training, vis-a-

vis other program services, such' as counseling :or job place-
.

ment."25. She reports that supported work :programs' (Vera' s-

Wildeat) had. been successful in promoting good *work 'habits

among participaRts, but,,points' out that as of Januaty 1975,
'a

many participants had friled to move into non-supported,

.

jobs. .Finally, Toborg reports' ,that' although most Surveyed
.. e ,. tt

,
,

-. .

programs c1aimed that the majority of th,eit',dlients were .. .

.' ,,,,, fi ', '.
Nv : . A'successfully placegl, therehad,:been litt le controll.rd eval--:

., - ,

. cation of ..p4lecement efforts; the extent to which itcCessful \f.
. ,

(1,-,-, ,

. ,
,

e
. .

job placement might be Attributed, to the ,programs' -interven-
, _ zt:.1,

. ....
N

tion could therefore.not be deterinined.
.

1.. ,

Although :Tobo'rg ackno4ledges' tha: several programs re-
-,

'
', r

' ....

v.iewed cla'imed positive impactg on xeciclivisme she: alsc14 re=

':
.

port's that- there have been '. few . contrdlled evaluatiOps of. . .

p -
Impact on' 'reci.d'ivism, In a t .year follow-up'

. '
%

Y..,

study, conducted. by'the Experifiental -Manpower Laboratory for
: : 6 /---'

Corrections (EML6,parolees ratio had*.partiCipated-11Y1 a pri=
- . ,

son=based program were found to have initially lower recidi7
,

,

yism rates. than ,Ja control 'group' of parolees who .had not par-
_

tidipIted; these differences; however, dissipated in the,

course of the..three-yar study. ,Toborg .complains that eval=

uations , that did contain measures of recidivism generally
- ;

failed to relate employthent to recidiviSm, nor .were alf-/

fetent recidiism measures comparable across programs.

Ibid., p.16.

- vol

.
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In Toborg's assessment, the state of knowledge concern-
1

inq the, impacts of community-based employment programs for

. ex-offenders at the time of her review was far from ade-

quate.quate. She po nts repeatedly to the absence of systematic

evaluation and the dearth of cross- program comparisons. She

argues that employment programs must measure 'impacts, on job

stability .and job:-quality as well as placeme nt. She also

recorruynd comparative ana s of outcomes of various 9pro-

gram characteristics, in order to determine the value of

providing' a broad range of program services in' cdntrast to

more specifically focused assistance.

In summary, surveys of offender oriented manpower pro-
-. n a

'gram evaldation and reports serve to define the state of

'knowledge about such prograrris in tbekmid-Mb's% .Tobcirg's

1977 review revels that, although d-ba'ttery of service com-
.

lc

3

ponents ranging from job-readinesd training to follow-up as-
I

sitance had been developed, littre is known about the ef-
.

fectiveness_of individual programcomponents or the jvpacts

,,of 'particular program efforts. S,06rai surveys of manpower

prcofams for offenders poi nt repeatedly to' the same few re-
.

portld stecAsee=-Endl.s edu'datibnal',0programl, the Riker"s

Prbject, early pretrial' intervention efforts, but there is
.

' : it
,ono ,systematic- knowledge, of what program components are re-
_ ._.

sporisiblc' f.nr ,these apparent. successes;
at

'4, V,

1

!,116e

1

4-
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4
The- surveys are generally rather positive about- the

,potential of4!tender=orientedmanpower progiams to have de-*
A

strable impacts upon employment; but they tend to view loos-

sible impacts on recidivism as being second in importance to
A,

alleviae ting,the *employment problems of vocationally disad-

vantaged populations. Taggart,s assessment of the "gener-

.0.,

ti

ally disappointing" results of program efforts refletts an
0 .

. 4 ., -

acknowledgement of pootA.Mplementation of manpower programs
si.- fi v

. . 4

in a correctional context; he remains optimistic about the

potential of such progrlamg for'reducing "wasted human- re-
-

sources.". °tiger reviewers seem more positive, bdt.emphasize

ttOe limitations ofwhat is known'about the impacts of voca-

tional.. services. for offenders.. As a group, 'surveys of the

.first t to 15 years ofi manpower programs for offenders
1

. mod'
.pOint toga need for rigorous controlled impact evaldations

f
of such programs, a nee recognized and 'addressedin the

latderk7.kpf of the 19,7g's

4

4.3 Impact Evaluations

-11

In .the past fewoyears the first several of what prom-
.,

ises ,to be an extensive series of ''rigorousp controlled',

,long -term impact evaluations.of:m0or vocatiofta5 efforts for

offender populations hav
. 1 ,

,evaluations reviewed here vary greatly; in -terms of their.
.

"" # er

I)

, program populationsAprogtam designs_ and_relitaited
,e

employment'and recidivism. Yet'they ard.a11, in some sense,

,181

4 Y <1

,
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important contributions to evaluation litera ure and figure,

greatly in current policy-disclissions of offender-oriented

employment prograis7

;

.

4.3.1 The Court Employment Prlet (CEP)

The recent Court Employment Project evaluation
°

I

.een as a response to demandS,for more methodological rigor.

can be

.

A,
in evaluation of Pretrial intervention programk.-r

quacies of previous evaluaons had been painted to

edly, not only by /7avner-Pieczenik, as discussed ab

Inade-
:

repeat-

but

in-

ove,

also by, Joan Mullen ( in.an evaluation of nine, pretrial

tervention efforts reviewed by Rovnet-Pieczenik) and by

Franklin Zimring27 in a specific re-assessment of the first

,CEP evaluation; Zimring poirlts to inadequacies in recidl-

vim' data, fcillow-up dataon employment and-case disposition

. data for'the comparison grout!) in'the early CEP evaluation.

He points out that modtcomparisons in the evaluation were

between successful participants and either unsuccessful

defendants ,(those who had been terminated rom the program)

0
1

26. Salll.Hillman'Bakersand Susan Sadd, "The Court Employ-%
ment Project Evaluation," Vera Institute,of,Just0ice; New
York City, 1979. (Mimeo.)

27. JoaW.Mullen et al'., Final Report: retrial'Intervention;
4 '

Program Evaluation oaf Nine Manpower-Based Pretrial In
tervention Projects Developed linden the Manpower, Admin-
Istraton, U.S. Department `of Labor tCambridge, Mass.:

. Abt Asspalat, s,-;nc. 1974); Franklin Zimring, "The Court
Employment Project," report submitted to the New, York
City Human Resources Administration, 1973' (Mimeo.)

182
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17). J

s

-
ov'the mparison 'tended to bias the results in

favor of the-prograirCgiveh the self-selectionattending suc-

.cessful parti0Pation. Zimiing\arglied that "the only cure

for a-poor evaluation is a good one--4in this -case, large-

scale and careful random assignment experimentation."28 The

recent CEP. evaluation emerged .in response to such recommen-

dations.
St

In January 1977 the Vera Institute began a controlled

design evaluation of the Court Employment Pioject, with the

assistance of 4nding from the National Institute of Law En-
.

forcement and Criminal Justice of the Law. EnforceMent Assis-

tance Administration. The evaluation.tracked 410 experimen-

tals and 256 con'ttbli for ,a year after intake. .TWo

up ,interviews were conducted at six-month intervals. The

evaluation ,desdgn called for random assignment of defendants

screened as eligible* for pretrialdiversion to experimental

and control groups.

The Court Employment Project has a long, well-docu-

mented-history. The Manhattaarograii swas initially funded

-
in 1968. by the Deprtment of Labor, along . with Project

Crossroads in Washington, D.C., as
.°Ile

of two demonstration
-

pretrial diversion programs in the country. These programs
I

served as models fpr DOLs,furthet expansion of manpower-
.

based ptetrial diversiontprogrami. in 1971 and again in

28. Zimting, "Court Epiployment,", p.91.

18,3'

o

5

4

4
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1974.. Other pretrial diversion programs, heaviJ1,funded

through LEAA, developed rapidly in the course of the

1970s. After the initial demonstration phase, C P was 4,1111-1'

off.as an independent, not-for-profit Corporation of the
ti ,67

City of New York funded through the Hump Resource's Admini7

stration. 141

4
As initially articulated, CEP's goals included provid-

ing needed employment services. to tea_ population of criminal

court defendants pre-adtudication as a, means of demonstrat-

ing that employment services can. be life-stabflizing (i.e.,

reduce recidivism) within, a_shdrt period of time (three to

lbfour months of .program participation.)". The'charges against

succ,?ssfuliarticipants were dismissed to eliminate the po-

tential stigma of cqminal justice,involvement.29
:-.

,

Ip the gou e of its history, the kinds of employMent
,

se vices provided joy CEP changed dramatically. Early pro-.

,

.gram' .emphasis had been on job placement. Over-tiMe, CEP

came to see itself less as an siemployment service nd more as

a comprehensive vocational services agency, providing refer-

. rai,s'to Social services, situational counselling; vocational .....c i

" 4 .

cour.-telingiand preparation, liMAedin-house training and,,

job .development. and placement for "job ready": participants.
.

, , ..,*,
' In l97qc, the Job Deve1 kopmentestaff vas re-organized into A'

, g

/1. -,..
1

,

29. As discusedzearlier, although primary goals of pretrial
intervention programs were7concerned with'impactgon case.,
outcomes, we are here_interested.in. such programs only
in terms of thir impacts on employment .and/recidivism.

134
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three-part unit: vocational counselors, who ascIrtained vo--

rational goals; job 'developers, who located jobs in.the com-

munity; and vocational placement specialists, who made s-

cific job% referrals to participants. As noted in Baker's

evaluation, however, the new organization .was far' from suc-

cessful, being -faced with a poorjOb market, difficult cli-

ents to place and severe understaffing.. 'Recently, the vooa-
.

tional services offered,by CEP can be seen asprimarily con-.

fingd to.limited endeavors to improve human capital (improve

literacy, teach participants, to read subway maps and tele-

phone directories, b readiness training and vocational

counseling).

CEP'underiiient other changes as well. But in 1977, when

the evaluation was begun, ,CEP participanti were fe/ony

0 defepdants6residingin NeW York City (except Staten Island)

who ,hAd no outstanding bench warrants or other pending

charges, and who' consented to participate in diversion;
.

.r. .
,

4 . ,..

m juveniles,specifi'cal4 eXbIdded- , ere alcoholics, addicts,

-6
arid those 'fully employed, at the time of contact. The 1977

evaluation revealed that during the evaluation period parti-

cipants were young (man age. 18), largely, male, over

three-quarters minority', mostly single, relatively uneduca-.

,ted and generally unemployed. Half of the partidipants came

a

from welfare families. - The population was typic/a119%

"street" orientedrlikely to "hang out" or 'hustle" in their

free time. Although a quarter were enrolled in school, at-

o
1

3,

185
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tendance was sporadic. oordiRg to Baker., staff found CEP

participants were particularly difficult to place in jobs

.because they were "unmotivated, articulated poorly, dresses

inappropriately, had negative attitudes toward employment,

and often didn't show up for appointments."30

The CEP evaluation failed to find any prograp impact on

'participantst .vocational activities.
0

During a '12'-month

period,following program intake, program participants exper-

ienced signifant increases in their salaries and the
*

amount of their employment, compared to the 21 months before

intake. Contols experienced_exactly\the same improvements.

The data.suggest that thia improvement was probably a result

of maturation. In addition, the evaluation showed no dif-

ference in the ducationalictivities of experimentals and

controls during the twelve months, after arrest, in spite Of

the program's, emphasis on establishing vocational. and/or

educational goals.

The CEP evalUation showed 4o difference in within-prO--

gram period recidivism rates for experiMentals and controls,
. .

either in the number or the severity of rearrests. There

were also no differences revealed in the recidivism rates of

the two groups either in the twelve month follow-up or in,a

subsequent(collection of recidivism data 23 months.after the

beginhins of research intake.

I

30. aa6r, "Court. EMployment PrOject Evaluation," p.92.

ti
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According to Bakers the CEP evaluation raises some

question about whether pretrial diversion was an appropriate

context for effective social service delivery. Although over

half the experimentals in CEP attended the program regularly

and were successful in having their cases Oismissed, these

7 clients were no different on Measures of vocational, educa-

tional and criminal activity than experimentals who did not

attend. Baker suggests that CEP participants were far more

concerned with getting their charges dismissed than they
v

ere with the services provided by CEP. She suggests that

.the Client. population was suspicious' of formal helping'
.

.

orgailizations and more likely to turn to family arid friends
.t.

plving personal and employment problems. She also cau-
..

ticins4that yoLing; urban minorities face powerful barriers to

any successful intervention im their vocational lives.

Clearly, the. recent CEP evaluation severellOgbalifies

t4 positive findings o the earliest. review. In large
AM
part, thin represents, as Zimringdemanded, a "cure for a

pOor..evaluation" i.e. large-scale', careful, ndom assignment

experimentation. 'It might be po,i.nted out t the vocation-'
1

al services offered by CEP in 1477 wive greatly diminished.

from those provided in the healthier jobmarket of 1967, but

it is nevertheless apparent that the_vocatiogal services of-._

fered; during the,eloluatiOn period by CEP had' no impact on
'

either, the vocational or 'criminal activities of program par-.

iici9ants.

/
187.
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4.3.2 The Job Corps a

Established by the Economic Opportunity Actof 1964 and

transferred from the Office of Economic Opportunity toothe

Department of Labor in 969, the Job'Corps is one of the

Oldest/ largest efforts targeted at the employment problems

of extremely disadvantaged, youth. the Job Corps combines in
, .1446

a comprehensiv,e 'se? Vice model A4Tal.k of:educatioh, vocation -

al skills training, health care, .residential living,

soling and other ancillary services. The program has re-

. cently reached out for special target groups such as "solo
4110,

parents," the handicapped and ex-offenders. The-Job Corps

has been incorporated without charige into the Department of

Labor'''s Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) ef-

>40

forts cas Title- IV of the 1973 Act. . Under CETA,.the Job

° Corps 9onbiinues to be administered at the federal level And
7-

is mainly implemented in two approaches: "contract-centers"

run ,by., private groups selected in competitive bidding by re=
-

gional offices,of the Department of Labor and vilian con-

serystion centers".(CCC centers) operated on public lands by
0

the Department 'of Agricultqre,and the

terior.

A Matherttatita Policy Research'(MPR) survey of Job'Corps

participants 151 the spring of 1977 revealed that, at that

time,-Corpsmembers were overwhelmingly y4pung,(one half under

age 18), minority (59% black, 11% Hispahic, and 5'% American

A.

m

,!!
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Indian) and predominantly male (7()%):31 Nine. out of ten

CorpSmembers had not as yeL completed high .school and one,

third had never worked as long as one month. In all, Corps-

members were found' 4 be among the most severely dig'ad-:

yantaged ,of manpower program target groups: according to

MPR, "AlmoSt all Corpsmembers have experienced poverty; wel-

fare dete-ndence; or hoth."32 ,

.
.Because of its size and the.scope of Its e; forts to.im-
7/ . d

.,. .1

piirve the labor market pro§pects of extremely disadvantaged

',groups, the Job Corps has received Considerable attention

during the first decade and a half of itz'existemce. In

1969, Louis Harris and Associates conducted a surveyof for-
%

mer Job Corps participants; in 1975Levitan and Johnson pub-,

APthed another study of the pro gram.33 This early research,
'0 0

howevei, Was handicapped by an inability 'bid .obtain informa-
1

tion fromlomparisoh or, randomly sel;ctea Control groups of

non-participants. The ,studL.0 furthermore were concerned_

only with employment.measures even though the target pOpula4

tion was ch acterized as .includin.g: those with behavioral

p
at, a

V

31. Charles MaIlar et al., Evaluation.of the 'Economic Impact
of the Job Corps Program 4Prince,ton: Mathematica Policy
Research,_Decembere 1978.)

32. Ibid., p.11.

33. LouiS Harris amol..Associates, A,Survey of Ex-Job Cor- p- s-

.

mem (New York: Harris Associates', 1969); Sar-Levita? and
Benjamin Aohnson, The Job Corps: A Social Experiment-
That .Wor'kL (Balkimore: The ,John Hopkins University
Press, 1975.).,

4,

'
11 /,'" r
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problems, often involving serious criminal' records. Levitan

anij Johhson nevertheless concluded that the Job Corps was

largely "a_social experiment that work's.' They cited data

,showing a positive.impaction employment -which increased thee

" Imost all

t...)

studies have found that Corpsmen-are, better off after the

program thanthey were on entrance :, whether their standard

of measurement is employment, earnings, educational level,

motivation, or work.habits."34
-

(

These early indications of Job Corps. success have been
A ,___,,,A.

.
.

substantially confirmedymathematica's recent, rigorously

conducted longitudinal evaluation of the program. Beginning
,.

*
I.

0 in 1977, MPR surveyed both a dross-sectional sample pf Job
g

-Corps ,participants and a comparison group sample that com-

bined selection from among young school dropouts (70%), and

somewhat older applicants to state Emp,1dyment Service of-

fices (30%). The researchers took advantage of the fact

that jai fiscal' 1977 the Job Corps was relatively unevenly

availab4.to disadvantaged groups around the country. It

wc.s accordinN.y, pbssible to obtain a sample of nonparfici-.
7-,. .

pants from areas ndt "saturated" by the program.; subsequent

comparisons between Job Corps participants and the:non-par-
.

ticipant saMple
,

were further refined by statistical adjust-
sr.

ments a.med.at eliminating any effects attributable to pre-

existing differences between the two's,imples.

t

34t Levitan and Johnston, Job Corps, Tr.P101.

, kou
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The MPR researchers sought to.conceptualize the

`evaluation of Job Corps impacts in humen.,Fap.ital terms an

to. apply this conceptual scheme both to labor 411 rket impaAsj

4

Mallar et al. comment:

of the program' and to dts 'potentlal for a rting ,

4 . r

cAgice .underlies many,
.,studies of employment and training programs. this
'theory suggests"that'individuals choose among com7
peting demands on their time -according to the wage
rates they can receive, other prices, and sources
of nonemployment sincome thatr are available. A
person's wage rate is hypothesized .tlb depend .on
his or her prod4ctivity, which increases with edu-
cation and vocational training. Job Corps should

,increase participants' productinaty,-wage rates,
. and economic motivation work

The MPR researchers .identify -four distinct areas within

4

which
4
the program!would. exert impaliFtS.1 Fir4st, experience in ..4

..-

the program should, the lai activitiesmarket activitps4of the
.

.

participants, enabling tklem'to. increase their productiviy,
t,

1

and thereby receive more employment,'higher wage.rates, and ,

0 .11'

higher earnings. Besides short -term effects directly at.tri- ..
/...

buteble to the CorpS,ithe ultimate impacts orb labor mar-
.' . . . :A

-'keiy activities might include "subsequent reinforcing ef-.

fects." These wcfuldAoccur .inc caises where early poqt-program.

employment provided "on-the-job training, and a record of
4

All

worker r\eliability that ,i., in turn, rewarded wit, ev(a.n
. . .

4 . ' .
, .

.

" . .

higher wage rates and earnings, in-the future.9 ..
,

..

35. Mallar, Evaluation oL.the Job Corps, p:32.

*4

36. Ibid., p.24:-
.
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Besides.its impacts on labor market activities, it was

expected that
I.

Job Corps participation might have impacts in

three other areas: increasing human capital 'investment

(trainihg and work experience, education, mobility,, health

and Military service); reducing welfare dependence; and re-

ducing antisocial behavior (drug and alcohol abuse an cri-

minal behavior). In suggesting theoratiCal reasons why an

anti-crime impact should occur as a result of the program,

the evaluators add a mix of other rea'son's to. the already.de-

Veloped theme of economic choice:

The post-program reductions in antisocial beliac)ior
stem from the entire JOb Corps effort to- promote.
more regular life styles and employment--from
counseling and center to the vocational
training and' educational setrvices- ' Training and

4`.edudatioh are .important because, 'to the extent
'that Job Carps is successful in increasing the em-
plOyaBOaity (i.e., labor-market :poductivity) a

,ithe educational abilities of CorpSMembers, legiti-,
mate' activitieg become increasingly more attrac-
tive relative to illegitimate activities:37

Mallar finds that Job Corps paelyicipants usuall'y'texper-
.

ienced. a two-month intervaL'of depressed employment and-
.

ea rnings after leaving the program and while re-entering the

. labOr market but, the n achieved gains greater than would
, .....

have occurred without participation. ,In the- week prior to
, . ..s

-

the follow-up survey, at an average of seven months after
I 4 ' .,

leaving the program, Job Corps males. who completed the pro-
k 1 ,, V

gt'am earned $23.24 more than it wag. estimated would have
A ' ,

been the case without the PrograM. '', 'ouths who failed to

8.

37. Ibid. p.28.

C
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complete the program, including both early drop-o6ts'and

"partial Q4kpleters," experienced short - term. .re-vadjustment

probleMa and their longer term impacts "are far less certain

(small, sometimes negative, and most often statistically in-
.

signilicant)1"38

Program completers also increased their human capital

investments, reduced their reliance on welfare and other

transfeR payments, and reduced their,crimoinal and drug-alp-use

activities. The impact on arrestswas evident for all ex-

perimentals, including. early dropouts and partial complet-,

ers- The authors conclude:

While not all of these individual effects are sta-

tistically significant, several are, and the pat-.

tern.se s clear for program completers. These

other e omic, impacts are also more AuestAocnable'

for yout who do not complete the progr6m, except

4 for the ,reddctions in arrests for males, which

4 amount tO over eight fewer arrests for every 100

Corpsmembers.39

L, Difficulties arise in interpreting the .implications of

the research for a behavioral model of employment and its

impact on criminality. The evaluation ConcentrAted pro->

gram completers, but this group constitutes only thirty per-
..

cent of all, enrollees., Forty percent-of enrollees in Job

Coi-ps.in fact dropped out during their first 90 days in the /

program and another 30 percent were rpartiVi. completers."

38. Ibid., p.iiit
/

39: Ibid.,. p.34.

mit
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The detailed findings of the MPR research point to

sometimes puzzling patterns". in the experiences oe'partici-

pants.dwhen they are grouped according to program completion.

'status. E*amining the relationship between Job Corps par-
.

ticiphtion and criminality, it becomes evident that .the pro-

gtam's.iMpact on crime consists of a mixture of "social con-

trol" and "behavioral change" dimen'sions. Placed in resi-

dential settings under close supervision and At a dis tance

from theit inner-city homes, it is not 'surprising that the

incidence If self-reported burglaries and auto larcenies de-.

clined three-fold among JobrCorps parti'cipants as contrasted
.

with a comparison group ,ill residing on'their "home turf."
.

Furthermore, in the post-program period, experimentals
f

exhibited dramatically more geographical mobility than the

comparison, group, althOugh the, researchets did not consider

the relationship between increased *iobility and other vari-

ables., As the evaluation's detailed data show; an'ahti-

ciime impact did co.ninue- into the post-program follow-up

period, but-onlyAt about one third the level Of the in-pro-

gram impact. It is also puzzling to note that arrests were

reduced much more during74the follow-up,period among early

dropouts (11 fewer arrests per 100 over six months) than was

true for either those who completed the program or "partial

49.tmpleters' (six f- ewer' arrests per 10.0 over six months for,

both groups).

. ,. ,

( .19.1
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Since, the eValustors estimate thAt 'half of the economic

benefits to society accrue from reduction in arrests (both
r

during ttie program period and afterwards) it is hoped that

the research will attempt to further analyze the intercon-

nections amo.ng residential living/mobility, mployment im-

pact and crime. Furthermore, since the Job Corps serves a

very young pdp0lation (aged 16 to 21) and since cthe inci-

dence of arrests begins decline: preCipitously shortly

after this age range., it must be expected that it will be-
.

lo

.*

me increasingly difficult at to assess-Olorlger term program

impacts on arrests as their.incidence decreases among both
.

older ex-Corpsmembers and the domparitori groiip.j9.
.0

OP

4.3.3 The Supported Wdrk Programs

One of the more intensive efforts to improve the em-
_.

ployability of ex- offenders' was begun in 1972, when the Vera

Institute set. up the Wildcat ServiceCorporation to provide
0

jobs and' job training to chronically, unemployed former her-
.

4
oin addicts and criminal Offenders. '.-Wildcat,introduCed the,

concept of "supported Work" as a mearyS of structuring work

....

44,4

l '
L.

.

40. A recentlr- released follow-up Study, of. Job Corps. im-,

pacts, Charles"mallar et al:, .Evaluation of the Economic
Impact of the Job Corps Prbgram: Secondlolio144up Report.
(Princeton, N.J..: Mathematica: Policy ResearehpL 198*0 re-
vealed that program impacts .on employment and :earnings

%

.. %

-.

remains' stable over a twb-y.ea period:after the baseIlne
interviews, but program impacts on criminality faded out

.
rapidly after Corpsmembers;.were out of the popgxath for a
year. . , V;

..
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experience for these hard-to-employ. populations.

elements of the supported vork*struct.ire were:

1'

/

The main

employees worked in crews;

a me%ber of the crew served as chief with special
responsibilities;, .

supervisors oversaw ahidfs and crews with an eye on
production goalS.as well as rehabilftative needs of

r '
the Workers1

-- Masks and work, rules were defined clearly for the

workers;
\ A

-- workers were provided- with regular feedback on their
performace;

st6ess, 'demands and expectations' imposed on the

worker' began at a low" level and were increased as
the worker's capacity dveloped;

frequent rewards were used to reinforce
work performance;

effective

-- discipline was imposed at the work site to teach
..good work habits and increase production;

-- the work performed Was produttive. and seen as valu-
able by the workers;

-- counseling and other forms of support4services 'were
made avajlabie after work hours.

The Wildcat program was supported by a consortium of

N
funding agencies including the Department of Labor's Employ-

.

le-nt and TraihAg Administration, the National Institute on

Drdt, Abuse (NIDA), the. Ford Foundation, and theLaw Enf9rce-

lent Assistance Administration (LEAA). Operatihg funds were
k

also pr,7iided by fe s charged for Wildcat services, and by

the'e-partment of Hea th, Education and Welfare (HEW), which

,diverted, to the Corporation's), salary pool the 'welfare say-
.

".°

9
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ments to *lick Partic,ip'ants would have. beer entitled if they

had not been earning a Wildcat wage.

.The Vera Institute conducted a. controlled design evalu-

ation of the program, with
-

the assistance pf funding from

NIDA and the N:Y.C. -Department'oflamployment.41 The evalug-

tion covered only those participants who were referred to
. .

.

Wildcat from heroin addiction treatment agencies. One hun-.I #

.dred ribnety-four_ experiniental, who were randomly assi,gned
,

to the program, and 207 controls, who were randomly pre7

'vented. from- ento<L1 the, program were tracked, for three

years starip:ing in July of 1972. The evaluation showed that

_
the program increased employment, stability and earning ca-

pacity amorig .the ex- addicts sample, but that this

difference between experimentals and controls narrowed as

the thre-year period wore on. in aadittont, the program ap-

peared, to reduce 'long-term welfai.e dependency among-partici-

pants.
. .

.

,

he evalua04oh also shoWed that a smalldr percentage of
6 . .

the e e imentals weee _arrested than 'controls ove. the

three-year period. However,. these data showed'a'vei-y-large
.4

difference between arrests of experimental§ and of controls-
.

at the end of the eixst Year, but virtually no difference ati:

1

the end of,- the' third year. fheeAluati'qn showed" .

, \ .-
. ..,-41,

i, . . , :`,
;

*

41tLucy N. Friedman, The Wildcat Ei7aluation:4Ah Earl' Test

of Supported Work i-E-Drug Use Rehabilitation (Rockville,
National Institute on Dru4.-"Abuse, 1978):

N 197
(5,
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that employment was closely associated with low- arlpt. rates

in both groups.,,e Indeed,. "for both experimental and con-

trols, the three-year arrest rate of sample members who were

employed for more than 18 of the 36-month study period was

leSs than half the rate of sample members employed for fewer
I

.

\
.than 18 of the 36 months."42

1, 'ta
e The apparent Success of the Wildcat program led the De-

partment 'of Labor to collaborate wit h the Ford Foundation

an tlie'De$partTent of Health, Educaticin and Welfare in fund-

ing a large scale, multi-site supported work program known

X
,as the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC).

MDRC was planned on a broader scaae than Wildcat, providing.:

services to four'distinct groups:. ex-.offenders, ex-addicts,

juvenile delinquentstnd Welfare mothers. The program was

specifically conceived as an exPeri-Kint, a means of testing

ti tilOf'impacts of supported Work op diffarent"popul ations.

MDRC Implemented Ian evaluation: =similar in its con-

trolled design to th&-desigN,useeby yera,in researching the

Wildcat( program.43 The research was carried out,by Mathema-1

tica Policy Research and tie Institute-for Research on Pov-

erty at the University of Wisconsin. Eligible volunteers

were randomly assigned either tb a group of 3,214partici-
.

O
# .

42. Ibid., p.4.

el
-

0

4. ' ,e,

43. Manpower Demonstration 'Research Corporation, Summary and
eindings of the National SLAppoetedi Work -Demonstration

(Cambridge: Ballipger PuIlliStang Clo:, 1980).
\,v
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pants or a, group of 3,402 controls, Data On each oP the in-

\
kartidipant groups c(ex-ogenders, ex-addidts, ju-

venile delinquents, and welfare mothers) were examined separ-

ately for program impacts at ninemonth,intervals-over a'

, .

three-year study perj.od.

During the period of the demonstration; from March 1975

through De ember 1978, 10,043 persons Oere employed as par-

ticipants in MDIC: 38 percent ex-offenders 21 percent AFDC

recipients',' 2 percent' youth and 12 percent ex-addicts (an

additional 6 were composed of mental health patients and

aldoholics, groups not examined by controlled research with=

L' the Eligibility criteria were designed to en7

slre that partidipant4 be severely disadvantaged--AFDC women

must have received welfare for over three years, ex-addibts

'and ex-6fferider must have been in *treatment programt or in7

within, t}le past six months,, eligible youth must .

,4

be high-sChool dropout's, and 50 percent of them must have .

had prior contact witA the criminal justice system. Parti-
..

cipants were "poor, minimally educa,t.ed, with little cohnec-

tion to and experience with the regular labor market, but

with'considerable links,to and experience with criminal jas-

ticeandpubric assistance agencies."4,'c

Several features of supported work were rigorously

.
.

, .

Standardized across,program sites. All sites maintained the
...,

44. ibid., p.7.

11J
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same eligibility requirements, wage and bonus structure, and

.period of maxiltum participation. In addition, all sites

iirovided peer suppo'rt,-graduated stress and close supervi-
file

sion. Yet graduated stress was-, implemented Alffeently at

various sitese sometimes as increased productivity demands

over time, sometimes is increasingly complex task assign- 110-

ments and sometimes in the.form',0f.decreased degrees of su-
,

pervision. The types of work provided also.varied across

security, day..
,

programs, inclding. building, Antenance,

\ care, construction and manufacturing jobs:

*, Taracteristics of the performance of different parti-

cipant.groups within. the program varied greatly. Average
o

Plenth of, stay in supported work was 6.7 months, yet there '

was considerable variation across partiipant groups. Wel-'

fare- mothers sta,id longest in supported work, an average of

- 9.2 months. _Ex-offenders were most likely torleave the pro- .

ram quickly, staying an average bf 5.2 months. Overall,

'c .30.percent of all participants were dropped from the Program

r
for' poor performance. &lfare .mothers were least likely_to

be dropped (11%); ex- addicts and youth were most likely to
.

be droppe d (37% each). W41fare mothers were also most like-

.1y.to move to full -time 'unsubsidized employment after pro-

.-

, gram participation. 6
.

4).t , \
jmpacts on the,employment activities of different par--

°

,

, ticipant groups as compared to thedr respective control

groups also/varied c9nsideral,ly. Throughout the.poet-prd=

. .,---7.-

/

2U(/ . ..
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gram 'period,. AF DC .experimentaPs did significantly .better

than AFDC 'controls in -terms of increased employment, in-'
----, ...

. ....

creased earnings and 'reduced welfare dFpendence. Research
. /2

. . ,

also showed. that ex-addict,experimentals.demonstrated more

post - program employment and better wages than ex-addict con-.

trols in the final nine.-months-reviewed (the period be tween

the 27th and 36th Month) although there` were ho signific-ant.

differences in employment between the two ,groups in the fm-'
.

mediately preceding period, There were no significant.dif-
.

ferences in the post- prograi employment and earnings pro-

,.files.ot experimentals and controls for either the ex-offen-

der or 4. youth groups.

The ex-addict experimental group also demonstrated sub-
,

stantjaily less criminal activity than the ex-addict control'/

group,, both during and after program participation. There

were, however, no apparent impacts on thecrimial'acEivity,

of either the ex-offender or the youth groups, either during

ort after pro/ram involvement.. , Drug use was not signif i-
l-

cantly affected in any -of the sample's.,
6

The final findings of the.MDRC evaluation can be seen
44

as to some extent qualifying the earlier positive findings

of the WikCat eva4uation. Although. there was apparent im-

pict on the eftloyment and criminal' activities of e'ex-'ad-
,

dict. group, as reported by Wildcat, theke was n evidence
A

that Supported work could be extended to ex-offender and

xouth "p4ulations with 1 success. 'Nor was there

201
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dence, in Wildcat, that Employment was closely-assotiated.

with :low arrest rates across experiMental and control

groups: FOr ex-offender and youth groups theie was no ap-

parent within- program impact on criminals activity-, although,

because piogram employment was supplied--to'all participants

experimentals displayed far more employment-,clueing -xthe

nine months th,F.cdntrols.
.

The MDRC final report indicates that supported work had

-very different impacts for different groupS:-, It has not,

`.0
however, been shown

,

to have any positive impact on either

theemploymerLt or the crime activities of youths' and ex -of-
<

fenders, the two -groups with which this review is centrally
,

concerned:

4.3.4. Financial ,Aid W Released 'Prisoneis:. The LIFE and
'.TARP Experiments

recent years, increasing attention has been focused'

On the plight of the rele,ased offender, particularly, on the
.11

difficult re-adj,Ostment period faced by releaseeS immediate-

ly after release. Itva known that many releatees'had long

(cimin'al histories at t e time of confinement and evidenced

substantial likelihood of being re-arrested .after- return to

the community. It was (reasoned further that the typica in-

mate's. xperience while in prison was often destructive in a
R

social-psychological sense and, because of.the dearth of
N.

high quality programs, offered little that would effectively

r t 2U2
r
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prepare m for re-entry.
(

Fihally, 'it was recognized that

s.

..

the vast majority.of inmates leave prison without savings,
.

,
. . . .

. . :.

without immediate entitlement to unemployment benefits,iand.
.

'1
. ./

with very poor prospects 'for employment. Thus,t, they are

without resources at a time when 'the need for tjem is acute...

This perspective on, the plight of'ex-pristiners identi-'
.

fied them as a- population Critically. in needof vocational

I

.

assistance, and suggested ,that recidivism among ex-prisoners ,

could be reduced by increasing the 'r employment and expa4d-
41

ipg their:future employment opportu ities. Although the De -''

.partment bf Labor incorporated those objectives in MDTA and
.=,

implemented that directive during the'1960's.and 1970Ps in
N

the various-vocational training-,and job placement\programs
0

for inmates within prisons and after release,for those Who

could not find. work immediately the problem of acute finan-

#
cial.neW at_ the time of. release reMined.\

.

I ; .

.

For .thilt reason>\ the, Department began experimenting
.

With the' provision of modest financial aid, to ex-prisoners

4

for a short transitional period. after releage. These eper-
.

fiments Were organized and supervised by the Office of Re-

search and Developmenl within, the 'Employment and Training

,Administration. They began in 1971 with the BaltiMore LIFE.

experiment (Living Insurance for Ex.:-PrispnerT).45

't

r

4

45. Kenneth Len ihan, Unlocking the Second Gate,. R&D Mono-,,,

graph '45, U.S. Department of LabOr (Washington, ,D.C.:

Government Printing
1
0!fice, 19774. -
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The LIFE program was la research and demonstration pro-

ject, directed by Kenneth Lenihan. It soughirto determine

whether or not the provision of transitional aid payments

upon relea.se would re ce re- arrests for property crimes

Persons being released from Maryland

state prisons were randomly assigned to one of four groups--

those who received transitional aid payment8, those who re-

among ex-prisoners.

delved vocational counseling and job placemelits only, those

who received bothpayments and job placement services, and

those who received ,no treatment at all. ,k1coholics and ad-
,

dicts were screened out.. The target population had commit-

'?ted at least one property crime, been arrested more than

once, were 'under 45, had not participated in work release,

. had under $400 in savings, aria were generally vulnerable to

rearrest and unlikely to find work easily. Participants _

were entitled to the fullallotmentsqf $78-0 even though they

secured employthent. In -that event, the weekly payments were

reduced bdt extended in time. This 'arrangement was designed

to prevent-the payments fron:agting as disincentives to em-
.

A

ployment,ong the participants.
.

Lenihan found that those receivingpayments evidenced a

23c percent re- arrest rate for property crimes over a one-

year period. This codiiared with re-arrests of 31 percent

for those who received either job placement or no service at

all. This.8 percent difference reflects-acrelativedecrease

of approximately 25 .percent in property. related arrests
/

among experimentals.

204
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The study also found a strong, consistent relationship

between 'being employed and reduced -arrests among the Fe-
(

search subjects in all groups., However, despite intensive
...._

& .

efforts at job placement, ,the program did not show greater

levels of employment among those getting this service than

awing control groups. Indeed, Lenihan believes that the

arrest differences among experimentals and controls produced

by the payments would have been substantially greater had
4

the program been more successful in finding emplomerit for

participants.

Although .encouraged by the findings of the LIFE pro-
.

gram, the Office of .Research aid Derlopment recognized that

the program was- implemented under- particular experimental

conditions which limited lts Spetifically,

the participants in LIFE were given a great deal of skilled,

individualized attention by the research staff which Would

not e replicated in a large scale employment security of-

fice. I addition,. the participants in LIFE were all people

with a hig probability of re-arrest, rather than the gen-

eral popula iall'of those discharged from prisoTf.

For those' reasons, 'the 'Office decided to test thb of -
A

fecti 'of su h transitional aid under conditions that more

closely approximated those that would obtain if and when

this ,for of intervention were institutionalized. 'There-

fore, two new experiments.were begun in January, 1976.

205
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'The new experiments were operated in Texas and Georgia'

. and were researched together under the name. Transitional Aid ,

.

Research Project (TARO: TARP Dpolved approximately 2,b00
,..

participants in each state.. All werd*ex-felons who entere

the program at%the pOint of release from prison; however,

eligibility was extended toall 'releasees. In addition, the

- financial analogous to unemployment. benefits ($64 per

Week -Texas an $70 in Georgia), was distributed through

the Employment Security Offices in each state and its' con-
. 4

tinuance 'was Subject to all 'the normal unehpldyment insur-

ance rules and regulations. The most notable impact of

these rules was that the payments were reduced,substantially ,

by the amounts which paLicipabts earned' from emplo'ymen't.

The TARP,programlalso sought to determine whethet or

not larger payments had any effect on re-arrests.', Thus

there Were five research groups establithed 'in each state as

follows: 1) 26 weeks.ofpayments within a one-year eligibil-
,

4XY period, with benefits reduced on a dollar-for-dollat ba-
.

sis for earnings received; 2,) 13 weeks of payments within a
.

one-year eligibility period with benefits reduced on a dol-
,

e:. lax-for-dollar basis for earnings; 3) 13 weeks of payments

within a one-year eligibility period with benefits reduced-

25 cents for every &Mar of earnings; 4) no payment eligi-

bility4,but job placement sktvices provided with up to $103

64f
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for the purchase of tools, 'work clothes, etc.'; 5) no payment

eligibility nor job placement services of any kind, i.e.,

the ftill control group. Finally, approximately 1,000 other

prison releasees were followed up, through checks on re-ar-

rest record"; and FICA earningd records. 1

Tie findin regarding the overall effects of the.TARP

experiments were summarized by the researchers as follows:

First of all, there were no sigkificant overall

differences iri either state ,between experimental

and control groups In aVerage KuMbers of arrests

on property-related charges .during the post-re-

lease, year: Secondly, there were no overall dif-

ferences in csher .types. of arrests (not rated to

property). Thirdly, the work disincentiN'effects
of TARP payments'were considerable in both states,
with persons in payment g ?oups working consider-

ably fewer weeks over the post-release year. Fi-

nally, there were not very strong differences in

the total annual earnings of experimebtaLs as core=
pared to control groups, a finding that suggests

that the experimental subjects managed to get

higher wages when they..dia work and hence' earned

:about the.same amount over the year'as the .con-

trols even though'they,worked overall fewer weeks

during that leriod.46 4

-

The most interesting findings of these experiments are,

those which the authors.describe as the ;Counter-Balancing

Effects" fthe program:

r.

The findings suggest that the TARP payments had

two effects that ;opposed each other and balanced
each, other out. ' On the one hand, TARP payment
lowered the number of arrests experienced by per-

OA

46. Peter H. Rossi,' Richard A. Berk and'Kenneth $. Lenihan

Money, Work and Crime (New York: Academic Press, 19/10),

I,.p.2°.
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sons receiving the payments. On the other hand,
because TARP payments increased unemployment and
unemPlayment increases arrests, the payments pro-
dUced a side effect that wiped 'out the direct ar-
rest averting effects.47

The work, disincentive effect of the TARP program was

not found' inthe'LIFE program because, as previously indica-

ted, the payments in LIFE Were not reducedby earnings from

employment. Instead they were-stretched out over time and

*the-participant never lost his lull entitlement. In TARP,

however, the regular rules of unemployment insurance result-

ed an emproyed participants-permanently losing funds they

would otherwise have received. Th), evidence is clear and

strong that these administrative. .arrangements pebduced

greater unemployment and considerably longer aVerage timers

to first employment among experimentals than among con.trOls.

Thus, the TARP ndings are consistent with those from

the LIFE program: Where there was,, no administratively fri-

duced workpsincentive, transitional aid payments did re-

duce arrests for property crimes. -Indeed,.the TARP payments

had a similar, but weaker, effect on non-property arrests.

Another element of consistency between the two experi-

Lants is the finding that employment° is associated with de-

creases in post-release arrests. In fact,. in TARP this re-

lationship was stronger than that between the financial aid

and rea...ced recitivism. It is atso interesting to note that

.47. Ibid., I, p.21. 208
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employment in the TARP experiment was associated with feWer

non-property arrests. Finally, the TARP group that received

job placement services did not experience any more "employ-

ment than the control group, which received no TARP services

of any kind.

In summary, the LIFE, and TARP experiments both demon-
*.

stnte that financial aid to ex-prisoners gat a transitional

period immediately following release can reduce the number'

of re-arrests that would, ensue otherwise. Employment has a

similar, but even stronger effect on re-arrests. The finan-

cial aid, ,however,\ls a potential °disincentive to employ-

ment, and its het impact on recidivism can only be realized

this disincentive effect is blocked.

4.4 'Reflections on Recent Research

It is Clear from our review of recent evaluations that

employment program models for high` risk youth and ex=of-

.

fenders vary 9.1-4.atlin terms of the scope and intensity' of

vocational efforts. Tcaborg suggests that

training, counselling and placement services

majority of such programs.

Among ehe programs considered in rent impact evalua-

tions, CEP provided the least intensive vocational services,

consisting largely of oice -a -week vocational counselling, in

job p,eadinese'

constitute the 4'

spite of' the existence of a Job development component. The

Job' Corps must be consideved far more- intensive, because of
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its longer-term, residential design. The services, provided

were also more intensive thdn those offered by CEP (educa-

tional and vocational training, skills developmentsome-

times involving on-site worker presence--and counseling).

Yet both programs are cleay.y efforts to Upgrade the human

capital°of participaritgAhile sharing the human capital ori-

entation of other -vocational programs, supported work pro-

vides the most intensive employment model, offering a full

year of within-program employment expdiience for ,severely

disadlmnta9ed populations.

Program services in the programs reviewed were gPner-
.

.ally aimed at two distinct program populations--disa0van-

taged youth-and ex-offenders (supported work alo provided

.

services to ex-addicts, a population which often has ex.ten-
,

sive criminal-j tic, Involvements).The icEP evaluation 94K,

gest6-.that high rick youth may be a difficult group for whom

to provide vocational services. For youth, being ,employed-

at the time of a first interview was not necessarily a good

predictor of employment at the time of the sgr.ond'interview,

althOugh suchaia relationship is -expected in samples of

adults. The CEP evaluation found that high risk youth are
...._

exre erratic in their work histories, and particula ly
\

in nepd of 'vocational and educational upgrading. .

. ,
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Although the Job Corps evaluation concurs about the vo-
,

catiOnal disadvantages of their ydung population, it sug-

s9.

gestb that young program participantsg'do respond to voca-

tional setvices in supportive, re,sidential settings.r The

extremely high drop-out rate in the Job Corps, however,

might be noted as supporting the CEP contention that young

program participants display-,unstable work--and program--be-

haviqr. ,MDRC, in assessing post-program employment, found

-4
that, youth were "less stable in jobs once they get them thAo

the ex-addicts and ex-offenders, and far less stable than
0

AFDC women."48The fact that MDRC expanded services for the

.

youth cohort to include remedial'education and skills train-

ing suggests ,a belief.,that intensive human capital pgradirig

is particularly appropriate for highafisk youth:4

The employmentprobJgms of oldet ex-offenders, on the

other hand, may be as tied to employment barriers' for such

.

, 0

groups as they are to lack of.skills.. 'Surveys of employment

programs, paint repetedly tosstatutory limitationS on ex -of-

fender employment and elm) oyer reluct/nce to, hire ex-offen-

ders. The LIFE and TARP evafilations suggest that ex-offen-
- 1

ders are particularly disadvantaged in terms,of emplo meht

4\thimmediately after release. They have limited resources wi

I

9

48. MDRC, $UMmIry and Findings, Ch. VI, p.2.
A
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which t4 'finance a job search and are further burdened by an
.

.

obvious, lengthy gap in their employme-nt hiistory. In aadi-

tion-to. financial aid to released prisohers, extensive job

development and placement efforts for ex-offenders are

t

r

called 'for repeatedly in surveys of program ai-terature.

The results were mixed for,the receq impact evalua-,.

tkons reviewed; in terms of "both. effects On eMployment.and

recidivism% CU reported no impact qh.employme t or reeidi-

vism: The Job Corps evaluation shOwed'a signi 'icant.4-impact

on the post-program employment and earnings of experimentals

in contrast to -the comparison group; the impact was par..t,ic-

, ularly strong for program compl,kers, following a brief Lag

after leaving 'the program, and women' Both Wilptat and MDRC
L. .

reported positive impacts on the employment activiti.es, of

ex- addicts; the MDRC evaluatiOn.showed' no impact on eMploy'-.

.

ment for youths and ex-offenders.

For...those groups for whoM there'.-was g reported' impact
7

on eMployment (Job Cotps youths and ex- addicts in supported

work), evaluations also reported.a positive impact on recid-
.

ivism.' For other groups, for °Whom. therewa"s no program

/pact on employment (CEP'youthi MDRC'youtA and"ex-offenders)

there were no reported impicts on 'recidiASm. The relation-
. ..s

ship between employment and crime suggested by this concilr-
.

rence of impacts, however, is far from clear-cut. *

OP*

4.
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The evidence concerning linkages between employment' and

crime in the- recent program evaluations reviled' is mixed.
.

`point
-.- w

reviled'
,-

Both the Wildcat and TARP ,evaluations to, an ,Wsocia-.
0-- %.;.., ..

. , i

tion between employment and reduced dtdminal,,activity..; In-
..

_
...

.

am--ng, both experimentals and 'controls, those"-, who,

.%.
0

worked over 18 months in the sehree-year Study period 'were.,,,
,

'.--- ,.., i-''.,
..

than
'-,4 #.4(

arrested 'significantly less often than those who worked less
...

'.

.

than 18 months. The study of TA also .foundounctdHetemploy-:' #

,

4
, \

,

ment had a strong 'effect on re-arrestilk-but that-. financial` -

aid, as ir-7-Ctured in the Georgia and Texas experimentS,*t
L . .

,

.served 'as a,disincentiqe to eaployMeqt.- The MDRC evalua-
i °

tion, however; did not Mind
.

an ociation between eMploy-

ment and reduced crime: ex-offender-and youth experimentals,

during, participA4on in -- program-,based employment, demon7.

L

O strated the same amount of criminal, activity as controls.
,:1 .

, FurthermOre, although the Job Corps evaluation 'reported

, .,

positive' impacts on both employment and arrests for the ex-

periMental group, part of the impact on arrests resulted

,
.

)
from'"social control" efforts and the impact on arrests was

.

apparently st ongest for early Orogrmmdropbute (a group

who received fe equoloyeent-rele'ted'benefit's through program

0 .''. ,

participatill an who'dIsplayed the weakest Oost-program'emT

ployment).

There is no clear-cut evidence, about the relationships

.between employment an crime' 'in the,t Se types of program con-

4

texts. And if it is the case that plolibent is' associated

'213
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with reduction's im crime, as suggested

ations:reviewed, there ,is' still much t

to increase the 'rates

640'

by soMe of the''evalu-

belearned about 'how

'and lengths of employment for youth

an'd ex-offender groups.

Despite the .recent spate- of methodologically sophisti-

4
cated impact evaluations, many questions remain,unansOered

about program impacts on employment'and the impacts of ern-
.

ployment on criminality. For example, 'impact evaluations

generally tell us little about the exerientes of partici-

%. pants within the program. rs program employment typica ly

seen by participants in the same terms as unsubsidize em-
.

plOyment, or s it discoUnted as a "trial run?" Are high

program dropout rates'related to partibipant_perception of

',potential program ineffectiveness or (as' currently sug-

gested) are they repwesentative of participant-instability?

There has been an increasing awareness among program

'evalOaeOrs of a need to suppleeht the findiy.gs of an impact

evaluation, with a qualitative,ove'rview of, program function
A

.

ing in the form of "process evaluation," althdugh the mean-
.

../
.

ing and.format of such evalua4. tiOn vary considerably. There
. .

are, in fact, two distinctly difterent kinds of process

\.6

evaluation. MDRC, for example, currently has plans for a

procesg evaluation,the "process documentation'analysIs," big .

supplementits impactevaluatiOn. They desAibethis ef-

4 ---,1

A
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fort as including'"a qualitative ,agessment of variables in

the local projectsl..differenCes in the quality of leader-

ship; tcpes of job creation, 'placement and funding strate-
..

Ties; and the geographic,:economic, and politiCal_ environ-

ments in which the program operated."49 Process evalu-
..

. .

ation, in this form, can tell us.a great deal about whether
. -

-
and how programs actually deliver the services called .for in

/,

the program design and can explain program factors involved,

in program impact.

Or There-is another sense in which the term "process_evalr

uation" is generally used. In this second sense, the telkm

refers to the in eraction between program elements and the

sociocultUral, social-psychological and economic ,processv

that are believed to produce unemployment, criminal be-

havior, or both.. Program evaluations. which -include this-

-

type'of formal "process evaluation" -are rare indeed, but

they offer an opportunity to.learn.morp abut the phenomena

whLeh programs mdsi change to realize their objectives and

about the n'ature of program effectseon relelant aspects of

the participants° life. The Baltithore LIFE evaluation at-

tempts to get at this type of evaluation in its four in-

depth case studIes of the post-release experience of parti-

cipants. The cose study volume stands as a companion to the

impact evaluation findings. The .participant case studies

49. ibid., Ch.1, p.5:

o.
'215 ":440-19,.

-.0.
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point to the influence of famil ties and peer group.pres,-,

sures in a day-to-day cOntert, 'proviCling a portri;Oit of the

problems of re -entry for the prison releasee.4 The Wildcat

evaluation Contains a similar but smaller' effort to present.

a qualitative- image of program participants, but .provides

less detail concerning the role of 'the program experience'

within the overall context of individual lives.

an this broader sense, prOcess' evaluation permits not

only inspection of interactions between program personnel,

A and ciiente, but also helps describe the phenomena that pro--

-

grams are trying to change, as well as tHr.' social psycholog-.

ical. and political processes into which they intervene.

Process evaluations may also expose overly abstract theoreE-

icgi models- -human' capital theory,0-"theory of °economic

choice--to the4tests, afforded by the concrete, experiential

contexts within which participants and programs interact.

In addition, 'pone of the research reviewed in' this.

chapter addresses the larger questions of the economic

forces that produce jobs and the labor Market factors that

place people in .jobs. Programs are often built on a series°

of asstImptions about how these processes work,-but those as-
.

sumptions are often not applicable to the employment expeti-
,

ences of program participants. Job readiness training, for

example, coaches participants on how to go on job inter-
,

views, read *wantiods, march for work, etc. Yet research

has shown that most jobs, are not found through, formal means,

216
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such as want .ads, and. employment

.through informal networks

have not as yet been based

ate;
SI.

.

Recent impact

of family

0

'agericies, bud; instead

and friends.50.Programe

w labor markets really.oper-
0

-, -

,.,. -,

evaluations also tell us -very ;little .,

.44
st;

'about efforts to remove

and efforts

or more rewarding.

labor marke, ts; yet it appear's that, in spite of attApts to
.

upgrade the human capita,0o participants, most-'program:

barriers to ex-offender' employment

to make post-program employvntmore vail4ble
'sue

Ig -

We know aeout program impact8 on

graduates still. move into relatively unsk-illed, low-level%

jobs--basically secondary sector employment.

Our review of such employment in Chapter II suggests

that variations in human capital do not(ffer a sufficient,

explanation of employment outcomes in the secondail Tabor

'market, and that the dynamics of employment in this market

may not be particularly sensitive to such differences. For

example, consider the job instability found

evaluations reviewed. SEA theory, suggests

in' the
, .

t this 'insta-

bility may be characteristic of the jobs p ipants move

intoHirhrinsically short-term, dead-end, secondary "jobs- -

rather than an indication of*
individual performance. ' Pro-

,
a

50. See, for example, Marcia'Freedman, Thd Process of Work

Establishment (Kew York: 'Columbia University Press,

1969); and HerbeFt E. Meyer, "Jobs and Want Ads: A.Look

'
Behind the Words," Fortune, November 20, 1978, pp.88-96.

1'
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gram efforts may be based on assumptiong applicable' to the

primary labor' market, vh.ile making.little effort to overcome

structural barriers and facilitate entry into primary jobs

for participants.

In considering the rather mean re returns to vocational

prograpl efforts for youth and ex-offenders, it may be impor-

,\ ,tcant to recognize that programs have yet to attempt any ex-

-
terisive upgrading of job opportunities fOr these groups.

Early NAB-JOBS* efforts to place severely disadvantaged cli-

ents' in primary sector employment were quickly dissipated by

the economic decline of the 1970's. Affirmative action re-

quirements, to some extent, represent efforts to affect,

structural labor market barriers, yet ex-offenders are,not

likely to,share, immediately in affirmative action gains, at
. w

least by virtue oftheir-offender status. Such efforts in

any case can only place previously excludedpl groups into al-

ready existing employment. They do little about upgrading

the strUcttre of employment opportunities for .the hard-core

unemployed as a whole.
,

A review of manpower programs in a criminal justice

context .makes it clear that SLM theories and perspectives

have -4w6t genera een incorp orated in program designs.

Although most of the policy implications currently' drawn

from SLM Aare targeted at the macro-level,,it is possible to

conceive of some smaller scale efforts that would not be

inconsistent with such ,theory. Trainirigltprograms for hard-
,

*National Alliance of Buslnessmen.

I 21/8,
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core unemployed populations specifically directed at given

areas of recognized labor shortage, if such programs can be

delivered effectively, might significantly enhance placement

in relatively skilled jobs. Efforts to eliminate labor mar-

ket barriers for groups such as minorities and ex-offenders,

who currently face structural impediments to employment are

also consistent with SLM.51 .From an SLM perspective, cur-

rent manpower programs place too much emphasis on improving

the human capital of participants and give too little con-

sideration to the labOr markets within which program _grad-
A

uates move. It should be recognized, however, that even SLM

oriented program strategies are limited in the extent to

which they might be capable of providing sufficient numbers

of primary jobs for those that want them.

,* Our review of impact evaluation§ also suggests that we

may need to allay more attention to the characteristics of

10 youth labor.market behavior in manpower program design. Im-

pact evaluation§lvcriticize repeatedly the job holding insta-

1
bility and erratic work histories of high risk youth. To

some extent, this behavior may be related to the' nature of

51. For a review of these issues, see U.S., Department of

Labor, Office of tire Assistant Secretary for Program

Evaluation °and Research, "Employer Barriers to the

Employment of Persons with Records'of Arrest or Con-
victios," by Neal Miller, Washington, D.C. May 1979.

(Mimego)
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-jobs in which they are pieced. Yet it is also possible that

what looks like erratic work behavior to an-outside observer

may be an intrinsic part of the process of work establish-

ment for youhg people engaged -in a long-term exploration_ of

their employment options. Given an awareness of the many

facets involved in the experience of "maturation," discussed

in Chapter Three, the program perspective may be too limited

a viewpoint from which to .eval'uate youth labor market be-
.

havior. If programs wre to expect job exploration and re-
l.

jection as an intrinsic <part of work establishment, job

placement and job stability alone could not be viewed as

adequate measures of program success. Nor would a series of

short-term jobs and employment transitions necessarily

cause for "negative terminalion."

An awareness of .the exploratory nature of most youth
91

..employment experience might lead youth employment programs

to revise thefr program goals. Instead of seeking simply to

provide youth with a work experience,. these programs ,might

s'et the entire process,of work establishment as their target

with youth. In so doing, the program design.wOuld recognize

the exploratory and volatile nature of work experience in

late teens, and would provide for lOnger-term support

featuring different types- of -intervention at different

points in time in order to aid youth in theif explorations

and provide relevant skills when they show interest and ap--

titude.
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In summary, a number of t e themes developed in our re-

view of program literatu4"e reinforce themes developed in the

empirical literature reviewed in Chapters Two and Three.

Our examination of literature related to employment and

crime leads us to believe that manpower programs for high-

1

risk youth and ex-offenders need to be based :on broader

knowledge of the social-, -prsy'CUlogical and economic pro-
- 4

cepses into which programs inter*ene. We need to kpow more

about what kinds of jobs are available in high crime commu-

0

nities, how they are valued and defined, what people expect

to derive from them other than their daily wage. We also

need to know more about the nature of stable employment in

environments where primary employment is the exceP.tibn'

rather than the rule. Finally, we need to know mote about

the kinds of criminal activities engaged in in these commu-

nities--what .residents derive from them, the extent to which

they vary with patterns 6f legal employment, and how the re-

,
lationship between legal and illegal involvements are viewed

by the participanti (the-community perceptions of the nature

o,f the tradeoffs between crime and Qmpldyment)T. Only with

such an expanded base of knowledge.can we significantly 'ad-

va our presently limited understanding of the possible

impacts of enhanced employment opportunity on' crime.

a
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